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CHAPTtt1 I

INTRODUCTION
"If inflation were to affect everyone in exactly
the same way and in the-same degree, it would have no
importance whatsoever.

Its tremendous social signifioence

arises f�om the fact that it always does affect people and
classes differently."l
"Inflation is one of the most pervasive and per
sistent aconomio problems of our times -- one which we
may h ave to live with for a long time to-come.

It is an

old problem which nas plagued mankind since money was.
invented.

At the same-time it is also a new problem be

cause it can never be solved once and for e.11. 11 2
One or the greatest economic problems existing in
the United States today is inflation.

This problem 1s

magnified because our population is still growing, there
are changes taking place in methods of production, and
propez-ty and wealth a1•e boing re-distributed.
1Dudley Dillard, !h,! Eoono�ies of John Maynard
Keyne� {New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. l948}p. 238.
2ohamber of Co�meroe of the United States, The
Mechanics of Inflation, (Report of the Committee oii:7!':con
om1o Pol1oy":' Washington: Chamber of Oommeroe of the United
States, 1958), P• 1.

2

Americans continually want more things which are
bigger and better and they are willing to go in debt to
have them.

They want more and bigger automobiles; high•

ways. more services, better schools, and more leisure

time.

The effective demand sometimes has a way of getting

ahead of the capacity to produce.

With·this demand for

goods, prices continue to rise and a unit of currency
buys less and l�sa.
Senator Harry F. Byrd has done much to awaken
Americans to the ruinous effects of inflation.

He stated:

Our total money supply 1ncreas�d from
36 billion dollars at the end of 1939 to 135
billion in April, 1958 -- a jump of 276 per
cent. In the same period the rate of prod
uction of industrial goods increased only
119 per cent. The cost of living went up
108 per cent.
In other words, though we have more
than doubled our rate of producing goods 1n
the last two decades, we have almost quadrupled
the supply of money. As we have increased
the supply ot money taster than the supply of
goods, money bas become cheaper in terms of
goods, end goods have become �oarer in terms
of moneys prices have risen. 3
Prices climb when there is an increase in efteotive
demand relative to available supplies.

Rising prices tend

to stimulate production and discourage demand.

Prices are

3Harry P. Byrd, '"can We Escape A Ruinous Inflation?"
The Reader's Digest, 73:438 (October, 1958), 56.

3
the automatic regulators that ke�p production and consump
tion in balance.

VJhen prices go up, it is not because

things ar& worth more but bocause the dollar is worth less.
THE PROBLEM

Statement

2f. �

eroblem.

The purpose or this study

io to me-,t an obvious need of' lay,1en who are not economists
but ne�d to knm1 whRt i·l'lpact inflation bas had at typical
social and economic levels in Richmond from 1949 througll
1958.

Although a porison may not have a clear. understanding

of inflation he can still compare his economic situation
with that shown for a similar position during the ten-year
period.

Job descriptions have been prov1d,:,d to facilitate

identification with. the particular job situations presented.
Employers may use the data presented to determine the need
.for e.ny adjustment in wagoa. and salaries.

In any case,

allowances must be made where the job descriptions are
different from the on�a presented in this study and where
tha fringe benefits are above or below average .for similar
jobs.
Because or the method of selecting jobs, the study
should not be construed as representing general wage and
salary data for the city but should bo interpreted specif•
ically 1n terms of the special olassifioations considered.
Importance of� study.

Senator Harry F. Byrd,

4
chairman of the Comm�ttee on Finance for the investigation
of the firs.no1al condition of the United States. addressed
the committee with these words regarding the importance
of the comm1tteJs invcsti9ation:
The immediate occasion for this study
is the existing credit and interest situation
and• more important, 1.nflation which has start
ed again with its ominous threat to fiscal
solvency, sound money, and individual wolfars.4
A year-by-year study of prices in Richmond oloarly
shows thnt a unit of currency buys less nnd less.
adequate proof of the inroads or inflation.

This is

It is possible

for a p�rson whose salary 1ncrAases over n period of time
to still ha.ve to lowor his standard of living if pric«,a
increa�e faster than income.

This study will give some

concrete exa�pl�s of rAlationships between increasing
prices and changing incomes for IUchmond for the period
from, roughly, 1949 to the present time •. Because of the
difficulties of obtaining current statistics most of the
recent data available are for 1958.
On a national basis, "One of the primary measures
of inflation, ot course, 1s the Oonsum�r PI-ice Ind�x which
has r1s-m from 102.a in 1948 to 123.7 in 1958.

The effect

4Un1t�d States Congress, Senate Committee on Finance,
Investigation .2!, � Financial Condition 2!, � United
States, H�arings before Oommitteo, 85th Congress, 1st
session, Part I, June 18-July 12, 1957. (Washington:
Government Printing Office, l957J p. l.

5

of this inrlation can be dramatically illustrated by noting
that a one-point rise in the Consumer Price Index maintained
for a year takes an estimated $1 billion out of the consumer's
pooket."5
Kore and more workers havo become inflation-oonsoious
as seen 1n the increasing number of wage contracts which
include cost of living escalator clauses.

At tho beginning

of 1957 there w�re four million workers in the United
States who had their wag�s related to the Bureau.of Labor
Statistics• Oonsumor Prioe Index �- ab0ut double the
number 1n 1956. 6

m,;FINITION OF TERMS USED
Inflation.

in use today.

There are many definitions of inflation

To sryme people, inflation is an 1norease in

the supply of money; to others it is an increase in the
supply of money accompanied by a general rise in prices;
to still others it is a general rise in money incomes
proportionately greater than the increase in the real
productivity of the oountry. 7

Webster•e new collegiate

5Personal Oorraspondence of the author, letter from
Robert L. Russell, The Federal Reserve Bank of New York,
April 7, 1959.
6F1rst National City Bank, Business l!!ll! Economic
Conditions, Monthly Letter, (New York: �1rst National 01ty
Bank, July, 1957) P• 75.
7ohember of Commerce of the Un1t�d States, 2E.•
P• 6.

ill••

6
dictionary defines inf'lation:
being inflat�d.

"an inflating; state or

D1sp�oport1onate and relatively sharp

end sudden increase 1n the quantity of money or credit,
or both, relative to goods available for purchase. Infla
tion always produces a rise in the price leve1."8 Definitions
used by some of our eoonomists of today are as follows:
Paul

!•

Samuelson:

11

By inflation we mean a time

or

generally rising pricos.

By deflation we mean a time when

most prices are falling.

The cause of inflation and de

flation is usually taken to be a change in total dollar
spending relative to the flow of goods offered for sale.
If the total flow or purchasing J)ower coming on the market
1s not matched by a sufficient flow or goods, prices will
tend to rise.

On

the other band, when total spending goes

down, prices and production t�nd to fa11. n9
Dictionary

.2f.

Modern Economics describes inflation

as "a nntional or 1nternet1onal situation in which there is
a relatively rapid rise in prices resulting fttom a demand
8\'iebster • s New Collegiate Dictionary (Second Edition,
Springfield., Mass-:=- G & 0 Merriam Company, 1956}, P• 430.
9paul A. Samuelson, Economics (Fourth Edition, New
York: MeGraw-Eill Book Company, Inc., 1958), p. 268.

7
for goods in excess of their supply.

Excess demand usually

takes place b�oause disposable purchasing power exceeds the
supply of consumption goods available e.t current prices. ttlO
Dudlez. Dillard;

"True inflation occurs when prices

rise without being accompanied by a rise in employment and
output.

Inflation is caused by further increases in
effective demand after full emplo'Y?nent is attained.011
Sezmour

!•

Harriss

"By inflation in the civilian

economy we mean a rise of prices which results from an
excess

or demand for civilian goods over the supply of

these goods made available to the civilian population at
prices or the preceding period."12
Sherman J. Maisel:

"Fear of inflation (defined as

a period of generally rising prices) in the United States
has alternated with tear of deflation.

Numerous Americans

have always held that the best formula was to avoid deflation
and spike the economy with a little inflation.

They have

argued that rising prices mean greater output and more jobs,

lOB7rne J. Horton, Julien Ripley, Jr. and M. B.
Sobnapper, Dictionarz g!_ Modern Economics (Washington,
D.,c.: Public Afrairs Press, 1948), P• 168.
110111ard,
.2.E.• �-• PP• 237-2as.
12seymour E. Harris, In.flation !!12. The American �
.2!!!!.• (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 194&), P• 7.

8

and thnt ralling prices frequentl y go hand in hand with
decreasing output and unemplo,ment. nl3
Burton Ore.ne:

"Some or the definitions

limit

'inflation' to rising prices caused by the faot that more
money 1s circulating than we need to do busi ness.

Tltat

woul d fit the inflation of the first Truman administration.
It would al so fit the

late

Eisenhower administration.

1953-1954 inflation of the
Since we no longer can prove

a political point by using this definition, suppose we go
back to the old-fashioned use of the word:
buys less, that is inflation.•"14
William!.• Paton:

•Ir

your money

"A condition of inflation or

deflation is comm.onl y considered to be evidenced or ex
pressed by a change in the general level of prices (a r1se
1n the price level indicates inflation and a fal l shows the
presence of deflation) and the severity of the condition
to be measured by the extent and persistence of the price
movement. "15
Demand-pull.

One of the forces which determines

individual prices and the general lefel of prices in�
l3sherman J. Maisel, Fluctuations, Growth, and !2£.!
casting (New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1957),p. 20.
l4aurton Crane, Gettim and Spending. (New York:
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1956), p. 27.
16Willinm A. Paton, Shirtsleeve Economios, (New
York: Appleton-Century-Crotts, Inc., 1952), PP• 153-154.

9

inflationary situation•is money demand. The inoroaaed
demand is caused by excessive spending, usually deficit,
by business, government and consumers f'or final output.,
�he competition among producers as buyers of labor and

other productive services, and among consumers as buyers

of final products, are the elements which raise prices. 16
Cost-push.

The ncost-push" f'orces operate on the

supply side in the form o:f· higher v,age rates, rising raw
material prices, taxes, bottlenecks in particular lines of
production and diminishing physical returns (as cep1t�l is
worked more intensively near peak capacity). These cost
forces also include transportation and distribution.17

CAUSES OF INFLATION
Inflation can be caused by the interaction or
several eoonomio phenomena.

Committeos, economists, and

businessmen have been outspoken on the subject but seldom
agree on the primary onuses.

Some of these viewpoints are

given here so that the reader may have a better idea of the
complexity of tho problem.

Inflation is compounded by the

interaction of several causes and 1nfluonces.
16

P• 15.

Chamber of 0o7'1merce of the United States,

.22•ill•,

10
Most of the definitions of inflation include rising
prices which mny be explained further in the quantity
equation of exchange.

This may be expres:1ad es
M V : p Q 18

where Mis the amount of money, Vis the velocity of
circulation of money, Pis the price level and Q is the
quantity

or supply. This equation shows that it is the

interaction of the supply of money, the velocity of its
turnover in making payments and th9 volrlme of transactions
�bieh actually detex-mines tho level of prices.

The price

level will tend to move upw�rd when the supply and/or
velocity of money rises, downward with an increase 1n the
volume of business.

If all three determinants of the price

level are shifting their net influence will dep end upon the
relative strength of each.

� £.2!!. gt!!!.! government.

No matter what restraints

are imposed on the private seotoX' of the economy, by the
market or monetary controls, what the government, does with
respect to spending, taxing and debt management will loom
very large in determining an inflationary or deflationary
co urse or events.

The federal debt increased from $257.2

billion in 1949 to $274.9 billion in 1957.

18Samuelson, .2E.•

.2.!i••

PP• 280-281.

This large

11
federal debt creates annual funding proliP..ms which compl1cE1te
e.nti--.fle.tionary monetary policy-.19
Wage-price spiral.

Wages, costs and prioes move

upward together during in1"lat1onary periods presenting a
number of problems.

Oan inflation be caused by the upward

pressure of costs1 especially wage costs? Are bwmire ssmen
forced to pay but h.1gher costs; including wage costs, or
are they able and willing to do so because prices are
rising?

Do prices follo,n costs or do costs follow prices?

There are no simple answers to the!�e questions. 20
S11chter-Luedicke Debate

EB,

creeping inflation.

Two

viewpoints on creeping inflation have. been expressed 1n a
debate between Sumner H. Sliehtor, Lamont University Pro•
fessor, Harvard University and Dr. Heinze Luedicke, editor,

!a!

Jqurnal of Oommercft.

The debate has ar�sen over the

choice between a vigorous policy

of

ttrull employment" and

a policy of combatt1ng further erosion in the value

or the

dollar by checking this comtant inflation of the price
level which has resulted from wage rate increases above
those which are justified.by productivity �ains.
Professor Sl1chter emphasizes the political diffi
culties of a policy of deliberately fostering unemployment

P• 10.

l90hambar of Oo�meroe of the United States, .s?l?.• cit.,

-

20ib1d., PP• 14•15.
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to check undue ,'-.'age increa sea.
Dr. Lued1cke emphasizes the eo9nomic ·difficulties
of keeping a more or less planned annual increase in the
price level under control, in viow of the certainty that
there would be a concerted $ffort to anticipate futt.U"e
1nerensas in costs and declines

in

the purchasing power

of money.
Professor Sliehter believes that full employment
end a stable price level are

1n

co nflict; that stable

pricos can be had only at the cost of some preyentable
unemployment; and that maximum employment will cause a
long-run rise in the price level.
Tha reasoning behind Professor Slichter•s beliefs
is the expectation that labor costs will rise slowly be
cause employers will not be able to hold their own in
bargaining with today's powerful unions.

The slowly ris

ing labor oosts will produce slowly rising prices, but the
rise 1n prices *111 remain slow, and creeping inflation
will not generate galloping inflation.

In

the opinion of Dr. Luedicke, there must be no

compromise with 1nfiat1on -- all-out or creeping -- induced
by the wage-price spiral, budgetary policies, or credit
inflation.

It is a defeatist attitude to assume that

organized leb�r, or its leaders, will never accept a
sound economic approach to wase policy, particularly with

13
respect to the r�lationship betwoen productivity gains and
wage boosts.

Most p�ople seam to forget that living

standards can rise even with deolining living costs.

Dr.

Lued1oke reasons tqat creeping inflation will

ultimately cause a decline in employment; and thnt during
periods of inflation the poor beoome poorer and the rich
become richer.

Thus organized labor should actually lead

the fight against any soft attitude on inflation; creeping
or otherwise, instead

or striving to attain temporary and

highly questionable benefits for itselr. 21

------------

Views of Vlilliam A. 'McDonnell.
president of the Chamber

Vl1ll1am A. McDonnell,

or Commerce or tha United States,

outlined the oauses of inflation 1n an address before the
46th annual convention, Mortgage Bankers Association of

America as folllws1
(1)

Economic Growth
We experienco growing pains in a period
of rapid growth, and we can exp,1ct sor.te
money pressure on prices, as the money
supply is expanded to meet the need.

(2)

Inflationary Government Finance
Expanding government expenditures are
almost sure to create inflationary
pressur es if they are financAd in normal
times by deficits. Once the spiral is
started, it may become cumulative.
Investors are still not sure ths-t the
government will restore fiscal order.
So the sale of long-term government
b0nds to investors hns met some resistance.

2lcreeping Inflation, (A Debate Between Sumner B.
Sliohter and Dr. Heinz Luedioke, New York: The Journal
of Commerce, 195?) PP• 3-11.

14

(3)

Uneconomic Taxes
The high marginal tax rates seem to
reduce productivity and efficiency and
contribute to inflation. A more
equitable tax system would foster eoon
omio growth and eventually lower tax
rates and prices.

(4)

The Monopoly Power or Labor Unions
The pattern of annual wage d�mands may
force money wage ratos higher each year -
higher than average gains in productivity
and existing prices can bear.

(5)

External World Pressures
We have to carry a heavy national defense
load. The Korean War and our entrance
into the space age are two or the adjust
ments our economy has had to make 1n
recent years. 22

Senator Estes Korauvor • Administered Prices.
Senator Kefauver blamed "administered prices" (prices set
by industry, rathor tl·1 an by the law of supply and demand)
tor the upward trend 1n living costs.

Said he=

The American consumAr is losing the
battle to inflation. No matter how careful
the purchasing and expert the marketing, the
Amriaan consumer can not protect himself, or
more properly herself, against the steady and
continuing rise in prioes. 23

22william A. McDonnell; Address before 45th Annual
Convention, Mortgage Bankers Association or America.
Oh1oa.go, Illinois, November 4 1 1958.
23
Associated Press dispatch, Richmond Tim�s-Diapatoh,
March 29, 1959.

�FFBOTS OF INFLATION
Inflation hurts the standard of living universally,
and countless people are injured, particularly those �ho
are dependent on annuities, ;2ensions, or whose savings
are in the form ot bnnds or lite insuranoG contracts.
The great majority of those who operate their m,n busi
nesses or farms, or own common stocks or real estate, or
even those who hnve cost of living agre�ents whereby
their \"1ages will be raised, cannot escape the ei'teota of
speculative influences that accompany inflation-. 1
Consumer Price Index.

The Consumer ?rice Index is

a statistical m�asure of changes in prices of the goods
and services bought by families or city wage earners and
cleri,oa:l workers·. 2
'l'he index is conoernod wi·tb price changes involving
retail prices of foods, oiothing, house-furnishing,
doctors and dentists, prices in barbershops and other
lw1nn1nr; tho Battle Against Inflation {Heprint·ed
Prom Federal lieaerv'e bulletin !''or August l957. Federal
Reserve Bank of J,lew Yo�k) P• 873.
8Ewan Clague, The q0nsu.m1?,1!, Prioq Index !!l !!:.!,
Current Price Situation, bureau of Labor Statistics,
u.
Dept. oi'Lahor, A,_.r1l a, 1958.

s.

16
service establ1shmentsJ rents: rates charged tor trens
portntlon, glectr1o1ty, gns, and otbnr utilities; etc.
Pr1o�s ar� those oharged to consume.l's, 1nolud1ng sales and
�oise taxes.

A representative sample of families which includes
all ram111 types end income classes are selected trom the
entire populntion of the o1ty.

Interviewm--s visit and

interview each family and obtain a complete record or the
kinds, qualities and amounts or foods., olotb1ng, furniture,
and all other goods and services the family bought, together
with the amount apont for each item.

Tbeae records tor all

wage-earner and clerical-worker families of two or more
persona were averaged together for tha city, to form the
basis ror index weight determination.a
The Consumer P.r1ce Indox for niehmond 1ncressod
14.8� from 1949 to 1958 while the United States city average
showed an 1nct'ease or 20.81' for the aume period.

For a

year by y,,ar comparison or theae two indexes, see Table I.
M�st people think that the cost of living has increased
muoh mot•e than this for niohmond.

However, this is the

onl7 cost or living index for the City of Richmond 1'rom
1949 through 1958.

l?

TABLE l
OONSUM3R PRICE INDEX
(1953: 100)

Year
1949
1950
1951
1952
1955
1954
1955
1956
19517
1958

Richmond
91.5
92.0
99.2
100.6
100.0
100.1
100.2
101.2
103.2
105.0

United States
city average

as.a

90.0
97.0
99.5
100.0
100.2
100.3
101.9
104.6
107.3

National Industrial Conference Board, Inc. 460
Park Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

.f.2!!.
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capita income.

In

1949 there were s22,ooo

people living in the Richmond metropolitan area with

personal income of $418 1 000,000.

In other words, the

average personal income for each person in the metropol•
1tan area was tl,298.

In

1958 the population

or

the

metropolitan area had increased to 399 1 000 1 and the per•
sonal inoomo had 1nc�eased to

$aoo,ooo,ooo.

capita income for 1958 was $2,005.4

The 9er

The percantnges of 1narense bnsed on these fit";Uras

tnkon from Table II are ns follows:
lncrease'rrom 1949 to 1958
Richmond M9tropolitan Population
Personal lnC)ome
Per Capita Income ·
Per Oapita Income (constant 1958 i)
!?:a�ploa

2f.

riotng_ costs.

23.9%
91.4%
54.6�
54.6%

In the last ten yenrs

the cost of living 1n Richmond hne risen 14.8%.
an average inc:r•ense for all 1tr.n�s..

This is

A study of' rising

prices on selected items sueh na·a new autom,bile or a
c!")llege educntion will show t::o effects of. inflation.
Automobile.

One way to buy a new automobile is to

trade in the old car and finanea the dif£erence.
4niehmond Trends, l93H•l95G.
Richmond Chamber o:f Oo:mneroe.

Another

Haaearch Dept.
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TABLE II
POPULATION, P3RSONAL INCOME AND PER CAPITA INCOME
RICHMOND, 1949•1958

Year

1949
1&50
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

*Metropolitan
population
(number)
322,000
328,050
335,500
343,000
351,000
359,500
369,000
3'79,000
389,500
399,000

�Personal
income

{�000,000)

$418
434
514
535
602
620
672

716
751

800

Pett capita
income

Pel' capita.
ino0?:1e
1n constant
1958 dollars

$1,298
1,323
1,532
1,560
1,715
1 1 725
l,821
1,889
1,928
2,005

$Jil,490
l,611
l,621
1,629
l,801
1,810
l,908
1,959
1,961
2,005

*Data obtained fztom Richmond Trends, 1938-1958.
Research Dept., Richmond Ohamoer or Oomnierce.
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way is to estimate the useful life ot the present car
and set up a savings plan to pay cash for the new car.
Take the case or Mr. A• who bought the least ex
pons1ve two-door si.X cylinder Chovrolet 1n May, 1049
for the Richmond delivered price of $1,4?5.

Being a

thr1.fty man, be dooidod be ,would keep th& car tor its
full useful life, which be estimated to be ten years.
At the same time be decided that he would put enough
money aside each month at

s%

at the end of the tenth year

or a replaco��nt.

compound inter�st ao that

he

would have the price

Interest tables showed that ��10. "15

a month st S% 0�1npound interest would amoun� t� $1,506
in ten yeat-s.
What actually ha '7" pened, of coUl'se, was that ·the
automobile pri(rn rose 51.11' and e.t the end of the tenth

year (May, 1958) 9 a comparable Chevrolet cost not $1,4?5'
but $2,228.

Mr. A. should have saved $18.00 a month 1n ordel'
to have enough m,:,ney to buy a new oar•

For a complete

pic ture of prioea and amounts saved each year, see
Table III.
College education.

Most families have to plan

ahead to save money 1n orde1" to send theit- sons or daugh•
ters to collage.

The expense can vary considerably
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'!'ABLE III
SAVINGS PROGRAM TO BUY A NEW AUTOMOBILE

�Richmond delivered price How $10.'75
or model 1502, 2-door, n month
at 3�
straight shti't,
would·grow
6 oylindcr Chevrolet

Year
1949
1950.
1961
1952
1953
·1954
1955
1956
1957
1968

$1,475

1,son

1,525
1,587
1,102
1 1 712
1 1 7'73
1,986
2,077
2,220

$131
266
405
549
697
£49
1,008
1,168
l,334
1,606

How �lG.00
a month
at 3%
would grow
$195
396
603
817
1,037
1,264
1,497
l, '738
l,986
2,241

�Data :ru�niRhod author by J.fr. Georg& Martin,
, G-enP,ral·Manager · or Martin Chevrolet Company.
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depending on which college or university decided upon
nnd also the spending habits of the individual.
For one exs:mple of a savings program, talre the case
of

Mr.

and Mrs. B. who started a ten-year savings plan in

1940 to send their ?-year-old son to the University of
Richmond.

The cost for four years •nas then �3,240 basod

on th� 1949 cost for tuition, college fee, student nct1v1t1es fee, contingent fee, room snd bonrd and medical tee.

In

order to sava this amount in lO years, Mr. and t!rs.

B-would hnve to save :i;:23.25 a month at 3% compound
interest.
Howevt11•, by 1958, the cost had risen 39.3% and .,,1aa
now $4,480•

Mr.

and Mrs. B.should have saved $32.00 a

month 1n oztd""!' to havg $4 1 483 in 10 years.
year by year acc�unt

a�

For n CO!itplete

or ooll�so 0x�enseo and savings at

compound interest, see Table IV.
This inoressa did not equal the percentage rise

1n the price of automobiles (51.l;f>) � but it was considoI'
ably above the rise in the Oonsumor Price Index (14.81�)

f'or the so.me period

or time.

Snvings plens.

Inflation presents a problem to

the person who saves and has money to invent. The prob
lem is how to preael'Ve the buying power of today•a dollars
f'or the future.

A sto.ble dollAr is n11H,ded to att?'aot
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TABLE IV

SAVINGS PROGRAM Fat A COLLEGE IIDUCATIOH

Savings
*Tuition, college tee,.
program
student activities fee,
showing
contingent roe; t'Oom,
how $23.25
board, and medical fee
a month
for 4 years at tbe
at 3�
Yeax- University of Richmond
would grow
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1054
1955
1956
1957
1958

$3,240
5,260
3,280
3,680
5,'720
3 ,. 820
4,020
4,040
4,440
4,480

$284
676
877
1187
1507
1836
21'76
2525
2886
3257

Savings
program
showing

how ,,s2.oo
a month
at 3%
would grow
$390
792
1,207
1 1 634
2,074
2,527
2,994
3,476
3,9'12
4,48a

*Based on data in Table A-II of Appendix.
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people's savings into any ti�nd-value investments. A
new round of inflation will cause serious losses 1n

or savings bonds and other 1"1xed value
investments. To illustrate the effects or inflation
"ree.111 value

on aavinga, see what $10,000 invested 1n 1949 would be
worth ten years later.
Savings aooount.

Ten thousand dollars deposited

in a savings and loan accH,u1'.t at 37; compound interest
1n 1949 would grow to if•lo,493 in ten years.

However,.
the purchasing power in 1949 dollars is only ill,752 or
17.5� more than the amount invested.

or

course, there

is the satisfactio� of knowing the money is sate and
also that the full interest rate would be paid �ven 1.f
the -money fflla w1thdra.vm b�£ore the end ot: ten :ye_ars.
Series! savin�s bonds.

Series E savings bonds

purchased 1n 1949 for $10,000 would be worth t,13,333
at ni1tur1ty which is tr}n years from date

or

issue.

This

amount is worth only ill,613 in terms of 1949 dollars or
16.1% more than the original amount invested ten years
previouslJ•

In other Wf'>rds, each $100 rE!oeived in 1958

will buy a quantity of oonsuml'.'.r goods and services which
The
could have been purchased in 1949 ror $87.lO.

purchaser is protected if they are lost, stolen, or
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dostroJed -- bonds arP. one of th� safest ways to save

money.

Series E bonds may be cashed at any time the

owner dos1res.

Howev3r, if bonds ere cashed before

maturity,.they do not pay the full 2.9� interest.

!, selected common stock.
invest money 1n 1949 was to buy

One ot' the best ways to
common stocks.

Most of

the stocks had not bean bid up too high and they'rose
along with otheI' prices in tl:e next ten years.

One of

the blue chip stocks which was widely bought was General
Eloctr1o.
3 1 1949.

This stock sold for 13'7.625 a share on Januacy

By 1958 the stock had split so that the purchaser

. now had thref> •.t-imes us ·m:any ahares.
share on Janu�ry 2, 1959 was $78.25.
a net gain of 523.9�.

The low price per
This represented

This gain does net include the

cotn:n1ss1on chnrges or the dividends co1leoted ov�r the
ten-year period. 5

\Vhen this gain is expressed 1n 1949

dollars, there is still an increase or 456.S%.

5poz,,sona.l cor?'ospondenoe of the author, L'ltter from
'Mason w. Johnson, Jr. Hegistored Representative, Soott
and Stringfellow.

CUAPTER III
RIOHMO:ND AREA SALARY SURVEY CONDUCTED BY THE
FEDERAL ItESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND

Thia salary survey waa conducted by representatives
of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond who bad been
specially trained in salary sw:-ve7 techniques.

Descrip

tions were prepared for the occupations and then data
were obtained on these from tbe representative firms.
"P1l'Tlla selected_ wero limited to those which wel'e consid•
ered to be 1n the same competitive labor market as the
Federal Res�rve Bank or Richmond.

Since moat bank jobs

are of a clerical nature, most firms selected were those
employing a representative group of clor1cal employees.
In addition, a few other firmo weve specifically added to
give a more representative sample of ms1ntenance and
apecielist classifications. Because of this method of
selection, the present survey should not be construed as
repreaenting general salary data but should be inter

p reted ap�c1f1cally 1n terms or the special olassifioations

considered. nl

1Ricbmond Salary Survey, Federal Reserve Bank ot
Itiobmr:nd, 1949-1958.
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The occupations ware classified by the author from

the job descriptions given.

It is impossible to insure

against some overlapping from ono group to another.
!he salary data were based on rates paid regular

.tull-time employees for a normal straight-time, 40-bour
week in a designated occupation.

No overtime pa1nlenta

were included but regularly paid bonuses were· 1nolud�d

in the salary data.
Complete salary data tor tho occupations selected
can be found in Appendix �ables A-III through A•XIV.
The author had originally planned to use the median
individual, salaries only but c«a.rtain d1sorepanc1es
appeared which could not ,be checked.

The median salaries

were out or line for Cook (remale) 1n 1949 and 1953 and
for File Clerk (D)

1n

1957.

When the median salaries by

1nd1Y1dual firms were used, theso two salaries were 1n
line with the other salaries.
The median salaries rather than the mean : , salaries
were used in the survey because the latter would hove
given more weight to the oxcesaive high or low salaries.

MAINTENANCE AND SPF..OIALIST OOOUPAT!OliS
Unskilled Occupations

-

Cook (Female).

!his occupation was classed as
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unskilled because the employee cooks only simple dishes
and assists the chef in cooking more complioated dishes.
The cook, under general supervision, prepares food ror
cookingt

outs, peels or otherwise prepnrea vegetables,

.fruits, meat, fish or fowl. The cook may help serve,
maintain an adequate supply of dishes, and help to clean
up after the meal is served.
From 1949 to 1958 the median individual salary

tor a cook rose from $1,680 to $1,890 tor a paroentage
increase ot 12.6%.

In constant 1958 dollars the per•

centage deoreRse would have been 2%.

In

this same period, the median salar1 by individ

ual firms increased from $1,530 to $2,620 which was an
1ncree.ae ot 64."7%.

In

constant 1958 dollars this increase

would bave amounted to only �3.6�t.
The difference in the 12.5% increase tor median
individual salary and the 64.7% increase for median salary
by individual firms can not be accounted for because the
median individual sslaey is out ot line in the raw data

for 1949.
Refer to Tables A•IIl through A-VIII 1n the
appendix tor complete salary data on maintenance and
specialist occupations and for percentages
1949-1958.

or

increase,
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Female nigbt cleaner.

The duties of this job are

pertormGd under general aup�rvis1on and include sL�ple
routine cleaning such as:

sweeping, mopping, scrubbing,

and dusting.
·The median individual aalary tor this oooupation
increased trom $1,140 to $2,100 tor an increase of 84.2�
from 1949 •to 1958.

In constant 1968 dollars the per•

centage increase would have been 60.4�.
In this same ten-yonr period, the media..� sal�ry by
individual tirms increased from $1,200 to $8,190 for a
percentage increase of 82.5%.

The increase measured 1n

constant 1958 dollars would have beon 58.9».
In this c ase all firms interviewed muat have
increased salaries approximately the same peroontago over
the ten-yoar period, 1949•1958.

It is interesting to

note 1n Tabla A•III of the appendix that the median indi•
�idual salary in current dollars did not change from 1950
to 1955.

In constant 1958 dollars, this meant that the

worker received $147 a year less 1n 1955 than 1n 1950.
However,• over the ton-7ee.r period, this occupation enjoyed
·the highest peroantage ot increase 1n salary tor the
maintenance and specialist ocoupations.
For oomplet e sa��Y data on maintenanoe and specialist
occupations, 1949-1958, see Tables A-III through A-VIII
in the appendix.
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Somiskill�d Occupations
Elevator Ooorator (Female).

Manual aanipulation

at control levers requires some skill 1n the operation
of elevators tor transporting passengers.

The operator

occasionall7 supplies information to pasaengei-s such as

location or offioos snd individuals.

The increase fltom 1949 to 1958 was 39.6% tor the
median individual salary in current dollars and only
91.6� 1n constant 1958 dollars.

!rills oooupation bad a

low percentage increase tor this group or medinn 1nd1vid•
ual aalar1f'la.
The median salary by individual firms increased
from 61,320 to $2,340 in current dollars for an increase

ot ?7.3%.

In constant 1958 dollars the median salary

increased frnm Jl,515 to $2,340 for n percentage increase
0� 54.5%.
The companies which em.plo7 the larger nud>or of
elevator op�rat�rs have probably not raised their salaries
as fast as the other companies in the survey.
For complete salary data on maintenance and spt:,Cial1at occupations, 1949-1958, see Tables A-III through
A-VIII 1n the appendix.
Porter.

The porter performs routine duties incident
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to nralntalning oi'fioes end buildings in a clean and
orderly condition.

In addition to routine cleaning

duties, he may p,,rtorm such specialized duties as moving
turn1t,1re nnd equipment. transterr1ng f'iles to storage,
assisting maintenance mechanics with routine repairs
to building or rna.chinery, and substituting for elevator
operator (female) at odd ti ·,10s.
The median individual salary increased rrom �l,620
to i2,400 tor an increase of 48.1% from 1949 to 1958 •

In

constant 1958 dollars this increase �ould have been

only 29.0%.
During this sarn.e ten-year period the median salary
by individual t1rms increased from $1,710 to
a percentage increase of 50.9%.

ured

,2,sao tor

The increase when meas

in constant 1958 dollars would have been 31.4%.

Skilled Occupations.
Jlaintenanoe Neohanio ({!J.

Und�r general super

vision, the mechanic performs difficult el�ctrical,
carpentry, plumbing, and mechanical work incident to
m.s1ntenenoe or buildings, fixed machinery and equip-nent.
Ho may use suoh tools as glass cutter, latho, sanding

machine, oalip�rs, micromatern, voltmeter, and other
special toola.

He must be oble t,) read and interpret
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blueprints, sketches and diagrams.

He may instruct

other machanios 1n advanced phases or each specialty.
From 1949 to 1958 the median in�1v1dual salary
rose from $3,160 to $4,660 for a percentage inerease of
44.8%.

In constant 1958 dollars the percentage increase

would have been 26.l�.
In this same p�riod• the median sale.ry by 1nd1v1d•
ual tirms inci11eased from :fi,3,270 to i4 1 740 which was 45iG.
In constant lt,58 dol+a,rs the increase was only 26 .z%.
Pa1ntex-.

Under general su,pervision, the painter

selects painting materials, mixes and matches colors, and
paints high-grade interior and exterior sw•raoea with a
variety of ha nd brushes or spray guns.

Ho also ap:Jliea

special decorative finishes, such as strippl1ng or �training.
The pa1nt,�r had one ot the highest increases tor
median individual salaries tor this group·or maintenance
and specialist occupations.

From 1949 to 1968 the median

individual salary rose .f.r.om (;2 1 940 to f;i>5,1U0 vb lch was
'73.5%.

This increase meas,u:•ed 1n constant 1958 dollars

would have been 51.1%�
The modian salary by individual firms rose fr.om
�,120 to $4�350 tor a percentage incroase of 39.4t"•

Tho

salary increased only 21.4� whon expr�ssed in constant
1958 dollars.
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Clerical
TlJ?ist (,!!). The typist, under general supervision,
types si�pla letters, standardiJed reports, tabulators,
accounting entries, etc., from longhand, typed or print
ed copy.

The level ot Job is mainly determined by degree

of typing ability.
The median individual salary for this typist
position incrensed from �l,680 to $2,460 in the ten-yoar
period, 1949-1958.

This was an incr�se of 46.4�.

Measured in constant 1958 dollars, the salary increased
from $1.929 to $2,460 tor an ino�ee.se ot 2?.5%.
During this same poriod, the median salary by
individual ti rms showed an increase !rom $l t ?,:iQ to ��2, '700
which was an inerense ot 55.2"�.

In constant 1958 dollnrs

the 1no1•ease was from vl,998 to S2, ?CO, or 35.1%.
Por complete median snlaey data tor clorionl
workei-s, 1949-1{�58, see Tabl�u A-IX through A-XIV in the
appendix.

Junior Clerk(!!)•

Under general supervision, the

clerk performs duties requiring some previous training and
experience.

Tbe general duties mllJ include tiling routine

. .

.

-

forms, tickets, t'ooords, writing debits and credits, etc.
The clerk may also maintain simple bookkeeping records
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relevant to his dutias.
Thia clerical position had an increase in median
individual salnry .from $1,890 to ,$2 1 820 for the period,
1949-1958, which was a percentage increase of 49.2;�.

In

constant 1958 dollars the salary increased from $2,170
to �2,s20 for an increase ot 30%.
The median salary by individual firms showed an
increase from $1,,,:60 to t,2 1 850 which was 53.2�.

In consta.nt

1958 dollars the salary inor,3ased from �2,135 to �2,EJ60
which was sn increase of 33.5%.
A complete li�t of the clerionl median snlaries
for each y�ar from 1��9 through 1958 may bo round in
Tables A-IX through A-XIV in the appendix•
Stanog1"aph,Jr (�).

The stenographer, under irnmed1ate

supervision, tak'}s dictation of routine corrospondenco,
meMoranda and reports, in sh:)rthend and transcribes notes
on a t;fpewriter.

Sho rf'!B:y utili?.e an ndiph<·ne or a simi

lar- transcription rta.ohino.
This position ba.d t:. e a�c,.:md highest p�rcentage
increase (56.2�) for ti"''Hlian individual sala:rios for
olerioal ocouiiations.
i'rom ;;l., 920 to ts,: oo.

l<'r">m lfh.9 to 1958 this salary ros?
In constant 1�158 dollars the

sa.lai:-y ro:se from �2,204 to
36.1%.

ts,oon

for an increase of
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i'he median salary b7 individual t"irms increased
from $1,920 to $2,970 which was an increase or 64.7%.
In constant 1958 dollars the sa.i.ary increased from �2, 204
to t2 1 970 which was 34.8%.

!!! ltey

Puncl1 Operator (!!).

Under £*.:meral super

vision, the employeo operates an el�ctrical n��erical

IBM Key Punch Machine to record routine accounting or
atatisticel data on tabulating cards.

The operator may

be �xpected to look tor d1scre_i.&.nc1es in the matorial
whioh supplies data.
Tb.is positic;n hnd the lowest percentage increase
(40 .3%) for rnedian individual salaries tor olerieal
occupations.

From 1949 to 1958 this salary increased

from 'lJ2,l60 to �3,030.

-Measured in constant 1968 dollars

the salary 1ncrnased .fr:,m i2,480 to �3,030 which was

only 22.2%.
'.rhe percentage increase (51.5%) was next to the

lowest tor median s�lsri�s by individual firms.

The

salary inc1•eas5d from $1,!:,80 to $3,000 durlne this period,
1949•1958.

The p�rcentage inoroase was only S2% when

the salaries were expressed in constant 1958 doll�rs.

!'.:!!!

Clark (�).

The file clork, under general

supe?'Vision, classifies, 1nd3Xes, and files routine office
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correspondence, reports, advices, memoranda, etc.,
according to the prescribed filing system. The duties
i nclude locating material in tiles upon request and re
moving non-cu�rent items according to a prescribed
schedule.
The median individual salary increased 42.4% tor
thia 1 posit1on �rom 1949 to 1958.

This was next to the

lowest percentage· increase for ttiis group.

The salary

rose from $2,550 to �3,630 from 1949 to 1958.

In constant

1958 dollars the snlary increased J:rom i2,927 to �\3,630
which was only 24�.
The .median salary by individual firms had the
lowest porconto.ge increase (50�8%) · of any clerical occu
pation.

From 1949 to 1958 the salary increased from

il,950 to t,2,940.

In constant 1!)58 dollHrs the salary

increased t"rom $2,8S9 to $2,940 which was only 31.31�.
Oftioer•s Secretar� (Q).

Under general supervision,

the secN:,tary serves the line ofticer { Vice•Preaident,
Treasurer, Comptroll3r, Production ll.anager, eto.).

She

takes dictation, edits, and t,·anscribes correspondence,
memoranda, and repo_rts.

She composes routine correspond

ence for the offioar' a signature, answers tile telophone,
roceiv�s messages, giv1s routine information and schedules
· appointmants.

She may compile data for reports, maintsain
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tiles, out stencils, and proof read special reports on
announcements.
The salary for the officer's secretary is higher
than the other clerical salaries listed but is lower then
the salary tor a maintenance mechanic (A) or painter
listed in this survey.
'l'he mad1nn individual salary tor this position
increr,sed from $2,400 to $4,020 for an increase of 67 .5%.
This was th'9 highest percentage incr.-easo in the cl'3rical
ocaupat1ons 11eted.

In conatnnt 1958 dollars the increase

was trom $2,755 to $4 1 020 which was 45.9%.
The median salary by individual firms rose from
$2,550 to �4,020 which was an increase of 57.6%.

1n

constant 1958 dollars the snlary 1ncreas,�d i'rom $2,927 to
$4�020 or 3'7.3%.

OBAiTF..R IV

OITY OP RIOliM.OND EMPLOYEES
'l'he 1nt"ormation for this salary survey was obtained
during an interview with Mr. John E. Damerel. 1 The
occupations used 1n thia survey were selected trom a chart

prepared by

Mr.

Damerel to show the steps in salary in

creases of selected city employees over a period or time.
These occupations are not an average of city jobs
nor do they show an average increase in tbe salaries or

city employeos.
The data for these positions were made available
to the author and he bas attempted to sbow bow the impact
of inflation has erreoted them.
The salary tor each position is determined by the
pay range olassitication nnd also the step within each
pay range.

There are 51 pay ranges with annual salaries

ranging from ii-l,040 to &12,558.

At the present time,

there are n o salaries in the first six pay ranges.

Tb&

salaries in ea.oh pay range are 5j& higher than the salaries
in the preceding pay range.

or

lPersonal interview with John
Personnel, City ot Richmond.

r:.

Datnerel, Director
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There are five steps in each pay range with the
salary tnr each stop being 5% higher than the previous
step.

The second step in a pay range, therefore, has the

aame salary as tha f1t•st step in tho next higher pS;y
rango.
The ti �e an employee remains in a step varies
according to the step.

The first stop requires six

fflonths, the second and third atop roquire one year, the
fourth step requires three years, and there is no time
limit for the fifth step.

This does not moan thnt an

employee has to go through each step.

He or she may be

promoted from one pay range to another or mny be promoted
several pay ranges nt one time.
The author has used the.median salary which 1a the
third st�p in each pay range.

This means that the employee

would ordina,rily b':l in this pay range .for eighteen montba
before reaching the third step or median salary.
Clerical
Clerk(�).

The clerk under supervision varying

trom 1mmedieta to general portorms a wide variety or
geneI"al cl�rical duti�s.

The cl�rk may use a typewriter

1n a limited fashion not requiring a qualified typist.
Clerk (B} performs o vor1�ty of rocurring related duties
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1n

Well-established

accordance with general instructions.

procedures of the office ar� carried out on a basis of
knowledge of preoedent and prior instructions.

The

exercise of good memory rather than Judgement or initiative
is essential.

Public contacts may involve the giving of

general information nbout u nit operations.
Tbe s ala1.9y ff)r ,this position was in pay range 13

1n

1949 with a median salary of �l,976.

By 1958 this

position had b�en advanced t o pay range 21 with a modian
salary of $2,860.

This was a peruentage 1norease or 44.9%

over the ten-year period.

This was the second h1gbeat

percentage increase for this group.
In constant 1958 dollars this position would have
increased from $2,268 to $2,860 for a percentage increase

ot only 26.l�.
Refer to Tables A-XV through A-XVIII in the appendix
for complete salary data on city employees used ,in this
study.

!!l,

punch operator(!)•

The keypunch operator

under supervision operates numeric· ·and alphabetic key
punch mechin9s, recording complex and varied accounting
or statistical data :&nom pre-cocled materials.

It is

desirable that the operator have considerable knowledge
or the methods, with particular re.t"erence to coding, and
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equipment used 1n punching cards in connection with the
mech&nical recording of statistical and financial data.
A knowledge of accounting maohinaa including tabulators,
reproiucers, summary punches, and multipliers is also
helpful.
Desirable experience and training include six
· months ot succeasf'u.l experience 1n the operation ot
alphabetic and keypunch' machines.
In 1949 this position was 1n pay range 18 with a
median salary of �2,288.

In 1058 the pay range was 21

with a median salary of $2 1 860.

Thia showed an increase

ot onl7 25% for the ten-year period.

Thia, was by far the

lowest paroentege increase fop thia,group.
Measured in constant 1958 dollars th1s salary would

have increased fro� $2,627 to $2,860 tor the very low
percentage increase of 8.9%.
For complete salary data see tables A-XV through

A-XVIII in the appendix.
Clark stenographer(!)•

The olerk stenographer

und�r supervision varying trom imm�d1ate to general,
pertorma a wide range ot general clerical and typi�
duties and, in addition, takes and transcribas dictation.
A variety of recurring rtlated duties are performed in
accordance with general instructions.

Well-established
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prooedures of tho office are carried out on a basis of
knowlodge of precedent an d prior instructions.

Parson

to pers:)n relationships are required 1n securing and
giving fnotual 1nfol"fflation nQt involving interpretations.
It 1s desirable for the �mployee to ha ve extensive
knuflledga ot modern office practices and procedures, good
English usage, spelling, punctuation and grammar, and
modern otfioe equip�ent.

The e�ployee should have the

ability to perform relntively difficult clerical tasks;
to type from plain copy, at the rate of fitty words per
minute: to mnka difficult and complex arithmetic computa
tions: to deal with people and comp9se correspondence.
One year of successful atenographio exp�rJence is desirable.
From 1949 to 1958 this position was raised trom
pay range 15 to pay rang a 22.

The median salary 1nereaa ed

during this time from i2,l8� to �2,990 which was an

increase of 38.2%.
The salary expressed in constant 1958 dollars would
have increased from 12,60? to i2,v90 or 19.3%.
Skilled Worker
Patrolman.

Thia position was olass1t1ed as skilled

by the author- because. of the many abilities and skills
desired for a patrolman.

Undeit supervision, it is the
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duty or the patrolman to patrol streets, highways, and
publio places to prevont, detect end investigate criminal
acts; to apprehend and arrest those charged with commit•
ting offenses and to safeguard the lives and property ot
the public.
The patrolman should have a thorough knowledge
first aid, weapons, and the science

or

or sel.t-defense. Be

should have a knowledge of the causes and methods ot
crime, or the eft'"ect of the social and economic environ•
mant on conduct, of police science and procedure,

or law

and legal procedure applicable to law entoroement, and of
fundamentals of h'l.lm8n relations.

Ho must have th9 ability

to exercise judgement 1n evaluating situations and in
making decisions, to axpress ideas and dsscribe situatims
clearly and oonoisely, to meat and deal etfeotively with
the public, to keep and use errect1ve records and to make
clear and concise reports.

In 1949 a patrolman w-• in paJ range 19 with a
median salary ot $2 1 600.

By 1958 this position was 1n

pay range 28 with a median salary or i�,962.

This repre

sented a percentage increase of 52%, which was by far the
highest

1n this group.
In constant 1958 dollars this salary would have

increased trom $2 1 985 to $3,952.

This would have repra•

sented a percentage increase or 32.4%.
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�anagement and Professional
Bu�get Officer.

The budget officer is bead of the

Budget Bureau and subject to administrative approval, ia
res�onsiblo tor compiling d$partmental budget estimates
in cooperation with the Department ct Finance.

Be makoa

administrative management studies ot tbe oity govern•
ment and doos related work as well.
The budget officer ascertains the mannor 1n which
the departmental budgets are oarr1ed out.

He calls to

tbe attention of the department heads and the city manager
any improvemonts or oconom1ea which might be made in ad
ministrative practices.

Be supervises the work ot employ•

ees assigned to the Budget Bureau.
It is dosirabla that be be a graduate trom a college

or recognized standing with specialization in public
administration.

He should also have broad and extensive

exp�rience in publio administration including municipal
budgetary procodure.

Othar requirements include excellent

business and administrative judgement and the ability to
consult with others on technical budgetary and admin1s�

trative problems.
The budget office� was in pay range 43 with a
median salary ot i?,862 1n 1949.

By 1958 he was in pay

range 50 with a median salatty of $10,920.

This was a
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percentage inor�se in pay of Z?.8�.
When expressed in constant· 1958 dollars, the
salary for the budget oftioer in 1949 would have been
$9,026.

With a 1968 salary ot $10,920, this would have

been an increase of 21� tor tho ten-year period.
Director.

There are many directors 1n the dif•

terent departments of the city.

Most or those directors

are in the same pey range as the Director of Finance
which the author Vlill use tor an example.
The Director ot Finance has cba�ge and control of
the keeping of all acoounts and financial records of the
City of Richmond.

He exercises general supervision over

all th'9 oi'f ice1.. s and omployeas of·. the city oharged in an7
manner with tha nsoessmont, receipt, collection, or dis
bursement of city revenues; and collaction and return ot
such revenuos into the city treasury.

He �xercises suob

other authority and parforms such other dutioa as are
imposed upon the office of Oity Comptroller by Oity
Oharter, ordinances and regulations.
Desirable qualifications inolud� college graduation
with a major in accounting and business administration
and broad and axteno1ve successful oxporionce in finan
cial administration.

lie should ·have a wide knowledge ot

accounting, and of laws, ordinances and regulations
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pertaining thereto; highest order ot administrative and
executive ability; integpity; and ability to consult
with otbora on toehnical tinane1!i.l administration problems.

In 1949 the director wes in_pay_range 46 with a
median salary ot

;a.soo. In

1958 this pos1t1on,was

pay range 51 with a median salary of ill,466.

1n

This was

a percentage increase ot 32.3%.

In

conste.nt 1958 dollars this salary increase�

rrom i9,850 to �11 1 466 tor a porcontage 1noreas$ of 16.4�.

CHAPTER V

U. S. GOVERlUiENT EMPLO'm&S
'l'he information on wages and salaries of government
employees was obtained from the Richmond Quartermaste:r
Depot. 1
The unskilled, se�i-skilled, and skilled workers
ere paid by hourly 1--ates based on locality avettages.

The

rates consist or three steps with ndvaneemant from one to
the other annually for satisfactory performance.

Employees

with outstanding performance may be advanced more 1•apidly.
The clerical and the professional and management
rates ere establiabed by Congress and consist of seven
steps plus three longevity step rates.

Grad�s l through

10 provide for advancement from one step to the next
annually it pr,rtorme.nce is satisfactory.

Grades ll and

above require 18 months between steps.
Complete salary data tor all five labor groups ma.7
be found in the appendix Tables A•XIX through A•XXI.
Particular attention should be paid to Teble A-XXI because
it ahowa the effect of inflation on the salaries and also
lPersonal oorrespondenee ot the author, letter
from li. Clen Johnson ., Cbief, Classification and Pay
Section, Richmt:cnd Quartermastar Depot, May 18, 1959.
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because it shows that the lowest income groups have
received the highest percentages of increase 1n pay from
1949 to 1958.
Unskilled
Laborer, Grade!•

The grede 2 laborer receives

speo1tio oral instructions on each new assignment n1th
additional instructions and intormlttent inspootion.ot
work in progress and after completion.
He per1"orms r,tnnual lnboring tasks requiring limited
skills and knowledgo gnined in previous tasks.

The work .

consists ot lifting and moving supplies, ofi'ico turn1ture,
maoh1nery and equip�ent; packaging; olenn1ng and sweep•
ing; and other odd jobs.
This is the lowest clauaod job in this study of
governnont employees, but it receivod the highest per•
contnge increase in pay from 1949 to 1958.

The median

hourly rnto in current dollars inc1•eased !'rom $.99 per
hour to :j,l.61 per hour which was an inoreo.se of 62.6% •

. In

constant 1958 dollars the median hourly �ate increased

trom tl.14 to $1.61 which was 41.2%.
This employoa•s standard ot living should have
risen considerably d?1ring this ton-year period from 1949
to 1958.

U1s pay inoreasos have kept woll ahead ot, the
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price increases during this time.
For complete data on wages and salaries

or govern

ment employees in this study, see Tables A-XIX through
A-XX.I 1n the a ;,pendix•
Laborer, Grado�•

The grade 3 laborer roc�ives

gtmeral instructions r8gnrd1ng asslgn�d area, standards

or cleanliness ond established ouatodial polioios ond
procr.dures to be followed.

Infrequent spot chooko e.ro

made for oo�plinnoe with instruc tions and i;rogro9s.
He performs a variety

or oustodial laborer tasks

with r8aponaib1l1ty for an assigned area of approximatol;,
21,000 square t"eot occupied by e ,,:ro:xi:natr.ly 150 personnel
operating lln a mult1sh1ft bosis.

He pP.rfornis a vnriety

or manual lnborer tasks and elso opqrates m1soolloneous
ot"fioe appliano�s.
This is th� sooond lowAst classed job of the
govern"!lent employees liatod but it reo'liV1d the 11eoond
highest percentage increase in pay from 1949 to 1958.

In

current dollars the m�die.n hourly rate lncreasod fro�

$1.04 to $1.68 for a percontage incrAaae of 61.6�.
Measured in constant 1958 dollors the m�d1an hourly rate
would hav� incrJased froi:i (,l.19 to iill.6�1.

'l'hia would

have rapresented nn increase of �l.Z�.
This is another job in tho unsklllad group which
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had a very high peroentage of 1n�rease 1n pay from 1949
. to 1958.

In raot, the peroentag.-,s of increase in the

lowest grade (unskilled wcrkers) are twice the p!?,rcent
ages of increase in tl;le highest grade (management and
professional).
See Tab lea A-XIX· tbrough A-XXI in tha appendix
for complete oalsry data on government employees 1n this
study, 1949-1958.
Semi-Skilled
� Lif't Operator, Grade

.2•

The operator receives

general sup�rvis1on consisting of the assign�ent of duties
with necessary instructions upon initial ansign�ent.

The

work is spot checked to assure conformance vdth instructions
and r{igula tory controls, And satisfactory rate of progress.
The employee operates any or all of several different
makes and types of fork 11ft trucks with a load capacity
under 10,000 pounds (normally 3,000 to 6 1 000 pounds).
The truck may be operatGd in wa.1..ehouses, sheds, and open
storage areas to move, load, unload, transfer, transport,
stack and unstack e.ll types ot supplies and equipment.
The driver also performs op�rator maintenance:

checks

tuel, oil, water, tires, batter;y, brakes, h,.,rn, etc. daily
befor'3 using and 1•eports need for 1�epairs, service, and
adjustments to sup�rvisor.
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This position bad one of the highest percentagos
of increase tor the semi-skilled group from 1949 to
1958.

The median hourly rate 1n current dollars increased

from $1.13 to $1.825 which waa 61.5%.

Measured 1n

constant 1958 dollars the median hourly rate would have
increased trom il.30 to $1.825 tor a percentage increase
ot 40.4"•
Por complete salary data on wages and salaries
of govemment employees, see Tables A-XIX through A-XXI
1n the aopendix.
Truck Driyer� Grade!?.•

The truck driver receives

general supervision consisting ot the assignment ot a
variety ot repetitive truck driving, manual labor, and
clerical tasks to be performed in aooordance with initial
1nstruct1nns and standardized procedures.

The work 1a

spot eh�cked tor satisfactory performance.
The employee drives l½ ton truck and performs
incidental manual tasks.
boxes of records.

He picks up and transporta

Be receives records in the area end

plaoos them in appropriate bins or shelves and checks
boxea for agreement with records. He locates boxes and
charges out requested file folders where speoU'ic infor•
mation 1s furnished.

He pack•• boxes, labels and
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:prepares records fnr shipment.
From 1949 to 1958 thG median hourly rate for this
job increased from �l.18 to $1.90 or 61%.

In constant

1958 dollars the niedinn hourly rate would have increased
from $1.35 to i1.90 .or 40.7�.
This job has the second highest hourly rate �or
the a&mi•sk1lled group of gov�rnment employees listed.
The p�ro entage of increaoa 1n r>ay ranks near the top for
all govern:'!'!�nt amployees in this study.
For. co"'.1.plete snlary data on wagos and se.la.ries of
government empJ.oyeea in this study, see Tablas A-XIX
th�ough A-XX.I in the appendix.
B,alins_ Machine Operator, Grade

2•

The operator

rec0iv0s genorsl supervision consisting of 9ssignment ot
work to be accomplinhad with initial instructions as to
items and quantit1�s to be bRled and materials to ba
used.

Additional instructions are given on new or changed

assignments.

Spot chocks are made o� work in progress

end after completion for compliance with instruotions and
established practices and conformance with quality and
.quantity standards.
The duties include operating any heavy duty single
or double oha�ber electric balers to bnlo clothing and
text1ls ite,,s thot hfl.ve been repaired, modif'ied, or
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1"abr1oated in tho ,�epail."- activity or have been ola.ssi1'1ed.
He also p�rforma or supervises weighing and morking, n.nd

ma1ntnina a r"'Oord of 1twru.s baled.
The median ho\irly rate f:0r t.bia job 1ncr$8.aed

$1.13 to il.826 which was 61.5%.

tvoa

However, 1n constant

1959 dolla:rs, the median hourly rate 1no:roaasd trom

tl.30

to �l.825 whioh was only 40.4%.
This .iob had ona of the highest per-centages of

inorease for the pel"1od, lS49-l95B, tor thr.i government
employeos liated.
Soe tables A ...X.IX th1•ough A-.YJtI in the £lppendlx
for oo�pleta s�lary datu on govern:nont employe�s 1n this
study, 1949•19&3.
Pnra.ctiute .�:11:eot(;�• 01-.ade

i• 'lhe

parnohute

inspector receivos general. aupnrvis1on £i.s to sooeptnnoe
1nepect.1on 1 olaauiticution, and 1dont1f1� 'l.t1on.

The work

is spot oheekf)d for oonfo:rt1n1100 with 1::istruotiona 11nd
�stabl1sbed praetioos.
The inspeotci- performs 1nit1nl aooeptHnce inspootion
or 9-ll types of pex-sonnol and om,go pa.r&ohutea, pure.chute

componrmts, snd related items (up to 100 feot and woigh•
ing fttom 200 to 300 pounds).

lfo pnr1't>rms in1tisl inspootion

n.nd olass1ficat1on or heav;r onI'eo paroo{iutea, oom:pon�nt
pnrta rind r0lnttJd items !'or ;:;�ttiodic in�p�i::t1on

or

repair
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purposes.

He p,,rtorms identifioat1<,n tasks by referring

to catalogs, listings, manuals �nd specifications, draw
ings, and blueprints.
The inspectol'' rnaJ oocso1onelly l'ig and pock para
chutes fs:)I' drop or jump puttposes.

All parachute inspec

tors must qualify and obtain CAA Parachute Rigg�r•s
licenses.
From 1949 to 1058 the median hourly 1--ate rose .from
�l.32 to (;�1.105 for n p,:-,rcontaga iucroaae o!' 59 .5,,.;..
Mcaslll'ed in consi;ant 1958 dollars, the .1nc;dit.n hem.Ply
rate 1l101•ease,1 from .}l.52 to ;;;;2.105 oz- 38.5;,.
TlvJ parachute inspector has a v�ey renpons:i.ble
job S.."'ld one which also requires a. high degree of aldll.
Therefore, this i:ms1tion hss the highost hourly rate of
all jobs l1stod in the oemi-Bkilled gx�oup.
Skilled
Pa1n�er, Grade 11.

Under general supervision,

the painter receivos instructions as to work to be aocom
pl!shed and schedulos to bo met.

He reooivos assistance

on the most difficult assignments, and spot checks ore
made of' work 1n progress along with an inspection of'
completed work.
He paints equipment, f'Ul'niture, e.nd vehicles £or
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both appearance and protection using brush or spray
m9thods.

Ha pre�ares surfaces for painting and mixes

paints end colors to obtain consistency and shade re
quired.

He cleans and services equipment used and also

records time and production data.

The median hourly rate tor this position increas
ed from $1.41 to $2.226 during the ten-year period, 19491958.

This was a percentage increase ot 5?.e%.

In

constant 1958 dollars tho median hourly rate would have
increased from. �:1:...62 to $2.225 which would have boen
3'7.31'.
This position baa the lowest median hourly rate
fol" the skilled jobs listed.

However, f'rom 1949 to 1958,

this job had th8 highest peroentnge of increas e for tbe
skilled jobs listed.
For complete salary data on wages end salaries

or

government employees in this study, soe Tablos A-XU
through A-XXI in tho appendix.
o.arpenter,, Grade

!!•

The carpenter reoe1v�s

general supe:rvision from the foreman in charge ot the
shop who instructs as to work to be performed, inter
prets technical details ot drawings and spec1fieat1ons,
and spot checks work in pl"ogress and ntter completion.
He :repairs, ::n,)difiea, and

r sbrioates

e. variety
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of wood items and aomponents of misoellaneous equipment.
He studles elasaificstion reports, job orders, drawings,
and spec1f1cat1ons, as well as the items themselves to
determine I'epairs and modifications required, ext,3nt of
disassembly required, parts o� sections to be repaired
or fabrionted, and materials required.

He must be able

to set, adjust, and. opo:t"ate any and all types of wood
working shop machinery and equipment.
The carpenter's median hourly rate increased from
$1.46 to $2.275 during this tan-year por1od, 1949-1958.
This represented an increase or 55.8%.

The median hourly

rate measured in constant 1958 dollars showed an incu"' ease
f1•om tl.68 to �2.275 which wr:,uld have· been 36.4%.
There �ns only one job 1n the skilled group ot
g�vernment employees which had a high�r percentage of
increase in pay from 1949-1958.

Tho painter bod an in•

crease or 57.8% ns compared to 65.8� tor the carpenter.
Plumbar, Grade!!•

The Plumbing and Heating

Foreman furnishes general suporvision as to duties,
instructions as required on plans, 1·enders advice, and
spot oheoks work for conformance with instructions.

The plumber performs eny of the tasks connoctod·
with plumbing.
laborora.

He may suporvise one or more helpers and

He draws ntJcossary matorials and supplies tor
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the particular job

01•

project i"rom the stock room.

Prom 1949 to 1958 tho median hourlJ rate 1•ose
from $1.46 to �2.275 tor a percentage increase of 55.6%.
Measured in constant 1968 dollars, tho median hou:ely
rate incrossed fr:�m il.68 to i2.275 or 35.4�.
This job has the same rate ot paJ as the carpenter
and it also had tho same perotJntage of increase iti- pay
from 1949 to 19&8 as the carpenter. -Both jobs had the
second high,?St percentage of increase in pay for the
skilled group of govern.�ont employees listed.

.

----

Sheet Metal Worker, Grade 14.

The sheot metal

worker r�caivos general suporvision consisting ot assign
ments on a ;Job ordai1 1 project. or similar bf¾sis, and
ins'truotions as to priority of a:.rnign."tlents.

Assistanoe

is available on the more difficult woi•k end spot checks
are made on work in progress and arter completion tor

quality or work and satisfactory production.
The worker cnrries through to completion sheet
metnl proj ,·eta includlng layout, fabrication, and .instal
lation items and a::,mponents fabricated from various types
of sheet metal.

He must be Qble to oporate a...�y sheet

metal shop oquipment and hand tools in the cutting,
crimping, edging, shaping &nd forming of the various
sheet Metal items.
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The median hourly rate for this position increas
ed from il.555 to $2.395 during the ten-year pe�iod,
1949-1958.

This was a pei�eentnge· inerease of 54%.

In

constant 1958 dollars the rn�dian hourly rate would have
incri!l&sed from il. '79 to �,2 .395 which would have been

_

Electrician, ...................
Grade 15.

The electrician receives

general supervision consisting of work assignments,
instructions, end answers to questions on complicated
layout problems.

1'1e work is subject to spot oheok du:-•

ing process and upon completion.
He installs, maintains and ropairs electrical
systems and equipment.

He detorminos work methods and

techniquos to be used in accomplishing ass1gn�ants, and
plans working details using wiring diagrams or sketches
as guidAa.

He tests completed work to assure efficient

op3ration.

Ho m�y dircot lower grAde electricians on

jobs where assistance is required.
The el,:,ctrioinn•o median hourly _rate increased
from $1.60 to $2.46 during thin ten-yaar period, 1949•
1958.

This ropresents an ineroase of 53.8% .,

The median

hourly rnte expressed in constant 1958 dollnrs showed en
increase from $1.84 to t-2.46 which would have been S3.7;\l.
This job bed the second highest median hourly
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rate in 1949 for tho skilled group ot government employ
ees.
jobs

It still hold this position in 1958 s1nco all·the

1n

tho skilled group had increased about the·same

percentage over the ten-year period.
Crane Operator, Grade

li•

The operator works

under general supervision consisting of assignment of
operating tasks to be performed.

Spot checks of work

are made to insura satisfactory production.
He must be oble to operate crawler-type nnd truck
MOuntnd cranes in digzing, grading, �xcavating, and mov
ing earth and materials in construction and mo.intensnce
activities.

He ma'y also be required to operate motor

grader in constructing and maintaining roadn.

The oquip•

ment mu.at be checked for fuel, oil; water nnd for visible
defocts and adjustments.

He notirieo sup�rvisor or

mechanic when additional repairs and adjustments

are

vequired.
From 1949 to 1958 tho mod1au hourly rate rose
from $1.655 to t2.525 for e percentage iner01.1so or 52.6�.
Moasured in constant 1958 dollars, tlHl modinn hour•ly rate
increased from �l.90 to ;;";2.525 or 32.9%.
'This job hed the higLust median houI'ly rate for
tha skillod group

or

govornment employees listed.

How•·

ever, this j:.:b had tho lowost po11 cHmtago of increase 1n
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pay for this seme group of sk1ll�d workers trom 1949 to
1958.
Clerical

Clettk•Ttpist:,, Grade

_g_.

The supervision for this

occupation consists of assignment of routine and special
tasks with_specifio procodural 1nstruotions.

The work

is reviewed for accuracy, adequacy �nd oonformanoe to
instructions.
The duties include typing, proof reading, ond
assembling end distributing a vr.r1ety of i'orms, Cf.;rtif1cates, documents nnd papers.

The clerk may also check

the mathomatical accuracy of extensions nnd totals, post
information, and file doeu.,�onts and r�rms periodically.
The m�dian s�lary tor a clerk-typist Grade 2
increased .from. �2,690 to �3,565 during the ten-yr:or
period, 194'0-1950.
32.5%.

This •,r1as a p�reentage increase

or

In constant 1958 dollars the median salary would

have inc�easod from €�,088 to iB,565 which would havo been
15.•1:%.
This position has tho ,lowest medinn salary i'or
this group of cle1•1eal workers.

Howev�r, this ;,osition

had the highest percentage of increase in pay for this
group of clerical workers from 1949 to 1958.
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Olerk•Stenograeher, Grade§.•

'l'be work of a clerk

stenographer is performed under general supervision and
consists of a vnriety

or recurring functions which re

quire consid�rabla judgemont ·and a knowledge of proc3dures
and operations

or the office. Tha work 1s subjoct to

spot checks for adherence to instru�tions and guides.
The clerk-stenograpbor maintains training schedul.es
and coordinates t:::•a.1n1ng and re .: orts pertaining to train
ing.

'!'he �ployee al.so pe:r•t'orms stenographic tasks,

maintains files and records, performs office service
tesks, and types e. variety of correspondenco, 1•eports,
pr<>oedures, etc.
The median sa:..ary for this position 1ncrensed

trom $2 1 890 to $3,780 during this ten-year period, 19401958.

This represents an increase o.f 50.Sj�.

�be median

salary'expresaed in const;ant 1958 dollars showed an
increase from �3,318 to iS,780 which would have baen
lS.9%�·
S3cretani;, Grade

i•

The secretary receives gene�al

supervision conaisting of instructions on changos in
policies and procedures applicable to assigned activities.
The work may be spot checked for compliance with estab11shed procedures and special instruot1ons.
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The secretary receives, reads, reviews and routes
to proper location all carrespondmice.

Informntion is

obtained and presented to her suporior 1n the mannflr
requested.

Oth':)r duties include personal and telephone

contacts, writing rosum�s ot·conf'erencos, taking and
transoribing dictation, and pertorm1ng tiling tacks.
From 1949 to 1958 thn median salary rose trcm.
i3,ll5 to t4 :, 040 tor a percentage increase of 29.7%.
Measured in constant 1958 dollnrs the medinn salary
inel:eased !rem �S,5'76 to $4 1 040 or 13,b.
Propert;: .!ill!, Supplz

Olerk, Grade

.2.•

Tho clerk

receives general supervision from a Supply Supervisor
who makes general work assignments and reviews completed
work for adequacy of final results.
The duties include being responsible for the
ad�iriiatrativ� control ot non-expendable.stock fund
prop'lrty, valued at $100,000 to $2,000,000 and issued on
a loan bflsis to private organizations or defense agencies.

The cierk proeasaes stock fund property loan transactions
and maintains p,,rtinent pr,operty records, 1nvcsti£;ntes
history and record balances of stock fund property on
loan, end maintains ledgers and eo:np1les re.;.o:rts on stock .
fund proporty on loan.
The median salary .for this proporty .and supply
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clerk incrr,,asnd t'rom $3,476 to $4,495 durini;; the ten
y�ar period ., 194�)-1958.
of 29.4%.

In

This was a percentage increase

constant 1958 dollars the median salary

would have increased from i.,3,989 to �4,495 wl1ich would
have been 12.7%.
This position has the highnst median salary tor
this group' of clerical workers.

However, this position

also bas the lowost pert·entago of inc:�ease in psy for
this group or olorical workers i"rom in,.i.9 to 1058.

Supply Officer, Grade

1•

The supply officer

r!3ce1ves general supervision .from the Chief, who assigns
special assistant functions and special 9rojeota with
g,aneral instructions. The 3upervisor r11uy make inter
mitte.?lt spot oh eeks.
The functions re�u.larly nssiennd include:

(1) proc

essing e.nd editing requisitions, distributic,n ottders,
and shipping orders; (2) participation.in stock manage•
ment functions on a special project baois; and (3) special
investigation and research projects.
The median salary for this position increased
from $4,200 to $5,430 during this ten-year period, 1949•
1958.

This represents an 1ncr�nso of 29.3%.

Tho median
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salary expressed in cnnst_ant 1958 d_olla�s showed an
increase fr�m $4,822 to �5,430 which would hav& been 12.?%.
��s position hos the lowest median salary in the
mannga-nent and proteosional g�oup of government etnployees
in this study..

'!'.he p(?rcantage of increase in pay is one

of the lowest for all gov�rnment employees 1n this study.
Management Analyst, Grade 2,.

The rnanagomerit

analyst receives general supervision consisting of the
assignment of manflge.ment analysis projects requiring tho
application of established mana.ge::nent practices, prin
ciples and techniques.
The a.nal1st conduots management reappraisal surveys
or special management analysis projects.

The information

obtained is analyzed and recommendations are made for
changes in organization, mothods and procedures, personnel
utilization, and othe� areas to provide increased ef'fi•
oiency and econo".ny

or

operation and to el.irr,ino.t� unnec

essary Ol" duplicated affort •
Fro� 1949 to 1958 the rnodian salary for this
position x•o,10 fr()jl fi4, 975 to :jS, <J55 for a pnrcentago
1nor�asc of 29.3fo.

Measured in constant 1958 dollars

the median salary 1nar•easod rx•om

;.s, ?ll

to ;s,-135 ror a

perc�ntage increase of 12.7%.
This position has tho secv,nd lowest pay tor the
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management and professional group of government employees.
It hos one ot the lowest percentages ot increase for all
government employeas 1n this study.
Supervisor! 0,'.lneral Engineer. Grade

ll•

The Gen

eral F.ngineer receives general supervision from the Vost
Engineer- (military) who:

(l) delegates responsibility

tor planning and directing oporat1onaJ (2) outlines basic
i-lans and policias; (3) approves major construction•
installation. or alteration; and (4) evaluates ef£1oiency
and economy ot operations.
The General Engineer conducts long range planning
tor the division, collaborating with the Post Engineer
in determining policies and objectives for the division.
He conducts engineering activities such as field survey,
research survey, project estimation• spec:l..fication deter•
mination, contract inspection and administration, and
final acceptance of minor and major projects accomplished.
He selects and recommends key personnel for promotion,
reassignment and similar personnel actions.

He also

conducts poriodio reviews of division operations and
det�rminos changes in policies, procedure, organization
structure, personnel ceilings and asaign�ents, end types
and quantities

or equipment to increase efficiency and

economy of operations.
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The modian salarJ for this engineer 1noreased
f�om $5,900 to i7,630 during the ten-year period, 19491958.

This was e. percentage increase of 29.3%.

In

constant 1958 dollars the median salary would have in•
creased from $6,773 to $7,630 which would have been 12.7�.
This is the second highest paying position in the
management and proress1onal group of government amployees
listed.
Supervisory: Auditor ,. Grado

g.

The Supervisory

Auditor rooe1vas general adm1n1strts.tive supervision from

the Comptroller who exercises executive management-type
control over the internal review program.
'!'he auditor servos as Ohief, Int9rnal Review Office,
responsible fer planning and d1reoting internal audit
and related operations for tho Uich;no:nd Quartermaster
Depot to veri.fy accuracy of nnd adheronoe to accounting
policies and t..rocedures and accounting principles.
Ho plans and supervises the Depot's audit pro•·
gl:'ama, performs audits, conducts personnel·administrf;ltion,
devolops and improves audit program r.1othods and tech•
niquea, and performs contract review and other special
audit and· inspection projects.
F1"'.)!ll

1949 to 1950 the median salary for this

auditor rosr> from �6,900 to $.H,930 for a percentage
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increaso of 29.4%.

Mensured in constant 1958 dollars

the modinn salary .incroa.sed from �,'7,921 t� $,3,930 for a
parc�tage increase of 12.7%.
Thia position hos the highest salary far nll
government employees inoluded in this study.

However,

the p�roentnge of increase !'r:')m 1949-1958 is one of the
lowest r�r all goverrunrmt employees included in this
study •.

CHAiTE:li Vl
UNI0t'1ZED BUILDiiJn TH.ADES

The hourly rates of pay i'or selected unionized
building t.rs.dos were obtained by the author·from the
Hichmond Building Trades Council.

By m-:amining the

contracts and agrAements botween the contractors and the
unions, the author we.s able to obtain information on
reculations set forth .for employees and tho employar.
The hourly rates of pay were not available for 1949.
Therefore, the percentages of increase for the skilled
workers in this chapter are for the n1ne-yanr period,
1950-1958.
The largcist group of skilled workers in the Ameri
can labor force are employed in the building trades.

These

craftsmen constitute a related group of workers primarily
because they a.re all closely identified with·the construc
tion process.

The great majority of the skilled building

craftsmen are employed in six major trades -- carpenters,
painters, plumbors, pipef1tters, bricklayers, operating
engineers, and construction electricians.
Building trad,:,s 011 aftsmen are skilled workers
employed Mainly in the construction, maintenance, and
alteration or homos and other types of buildings, highways,
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riateria.ls end skills used in construction worlc hos per
mitted specialization of vut\1ous t'lork operations.
Tho building trudoa consist primarily

or journey•

nen ( skilled workers) who g":merslly must hnve a high
levol o:J: skill and n sound knowlodge of assembl;i and
construct1,-,n operations.

'l'hoy ura often t::H3siatcd in

theil,. v,ork by tendar11, ap..;rentices, and laborera.
The building trad;;s nr•e clnssif1ed into threo
categories as follows:
(1)

Structural -- oarpontat"a, bricklay(')rs, stone
masons, atructural iron workers, boilerma1ce.ra,
and operating engineers.

(2)

Finishing -- l".thers, plaste1•ers, marble
setters, painters, papor hangers, and
roof ors.

(3)

lhchanioel -- pltl'.'1bers and p:tpofitters, :'71:ill
wrights, const uotion eloo·tricians, and sheet
Metal w?rk ors.

1

The building craftsmen who wol"'k in the contract
construation.1nduatry are �roployod by genera1 nnd opeoial
trade contractors.

General oontrnctors may be olssnified

us building (rosidential, con'll'ilorc1al, or industrial),
higlmay, or henvy construction contraotors s:tnea most ot

1,2.cqu:po.tiomil Ou.tlook Handbook, United atntes
Di';lpartment of Labor, Bul'•eau o.r Labol" Statistics. u.
Govarn:1ant Printing Ofl'ico, Washington, D. c. 1957
T:dition, Bulletin no. 1215, P• 226.

s.
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them limit their operations to one of these aet1vit1es.
Special-trade contractors usually do the work ot
only one trade or of two·or·more closely rolated tradQS.
'Beyond· .fi�ting their VF>rk to that of other trad()s, they
bnve no ri,s1,oneibility r�r the str1...1eture as e whole.

The

spoc1al-trndo oontractoro obtain ord�rs for their wnr-k
f'.ro:11 g1111eral coutrnctorn, architects, or from property
0\7%10:t'S • 2

App1•entiae training undm." a i'<,rmul a.p>!'enticesh1p
agree:nent roglstered r1ith a Ste.ta epprcntic•)ship ngenoy
or the u. s. Deonrt:nent of Labor's Bu:reau or Ap;.rent:toe•
ship and T�ainlng is oonsid�ed by training autboritios
ganerully to be the b�st way to acquire the all-around
pro.fioiency

or

a sltilled trades workel".

Apprenticeship

is a proscribed period of on-the-job training supplemented
by r�latod trade instruction which is design�d to develop
skill and to Maka the apprentice .familiar with the mate
rials, tools, and prinoiplos or his trade.

It provides

him �ith a balnnoad knowledge ot his field or work and
enablos hil.'!l to porf'orm its oporations competently.
Somo building craftsmen hnv e acquired their ald.lls t
or part ot their skills, by attending vooat!onnl or trades

school.
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Geinerally, apprflntiO(�S in the building t1,.ade:1 are
required to b� betv1e:m the ages of 17 nnd 25, and in good
physioal condition.

A high ochool educH.tion or its >';'f'.lUiva-

•lent, with courno v.:ork in nn.tht>r::?.tics and tho soiencf.3,
ls d,1sirnbla.

For s-,f"te building t1.,ndeo, it is impo1,tsnt

to have consid�rable mam.tol do,:terity, mechanical aptitude,
a. diseorning color srmsc,. nnd on eye .tor quickly dnter
rn1ning .proper nlighment of mater!nls. 3
The i'ormnl 2pp:t't:mtieonhip ngreenont generally
stipulates a training period of three to five yoars
of rclHtively continuous omplopent and trt-:dning,
supplemonted by at lenst 144 hc'JUl"S s year of related
clnn:rrcom ihstruction. Tbe journeyMen on t�;e job
and the 'foreman t,xplain to the apprentice how the
work is d�no and show hi,n how dif.forent opo:rations
Clre performed and how dif:f erent tools ere used • • • •
The apprl:'ntice is pa.id at an advancing rate, usually
starting ot 40 to 50 percent of tho journeyman's pa�.
Tbe npprentiao's ratn inereQses at si�•month intervals
until n rate of about 90 percent of tho journ,3yman Is
rate is roached in tho final months or tra1n1ng. 4
During th� 1946-1956 deeado, personal din•
posable income rose from $1,126 par capita to more
than �,l, 700, the population inC:PAB31ld by nbout 19
p<9r cent, end hnuseholds by about 25 per cont.
Assumlng a continued high lev'.ll of busineos aotivlty,
personal disponnble income is expocted to increase
oign1f1oantly during the 1956-66 decade. Population
and households a�e �xp�etod to 1no�oaao by about a
sixth during this p,'.iriod. Rocord highway construction
e;tpenditui•os nre anticipated in the next 10 yeurs
3Ibid., P• 228.
4Ib1d •..
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under the .Federal Oov•=n:nm.ent ts multi-billion dollar
highway dovolop�1ont program. The continuing shift
of population from the oiti�o to the suburbs will
rosult in n growing d��and for all types of new
construction such as hospitals� sohoola, churches,
and corJmercial astablishments. 0
The hourly rates ot pay for skilled workers in the
building trades vary by trade and locality.

Genernlly,

the highest hourly rates are pe1d in the larger communi•
ties.

Wage rates for a trade mny nlao vary within the

same city, dependinr� upon the typo of w,,1•k perf,-:,1"'med and
the working conditions.
Bricklo.yers.

Bricltlayero, sometimes called brick

masons, are skilled craftsmen who construct walls, parti
tions, .fireplacns, chinmoys, and othar structures from
brick or othor masonry mnterials.

They also install the

brick lining of kilns nnd industrinl furnaces.

In

addi

tion to laying brick, they build structures with c0norete
blook, cinder block, structu·pal tile, terra cotta and
gypsum block.
Bricklaying roquires onretul, accurate work so that
the brick structure will have a neat and uniform appearance
and tr.e rows of brick will line up with windo�s, doors,
or other openings without excessive cutting of brick.
5�., P• 230.

The
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to,:,ls of the trade are almost all hendtools. including ·
chisels, trowels, jointera, bricklayer's hammers, gage
linos, plumb bobs, and mason's levels.
cutting brick are also used.

Power saws tor

Journer,:rien (skilled) brick

layers era usuall7 assisted by hod carri�rs or helpers
who supply them with bricks nnd other materials, mix
mortnr, and set up and move scaffolding.
One of the host ways to learn this trade is to
cnmplete the three oz- four year apprenticeship.

A:;;prent1oe

ship nppliconts a:t-a usually botween the a.gos of 17 and 24.
Good physical condition and manual doxterity are important
assets;

A high school education or its equivalent is

dosirable.
The app�ontioaship progrom generally consists
fzaom 6 1 000 to

e,ooo

or

hours ot on•the•job trsining plus

related instruction.· The apprentice must learn to use
and hendle the to,~1la and mntorials of the trade.

Hourly wnge ratns 1'or bricklayer apprentices start
at 50 p9roent o1.. the jo;:rneyman rate and inorease peri
odically until 95 percent ot the joumeyman's rate ia

reached during the last pariod of the api,I'enticaship. 6 ·
The Bricklayers Union Mo. 15

or Virginia is cbar

tered under the BI'icklayars, Mnsons. and Plasterers
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International Union of the Unitad States.

The obj ➔et of

this un.ion la to unite tog.,..,,tlM1� all e.t'ficiont journey;nen
brioltlnyers :ror the greatest go:>d to unionism, and better
w�rking conditions.7
FPom 1950 to 1958 the union hout'ly rate for brick
layers increased from $2.50 to ii-3 .50 for a pero,entage

increase of 40�.
Ex�ressed in constant 1958 dollars tho union
hourly rate would hnva increased from. ;,p2.,0G to. $8 .50 for!'
a porc'mtage increase of 22.4%.
Thia is the top paying job of the akilled ocou
pat1on;:t listed in th1s chapter.

The percentage or increase

in pay is. the third highest 1n this group.

It should be

noted that those wage 1ncrenseo cover a period of nine
yoars rather th�n tan years.
For a complete list of tiHt houi--ly waga rates i'or
the building trades in this chapter, sea Tabloa,A-XXII
through A-XXIV in the appendix.
Plasterers.

The principal work of plasterers 1e

the application of several coats of plsstol' to a suitable
base to p:rodu<M wall and ceiling surfaces.

Another

70onstitution and B7�Laws of Bricklayers, Masons
and Plasterers Int�rnationnl Union llo • 15, Richmond,
Virginia.
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important as.: oot of their W<"lrk is the finishing of theso
plaster surf.ncea.

Plnst"?.!rers une a trowel to sprond the

plast$I' on a mnsonry bnse or �n n l:':l&tal lath 9r g'Jpsu;n
lath.
Journeymen (skilled) plasterers are usually assisted
by apprentices who supply them with materials, set up and
mov� scaffolding, and provide other services needed for
performance of th� journeyman's work.
One of the best ways to learn the. plasteri�g trsde
is by serving tho three- or four-year apprenticeship.
Api,rentioe applicants are generally botwoen the agf':s of
18 and 25.

Good physical condition and oenual d�xtority

are important assets.
The npprentioeship programs eenorally consint of
6,000 to

a,ooo

hours of on-tho-job training plus related

classroom 1natruot1on.

During the ap:n�entieeship period,

the ap})rnntioe learns how to use and handle tbf) tools of
the trada.

Generally, the npp�enticeship program includes

at leaat 144 hours ot instruction each year in such sub
jects as drafting, blueprint reading, and mathe::1at1os
applicable to layout work.a
The &tn9loyor provides a place tor the journeymen
plasterers and apprent1oos covered by contract to dress
8oocupat1onal outlook Handbook, .2,E.•

:!l•,

PP• 262-263.
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and to look up their tools and clothes to prevent theft.
When .five or more plasterers covered by contract
are employed, the employer shall designate one as a
foreman and he shall receive a foreman's rate of pay.
Under the terms

or the oontraot, the union furnishes

plasterers who have had the required training and should
be qualified and capable of performing the plastering
work assigned to them.9
The union hourly rate :for plnstt7:rers rose .from
$2.33 to $5.12 during the nine-year period, 1950-1958.
The hourly rato in constant 1958 dollars would
hnve increased from �2.66 to �.12 which is only 17.3�
tor the nine-year poriod, 1950•1958.
This job has the lowest percentage of increase in
pay from 1950 to 1958 for the building trades listed in
this chapter.
R�rer to Tables A-XX.II through A•XXIV 1n the
ap.endix !'or a complete 11st ot hourly ratea.
Car-r;ienters. Car�,enters saw, fit and assemble \1ood,
plywood, wallbot:1rd. and other 1naterials and rasten these
9Agreament between the oom111ittco representing the
Plast9r1ng Oontractors of Richmond, Virginia and the
Operative Pla�tore�a and Oe�ent !.tasons of International
Ass�c1nt1on, Local No. 64, Richmond, Va., 'May 2, 1959.
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mntel"inls by means or ghie, nails, bolts, or wood screus
to t'orm vnrious structures.

They use handtoola such as

bamm-.rrs, saws, chisels, and planes.

They may also use

power tools such aa portable power saws, drills, and
rivet guns.
Carpentry work is commonly divided into two broad
categories -- "I'ough" carpentry and "!'iniah n carpentry.
ln rough work, onrpe.nt�1,. s erect tho wood frame buildings,
including subflooring,. ahnnthing, partitions, floor
jni�ts, studding, and rafters.

In finish wol'k, ca1:,pen�

ters install molding around floox•s and c�ilings, \vood
paneling, co.binets, exterior and interior trim, window
sash, door frames, nnd hardware._ They also build st�ira
and lay floors.

Finish work carpenters must be ver7

accurate b"1oause theizt completed wnrk is visible and
'bacause they of'ten work with expensive woods.
Oomplet1on of a 4-yes.r api,renticeship program

rox

carpenters is reoommsnd,'.1d by training authorities as the
best way to learn this trade.

Apprenticeship applicants

ar� generally required to be at least l? years of age
with a high school oducation or its equivalent.

Good

physical condition and manual dexterity are important
assets.
The apprenticeship gonera lly consists of

e,ooo

hours of on•tbe-job training plus a minimum of 576 hours
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of related instruction. 10
The union agreement states that all workmen of
the trade when reporting for work shall have necessary
hand tools in condition to perform tho work for which
they were hired.
The employer is to furnish drinking water togetheP
with snnitary drinking cups and also e suitable room
under lock and key for protection or carpenter tools and
clothing.
All foremen must ba practical �echanies of the
trade.

When three or more journeymen are employed on tho

project, one oha.ll be appointed fore!Il.8.n by the contractor
or employ�r and receive foreman's wages. 11
The carpenter's hourly rate increased from �l.D8
to �2.75, which waa n pnrcentage increase of 46.3% from
1950 to 1958.

In constnnt 1958 dollars the hourly rate would have
increased i"rom �,2.15 to �2.75 or 27.91� for the same nine
year per iod.
Thia job hed the highost porcentage ot increase

in pay from 1950-1958 for the skilled workers listed 1n

234.

lOoccupational Outlook Handbook, .2.£• !,ll_., pp. 2S2-

llitemorandu.'n of Understandini-: Between the Eastern
Virginia Assooia£lono1' tbntructora band the Eastern
District Council of Oor2onters t United Brotherhood of
Oorpentel"'S and Joln'ers or America, 1-lovember 29, 1956 to
November l, 1959.
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this chapter.
Soe Tnbles A-XJCII throug,h A•XXIV 1n the appendix
for a complete list of hourly rates.
Electricians.

Electricians lay out, assemble,

install, ond test electrical fixtures, apparatus, and
wiring used in the heating, lighting, air conditioning,
refrigeration and other electrical systom.s of residenoos,
office buildings, faotorios, hospitals, sohoo:ts, and other
structures.

They also connect elactricel machinery, equip

ment and controls.
Following blueprints or othc1., instructions, the
electrician installs many types of switches, conduits,
controls, insulation, circuit breakers,·wires, and other
electrical components.

The electrician must know and

follow the electrical codes (regulations

or individual

States and municipalities).
When the electrical circuit is comploted, it is
tested with an ohmml')tGI' to· det erm1n·e if the system is
proporly grounded and the 1nsulat1�n is in good condition.
The olectrioinn must make sure that no circuits are ov®•
loaded.

Generally, only small tools such as power drills,

pliern, wire cutt�rs, sorewdrivors, hall'h�ors, and light
\,roncbes nr� neoessnry to install sl�otrioal outlets and
fixtur-ea.
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Oomplatlon or n !'our• or .five-year ap;:;rentioaship
program is :r•eco�nmond,.,.d for learning this trade.

Moot

apprenticeship applicants are botw��,n thn agos of 18 nnd
24 and have a high sohool education.
The apprenticeship program usually requires

a,ooo

or 10,000 hours of on-the•job training plus related in
struction.

Hourly wage rates of apprentices often start

nt 50 porcont of' the journay�nn rate and inoreaae by five
percent in oach nix-month period until 85 or 90 porcent
of' tha journeyr:mn rate ia reached during the lust period
of the apprentiooship.

Because improperly inatnlled electrical work is so
hazardous, many localities require elt:?ctrioians to be
licenso:d.

To obtain a 11conso, the elcotr1oie.n must pass

an exmninntion whioh rnquiros a thorottg.."l lmowledge of the
craft, and ot State end local building codes. 12
Journeyman supervising or directing three or more
other journeymen �hall be olassifiad as foremen.

Job

foremen shall not take charge or more than one job at any
time, nor more than ten journeymen.

On jobs wher9 two

foremen are anployed, tha empl07or shall employ a general
l2oeeuos.tionnl Outloo1r: l!nndboolt,
pp. 249-261.

£1.E.• ill.•,
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foreman.13
Prom 1950 to lt)58 the u..viion hou1... ly rato .tor
electricians in the City

or

Richmond increased trom t,2.1'7

to .;-3.15 tor a pe1�centage increase ot 45.2%.
Expressed 1n conatant 1958 dollars the union
hourly rate would have increased trom $2.48 to ��.15 for
a peroantage increase of 27%.
This job hnd the second h1g,,�e3t percentage of
incr�ase for the skilled workers listed 1n this chapter.
Tho 45 .27t inex•es.se is very high sine e. it covers a pe:t•iod

or only nine years.
For n complete list of the hrmrly vmgo rates for
the building trades in this chapter, see Tables A-XX.II
through A-XXlV in the appendix.
Struotural i��n workers erect,

Iron Wo�kera.

assemble, or install £abricated ·structural motal products
1n the construction

or industrial, connn�ra1sl 1 end large

residential buildings.
Structural-iron workers erect the steel framework

or

bridges, bulldinss, und othor str,.1ctures 1noluding

l3Agreement betweon the Virginia Chr..pter, National
Eleatricnl Contractors Association, lne. of Hiohmond,
Virginia and Loe£,l lfo. 566 of the International Brother
hood or Electrical Workers, Niohmond, Va., April 1,
1956.
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metal storage tanks, and overhosd crane runways thot
supp-,rt henv-y equip·,�ont.

Thay install stoel floor deck

ing and vault doors end thoir .frames.

They also erect .

steel .scgffolding for use by oth�r conotr.uction oraft3men and sidovalk canopies for tho protection of the
public during the building or repairing

or

structures.

Completion of a two•yoar apprenticeship is one ot
the bost 1,ays to lonrn this trado.

A;:pra.Tttioonhip appli•

or

csntn are g(:morally required to bo between thH ages
17 and 30.

Good physical eonditicn is required and n

high school education or its equivalent 1s dezirable.
The BJ)prentioeship program usut:tlly consists of 4,000
hours or on-the-job training plus 1•elated instruction.
Hourly wage :-ates for apprenticr3s start at 50 per
cent of the journeyman rate end increase periodically until
the journeyman rate is reached et tile completion or the
apprenticeship. 14
V,i'hl'}n the Unit0d States Department of Commerce
Oost of Living Index !:as rei'leeted a g1..eatel' p�Jrcentage
of increase or dscrease thon the increase granted in the
contract, this oonst1tutes a basis for ba�galning.

Also

if wage scales tor other construction t�ades in the Rich
mond area indicate an 1ncr•eas1ng trend in exoess of the

254.

14oceu;pational Outlook Handbook, 2£•

ill.••

PP• 252•
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increases granted 1n the contract, this also constitutes
a bnsis for bargaining. 16
The union h�urly rate r�r iron workors rose .from
t2.31 to $3.l..5 during the nine-year period, 1950•1958.
This was e porcentage increase of 36.4%.
The hourly rate in constant 1958 dollars would
have increased from C2.64 to ,;3.15 which is 19.3% for the
nine-year period, 1950-1958.
Rater to Tnblos A-XX.II through A-XX.IV in the
appendix i'or a oo::nplete list of hourly rates.
Painters.

Pai�ters prepare surfaces and then

apply paint, varnish, enamel, lacquer, and similar mate
rials to the surfaces of buildings and other struc�ures.
Often, surfaces must bs eove�od with a prime coat or
sealer to pi-ovide s suitabl�" surface or base on which to
apply the new paint.

Paint is nppliad to many kinds of

materials, including wood, structural steel, and clay
products, generally by means of a brush, spray gun, or
r ,..1 ll er •
A painter must l>e skilloo in handling brushes ond
other painting tools, 1n order to apply paint thoroughly,
16M{�morsndum 0f Understanding b,3tween the Con
tractors Ooirimiitea, hionmond, Va., and Local No. 28 of
the International Association of Bridge, Structui-nl and
Ornamental Iron Workers, Richmond, Virginia, From Feb
ruary l, 1957 to l"ebruary l, 1960.
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uniformly, and rapidly to any typ� or surfe.oe.

In

addition, he must be able to mix paints, match colors,
nnd have a knowledge of color harmony.

He must also

lm>1w the oharoctoristios or oor:rmon types of paints tin�
finishes from the stand points of' durability, suitr1bility
tor different purposes, and ease of handling and appl1•
cation.

A painter must know how to erect the necessary

scaffolding from whioh he often works.
Pe.inters use spray guns to ?t:1int su:t•.f'acos or objects
which are difi"ioult to paint t1ith a brush ouch as lattices,
cinder and concr�te block, and radiators.
One of the beat ways to become a skilled painter
is to complete the three-year formal apprenticeship.
Apprentice applicants oht:-Uld be bntween the ages ot' 16
and 21 and in good physical condition.

A high school .

education is preferred although not essential.

Applicants

should have manual de�terity and a discerning color sense.
1l'hey should not be allergic to paint :t'umes or to various
materials usad in this trade.
'The apprenticeship for painters generally consists
of 6,000 hours of on-the-job training plus related in
struction.

Hourly wnge r ates f'or appranticos start at

approxir.iately 50 per cent of the journeyman rate and
increase periodically until tho journeyman rate of pay is
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r�ached upon completion of the apprentieoahip. 16
The union ogreemont stipulates that no brush
larger than a 45 (4½ inch) shnll bo used for the appli
cation of oil paints tind othnr paint products thinned.
with oil thinner.
General Foremen· shall b') d,o1gnated nt the company's
discretion.

Foremen shall be elass'.?d aa such ,,hen they

hav� £our to ten men under their eharge and shall receive
$.25 per hour nbove tho rate or journey-t�en undor their
chnr:se.

No fo1•er:1.an shall heva more than ten men undor

his charg� at any one time. 17
The hourly rate tor brush painters increased fx•om
�l.675 to �2.25 from 1950 to 1958.

This waa a percentage

increase of 34.3�.
In constant 1958 dollars the hourly rate would
have inoreasad from �l.91 to $2.25 or 1?•8� for the same
nine-year period.
'l1hio job hsd next to the lowest parcentag9 increase
in pay rrom 1950 to 1958 for·the skilled workers listed
in this cbnpt or.

-

l6lbid., PP• 236-238.

l 7Me::norandum of Undor,s1lcnd1ng !.ill! Working Agraomen\
or the Brotherhood of Paintei•s, l>eoo1•ators and l'aper
hangern of America, Local No. 10l8 1 Richmond, Virginia,
affeotivo April 18, 1959.
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Sae Tables A-XX.II through A•XXlV in th� appendix
for a complete list of !.iourly rates.
Plumbers.

Plumbers are highly skilled craftanen

who install, alter, and repai� pipe systems.

These

systems provide steam beat, water or oth�r liquids, air,
gos, or waste disposQl rac111t1ea for r�sidenoos, industri
al and oom:meroial buildings, and other structures.
In assembling pipe systems, plumbers bond, weld,
bronze, ond thread pipes and fittings.

They also install

fixtures, appliances, radiators, and heating un.its.
cut openings in walls

r or

They

pip as and prepare th& pi"''& fox

installation by cutting, reaming, and threading.
Plu�bora use handtools, such as wr�nahes, reamers,

drills, brac�s and bits, );Jammers, chisels, and su:ws.

They

also uso gas or gasoline torches and welding equipment
in their work.

Power mach1nigs are often· used to cut,

bend, and thread pipes.

Hand-operated hydraul1o ben.1era

are also us�d to bend pipes.
A five-year apprentiooship program is recommended
as the best way to learn all the aspects ot the trade £or
plumbers.

It is desirable for apprentice applicants to

be betwoen the ag�s of 16 and 25 and have n high school
education,
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The apprenticeship prcgram usually consists of
10,000 hours of on•the-job training plus related in
struction.

'.t'he apprentioe learns how to use and handle

the tools, r.1aehines, and rnat�riels cor.nnonly used in the·
trade.10

Th� union agreer.ient stipule.tos tho.tall tools
shall be furnisbed,by the employer, including welding
equip:1.ent end welding gloves.

Members :::mployed under

this union ae;riement shall not be required to uear aa.fety
shoes, but th3 er:iployeea shall be responsible for the
loss or dnmnge of tools through neglig enoe. 19
1'--Z.om 1950 to 1958 the union hourly rate .for :plumb
ers increased fro� �2.25 to �3.25 tor a poreentage in•
crease of 44.4%.
Expressed in constant 1()58 ·dollars tho uni.on
hourly rnto would have increased from �2.57 to $3 .26
for a pnrcontage increase of 26.5�.
This trade had the third highest percentage of
increase for the okilled workers listed 1n tliis chapter.
The 44 ••1% is n high percentage for only nine years.

------240.

l8oecuuat1onal Outlook Handbook, .Q.E.•

s.ll.••

PP• 239-

l9Agreement between the Labor 1-Iegotiating C0!'Jml ttee
or the Plu:nbing and He9ting O,::mtractors ,;;f li1chmond, Va.,
and the United Association o:f Journeymon and Apprentices
of the Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry of the United

States and Canada, Local No. 10, Richmond, Va., August 1,
1067 to Auh'1.lst l, 1969.
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F'or e CO!:!plete list of the hourly v;age rates
frotn 1950 to 1958 f':'!r the building tradas in this chapter,
see Tables A-XXII through A-XX.IV in the &pptmd1.x.

CHAPTER VII
PHESID�-lT AND VIOB Fr1.ESlDi:N'l' SALARIES
FOR SEI;:O'J.'Tt"...J> LIF'B INSUHAMOE OOMPAlUES
The executive salaries tor this study were obtained
from the annual statements ot !'ive insuranoe companies in
Hiohmond.

The salaries were averaged for the president

nnd tho vice presidents of Atlantic Li:t'e Insurance Oom•
pany, Home Beneficial Life Insurance Company, The Lite

Insurance Company or Virginia, �e Union Life Insurance
Company, and Old Dominion Life Insurance Company.
Pr<'HJident' s Salar;z.

In 1949 the avorage annual

salary for tbe presidents or these five compenies was
f26,35? • . By 1958 the presldent•s averftge annual salary
was $35 1 891 which represented a percentage increase of
36 .2� tor the ten-year period.

The salaries increased

for the presidents of four of these companies.

The fifth

company had a n,�,,,, president and his 1958 salary wns bolow
the salary paid the president in 1949.

Thia company still

paid tho highest salary tor p,,•esidents.
Expressed in constant 1958 dollars, the average
annual salary tor t.Le president would hnve been $30 1 258
in 1949.

This snlaey would hove increased to $35.891 in

1958 for a psroentage increase of 18.6%.
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Defining_ � president's Job.

As chief exooutive

officer of the company, the president is responsible for
the effective and profitable operation and growth of the
oompany.

He has charge ot the general direction of all

busineos, operation, or other affairs ot the company e.s
a whole.
Board

Ue advises and makes reoornmendat1ons to the

or Directors with respoct to these activities.
The president has hia responsibilities and author

ity defined by the certificate of incorporation, by-laws;
and policies establishod or autl'iorized by the Boord of
Directors and its co':!lmittees.

lie may delegate pf?rtions

of his re•pons1b1l1t1ea, consistent with sound operations
and authorized policios and proc�dures, tog3ther with
proportionate authority tor their ful1'1llment, but he may
not delagate or relinquish an7 portion of his nooount
ab111ty · for results.
· (l)

(2)

1Us duties are set forth below.

s�es that the Board at Dirootors is kept fully
informed on the conditions of the company; and
soes that the Board is properly represented to
employees, stockholders, investors, and the
general public.
Sees to the exocution or the.deo1s1ons of the
Board of Directors and its oom�ittees.

(3) i. Sees to the development of sp 1cifio policies,
prooedures, and programs to implement the
general polioias established by the Board or
Directors and its committees.
1

(4)' Determines the over...all objootivos of the compa ny.
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(5)

Develops and r�oo��ends to the Boord of
Dir9ctors long-range plans, consist�nt with
the ovor-all objectivr;a of' the company, which
take full advantago of.' the long-range poten
tinlities of the business.

(6)

Sees that sound plans of organization, including
th� determination of the manageable units of
the business, e1•e developed and maintained f.'o:tt
the company.

{7)

Authorizes entry into or departure from specific
businr)SS�S.

(8)

Providos for optiruum utilization of managers
throughout t he company. Seas that the organiza
tion is staffed with co:1pet0nt peoplo.

(9)

Subject to action by the Board of Dircctora. he
authorizes the appointment, prmnot1on, retire
ment or release of officero of the company.

(10)

Sees to the development of standards or per�
formnnce in the key areas of the company.

( ll)

Sees that e.ppropriato salary and wage struct1.l?'es
are developed Qnd maintained throughout the
company.

(12)

Authorizes and ex�eutes such contracts and
oo�ltments as may be r�qui�ed by the By-Laws,
the .Board or Di!•eotors, or -.,stablished policies.

(13)

s�es to the development, authorization• and
maintenance of an appropriate budgotary procadure.

(14)

Soes that all funds, physical assets, and other
property of the corporation are appropriately
oafeguarded snd adminiatered.. l

Yorkt
146.

lo.

L. Bennet, Detining_�!h! Manager's� (New
American Management Association. 1958) pp. 143-
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� PrrJsidont ts Stllnry.

Tba average annual

salHry !'or the vice 1:ireaidents in ths five insurance
companies in this study inc:roased 58.2% in the ten-year
period, 1949-1958.

The avr.:rar,;e annu&l salary increased

from $13,946 in 1949 to S22,066 by 1958.
It is interesting to note that the average salary
for tho vie-3 presidfmt increased 58.2� while tho average
salavy f "'r tho pr,1s1d:mt increased only 3t, .2% for this
ten-yryar period.
In oonste.nt 1958 dollars the average salary 1'or the
vice president vmuld have inc:"' efised from �,16,010 to•
t;22,066 tor- a percentage increase of 37.uj .for the ten
y�ai- p"'.!riod.
Vice Prosident -- Finnnoe.
------

The vice president in

finance is under tho d1root1on or the president and is
responsible for fort1Ulating financial policies and for
planning nnd 'lXecuting t1nancial progi�a.ma.

Ilo appraises

and reports on the finnncinl results of the operation,
and recommends action to be takon.

Be supervises the

t�ensurer nnd the controller in the ordinary conduct of

the company's business.
The spea1.t'1c duties

at

the vice prosident 1n

finance may includes

(l)

Organization Dov�lopmont. Dav�lop and direct
his supp�rting orgonizntion and establish the
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duties and responsibilities for positions
reporting to him.
(2)

Financial Policy. Be rc�sponsible for the
formulation of i'immeial polioias and ror see
ing thet they are carried out.

(3)

Planning. Plan the financial needs of the
company. De responsible for oarryir1g out the
appr,,ve(l programs.

(4)

Accnunting. See that accounting methods and
proendm'\ es ad:qunto to control and apprniao the
financial needs of tho enterprise are ostrablished
and mnintr1inod.

(5)

Apprnianl of Financial nesults. Asniot the
executives in detorm2ning future policies based
on· Do'J..ld b11sincss judgemont •

(5)

Capitnl Bxpenditures. A�.,pro.1so proposed capital
e:xpenditures which require the approval of the
president or the Boord of Diroetora.

(7)

Inventory Control. Advise Oferating vice
p�esidenta on inventory policy.

(8}

Inauranoe. Provide an ndoquate program of
insurance for the oompanj.
Financial Relations. Be responsible tor external
·financial relationships or the company.

(9)
(10)

Tax rtanager:tont. Be responsible for the doter
m1nat1on or tax liabilities and filing of
prope� t�x returns.

(ll)

Credit and Oollc:ction. Ba responsible for the
authorization of c:i:•odit and collection or money
due.

(12)

Acquisitions or Mergers. Ee responsible for
any studies or acq1dsiticns or mergers with
other companies.

(13)

Savings and Retlrem,mt Plan. Be responsible
for the finannial oporatlons of the Savings
and Retirement Plan.2

2Ibid., pp. 179-180.

CHAPTER VIII
MISCELLANEOUS BLE!filNTS IN IMPACT OF INFLATION
SELBCTED WAGE GHOUPS OF COMPANY X

The informaticn and wa.gns for th0se semi-skilled
and skillt>!d jobs w�re obtain(�d by the author from a Rich
mond company •1 Those jobs a:r-e unionized and som·:>times
the contracts run for two consocutivo y3ors.

This

accounts for th"'l same 'f:age scale in 1949 and .t.950 and nlao
in 195? and 19fi8.

Thl'l mndian

·NfH):P:

ly wages ·"vi::rre used

b?.oause th:) minimum vrnekly wages were the same for all
four jobs each yoe.r frcm lf49 to 1958.

Som11times the

minimum rate for a job r�mains th() sa.!ne from ono year
to the naxt whil� the maximum rate increases.
S9m1 Skilled
Splicgr t s H0lpor.

This em�loyen assists the

splicer in forming or sha�ing lAad cabl�s and s�l1o1ng
wires.

The job 1nvolvos b"llping to elf.Jar trcuble aft0r

it is located by tha test department.

The splicer's

half<Jr may be required to work aloft en pol'3S, laddars,
or platforms in oonnoction with new construction and
1confid9ntial souroo.
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also for mnint0nanoo.
The madian v1eekly '-'rngos for this job increased
!'rr::m $45 .50 to $.67. 75 which was a p,,rcentage increase of
48.9% for the ten-y�ar period, 1949 to 1958.
Expressed in constant 1958 dollars, this weekly
wage would have been $52.23 1n 1949.

With the 1958 wage

remaining constant at $67.75, this would have been an
increase of 29.7%.
For complete date. f'rom 1949 to 1958 on tha msd1an
weekly v,ag�s or sel<3ot.ed craft employ0:,,s of Compa
ny X,
...
s9e Tablns A-XXV to A-XXVII in the appendix.
Framaman.

Tho framsman pleccs oross--ccnn-1ctions

to wire intarohang -s of various parts of el'Jctronic and
0

electrical relay equipment.

This job requiros a know

lQtdge of soldering and the use of s�1all hand tools.
Manual dexterity 1s essential.
Thia job is under direct sup1-Jrvision.

There are

prescribed rcutine procedures and no judgement is required.

This semi skill".'Jd job had s m")dian wee'k:ly wage of
$50.50 in 1949.

By 1958 this wage rate bad increased to

$74.00 a v:e"}k which was an increase of 4t-i .5%.
In constant 1958 dollars the weekly wage rate in
H'49 v1ould have been i;s7.9'7.

Since the 1958 woekly wage

rat� is $?4.00� th0ro is an incroas9

�r

2?.7%.
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See Tabl'.ls A-XXV to A--XXVII in the a.1,pendi.x t'or
oom1-lote data on the m�disn v,eekly YfBges of s,:,lected
craft employ9es of Company X.
Skill!:'d

Lin9man.

The lin":\man re:rforms all types of work

ralated to tha erection, rearraniemen� maint�nanca, and
r�moval of all class�a of de-enorgized overh�ad trans
mission.

The work includes guying and fixtur� attach

m�nt en pol�s.

This work may be done individually or es

a memb�r of a crew.

The linemen works v1ith tho assistenco

of src,undmen or helpe:·s.
The worker must be very sl-till".'ld in this µarticular
trade and, therefore, the pay is more than for the semi
skilled jobs.
In 1949 a lineman received a median weekly �age of
i53.00.

In 1958 this m3dian weekly wage �as i�S.?5 which

was a p�rcentage inoronse of 48.6%.
The median weekly wage rate in 1949 would have
be�n �rVO .84 if e:xprassad in constant 1958 dollr,rs.

Sine a

the 1958 wage rate is �78.75, the increase in wag�a is
29.4% for the ten-year period.
Other data on the m�dian weekly wages of selected
ere.ft employnes of Company X may be found in '11nbl·1s A-llV
to A-XX.VII in th') appendix.
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Installer Repairman.

This job consists

or installing

relatively simile communication apparatus in residences and
places of business.

Th,::, work is per.formed under general

supervision from a manual of standard practice with ding1•ams
of apparatus involved.
The employee must be able to drive a truck• use custom
made tools, and have a knowledge o.f wo�d working tools.

The

repairman clears any trouble Rnd repairs the comrnun1cat1on
equipment which he installs.
This is a higher skilled
job than a lineman and; there,
fore, has a higher wage rate.
was $54�00.

In 1949 the median weekly wage

By 1958 this weekly wage rate had increased to

$79�75 which was 47�8% more than the 1949 rate.
Expressed in constant 1958 dollars this median weekly
wage. would hav� been $61.99 1n 1949.

With the 1958 wage remain-

1n� constant at $79�75, this would have been an increase of
28.6� for the ten-year period.

STARTDlG SA!ARIES F'OR GRADUAT:S;S OF THE
maVERSITY OF RICHMmm. 1949-1959
The author obtained the starting salaries for graduates

or the School ot Business Administration; University of Richmond,

through the assistance of Dr. Thomas

s.

Berry.

2

The starting

2
Dr. Thom as s. Berry, Director of Plaoamant, School of
Business Administration, University of Richmond.
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salaries were avoragod for 325 graduates from 1949 to 1959.
Th� data are not complote ror the years rrom 1949 through
1952 as some salariqs were not available for this period.
The basic starting aalari�s only were used in this
study, and th,:,y do not include bonuses paid, ii' any.

Some

positions required the em1�loyee to furnish an automobile while
other positions required the company to furnish the automobile.
The fringe bonefits differed among the companies and these
were not taken into consideration.
In 1949 the avorage monthly salary in this study of
graduates from the School

In

or

Business Administration was $222.

1950 the starting salary increased only 1.4% and was �225

e. month.

However, by 1952 the starting salary averaged $285

which was an increase of 26 .'7% ov.er 1950 and 28 .4% over 1949.
The average monthly salary in this study was $291 for
1953 whioh was 2.1% over the previous year and 31.1% ovei•. 1949.
The following year the salaries increased 4.1% for an average
of $303 p3r month.

In 1955 the starting salaries averaged

$353 which was an increase of 9.9% over the previous year.
In 1956 the starting salaries for the graduates averaged
$344 which was an increase of 3.3% over 1955.

This was also

an increase of 55% over the 1949 salaries.

By 1957 the starting monthly salaries were averaging
$354 which was 2.9% over the salaries of 1956 and 59.5% over
tha salaries of 1949.

Tho next year, 1958, the monthly salarios
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increased 5.4� for an average of $373.

Thia salary had in

creased 68% since 1949.
During this period, 1949-1959, the average starting
salary increased from �222 to ,389 which was a percentage
increase of 75.2%.
Expressed in constant 1958 dollars the average start
ing salary in 1949 would have baen $255.

This would 'have in

creased to $373 in 1958 which is a percentage increase of
46.3%.
For co�plete data on the starting salaries and changes,
see Tablas A-XXVIII and A-XXIX in the nppondix.

FIX1ID INCOME GROUP
The fixad income group suffers the most during a period
of inflation.

This group may include pensioners, holders

or

annuities and life insurance policies, investors 1n bonds and
oth�r fixed-money obligations.

It is not fair to place suob

h eavy burdens on those who are least able to protect themselvf3s .The fixed income group in this study is composed of
people over 66 years of age.

The income for these people is

derived from private pensions and Social Security.

Twenty

pension plans were selected and the monthly paiments including
Social Security v;ere averaged .for differant salary levels.
Thsse plans were in effect as of March, 1958 and include 25
years of future service,
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Pension plans were also obtained from an insurance
company and a manufacturing company with the home offices
located in Richmond.

'l'hese tv,o plans were studied to deter

mine the total monthly income from the retirement program and
Social Security .•
The data for these monthly inco:ims may be seen in the
appendix Tables A-XX.X through A-XXXV.
Economic Basia

2f. �

Old-Age Problem

In 1900� there were roughly three million persons
age 65 and over, whereas fifty years later the number bad
grown to 12¼ million. The aged population is increasing
at the rate of 340,000 par year, which means that at tho
end of 1954, there were approximately 13.9 million aged
persons in the population. It is estimated that by the
year 2000� aged persons will number 26 to 28 million. In
relativ� terms, only 4 per cent of the population in' 1900
was 65 and ov�r, whereas at the end of 1964, a.5 per cent
or the population fell in that category. Moreover, if
present trends continue, from ll to 13 per cent of,the
population will be 65 and above by the year 2000 ••••
The increase in the proportion of old people bas
been aooompanied by a decline in the employment opportuni
ties of the aged. In 1890, the aged constituted 3.9 per
cent of the total population and 4.3 per cent of the total
labor force� By 1952, the percentage.of the population
age 65 and over had more than doubled, but the percentage
of the total labor force age 65 and over had be.rely increased.
In 1890, 39.9 per cent of all persona age 65 and over were
1n the labor force, while in 1952 only 23.4 per cent were
in thot category� This decline has taken place chiefly
among aged males •. In 1890, 70 per c�nt of such males were
in the labor force, but by 1952 the percentage had shrunk
to 40.9 per cent. The rate of female participation in
the labor force declined only sliggtly during that period,
from 8.6 per aent to a.o per cent.
3
Dan M. McGill, Fundamentals of Private Pensions
(Homewood, Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1955) P• l.
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Importance

2f. !!'.!.!

Old-Age Problem

The problems or the old age group or people over 65
are a cono�rn for everyone.

The numbar of older µersons is

increasing a t a rate greater than that of young and middle
aged adults.

This means a gr0.wth in the magnitude of all

the problems associated with aging.

The public is becoming

more and mor� aware of the serious problems they face for the
welfare and happiness of its older citizens.

The growing

cost of care of the aging, which was onoe largely borne by
the individual and bis family, is now being shifted to employ
ers and the public.
The median inoome of pePsons 65 years oi.' age and
over is less than half that of individuals 45 to 64 years
old. In 1952 the median income of older couples was less
than $1,500, less than $?50 for single or widowed males,
and about $400 for single or widowed females. All these
amounts are below the income necessary for a total main
tenance budget for urban couples and single or widowed·
individuals • • • • The beneficiaries on Old-Age and Sur
vivors Insurance will rise from 43 per cent of all males
66 years and over and a5 per cent of all elderly females
in 1954 to 75 and 81 per cent respectively in the year 2000
under low cost assumptions. Almost all the remaining 26
per cent of males will be gainfully employed. Unless
minimum benefits are increased considerably above present
levels, however, public assistance will be needed in many
cases to supplement Old-Age and Survivors Insurance. At
present (1954) 9.? per cent of Old-Age and Survivors In
surance recipients also receive Old-Age Assistance payments.4

4
The Council or State Governmen ts, � States � Their
(Chicago: The Council of State Governaents,
Older
Citizens
-------------,
l955) PP• 9-10.
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Social Security Payments

In

Richmond

Data was obtained from the Richmond Social Security
District Office pertaining to the number of payments and the
total dollar value of thase payments.

The average payment to

each beneficiary was derived from this information.

It should

be understood that thore may be two beneficiaries 1n the same
family.

However, there may be only one beneficiary for the

\'!bole i'amily.
In 1951 there were an average of 8,293 Social Security
monthly paym�nts in the City of Richmond amounting to $300,081.
The average monthly payment in curr�nt dollars was $36.18.
This amount is much lower than the $98.50 which was the pri
mary Social S'lourity payment used in the study of monthly
pensions for employees with an average annual salary ot $3,6CO
F'ive years later, in 1956, the average number of Soo1al
Security monthly paymonts in Richmond had doubled and wera
now 17,394.

The total amount of money paid out to benef1-

c1ar1es had tripled and now averaged �954,124 a month.

In

this same five-y,'.)ar period, 1951-1956, the a.v-,rage monthly pay
ment 1n current dollars bed increased 50% end was now �54.85.
In 196'1, $1,154,408 was distributed each month through
20,455 Social Security payments in Richmond.

The average

monthly payment in current dollars was $55.90 which was an
increase of 54.5% over the average payment in 1951.
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By 1958 the average number or monthly Social Security
paymants in Ric hmond had incr ea sed to 23,410 w hic h is a per
centage incr ease of 182% over 1951.

The average amount paid

out each month in Richmond 1n 1958 was $1,356,833.
an inorease of 352%.

This was

'l'he average monthly payment increase d

from $35.18 in 1951 to $67.92 in 1958.

Thi s was a percentage

increase of 60%.
S ee Table A-XX.XVI for complete data on Soc ial Security
payments in Richmond from 1951 through 1958.

Union Vie�1point 2!! Pensions
The main points of interest to unions as they ap
proach the reopening of pension agreements are likely to
be incr eased in the level of benefits for normal re tir e
ment (Walter Reuther's statement that the Unite d Automo
bile Workers would not bo content until every worker was
assured of a p ension of $200 p er month is not to be dis
m issed 11e;itly); more liberal eligibility requirements
and bene1'1 ts tor disability r etirem:,nt; some form or
· vesting; negotiation of additional industry-area pension
plans to include small employers and indt1s tr ies now not
covered by pension plans; the AXtansion of various employee
benefits•• hospi talization, medical and surgical oare,
group life insurance -- to rotire d employees.
Twenty Illustrative Monthlz Pensions
Twenty pension plans under collective bargaining of
6
John o. Corson snd Jo hn Vi. McConnell, Economic lleeds
of Older People (New York: The Twentieth Century Fund, 1956)
p7 342.
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companies in various .fields were used in this study.
the plans were in effect in �larch, 1958.
as model or typical plans.

All of

They are not presented

They do cover large numbers of

workers in major industries which a re either located in Richmond
or are similar to the industries located here.
The monthly pensions reflaot the anticipated benefit
payments 25 years henoe, on the basis of provisions in effect
in March, 1958.

However, unler many plans there is no distinc

tion between future end past service bonefits.
Th,:, private plan benefit and the maximum primary Social
Security benefit are combined in this study to provide the iJ:..
luatrat1ve monthly pensions at age 65

um ar

normal retirement.

Assuming average annual earnings of $3,600, the average
monthly payment of these twenty sqlected pension plans is tl60.53.
This includes present prine.ry Social Security benefits ot �98.50.
Assuming a 14.8% rise in the Consumer Price Index in the next
ten years, the purchasing power of this �160.53 will amount to
$139.82 1n 1968.
The average monthly payment increases to $175.28, in
cluding Social s�curity benefits of $108.50, when the average
annual earnings increase to $4,200.
this $175.28 will amount
rise

The purchasing power of

or $152.67 in 1968 with an anticipated

or 14.8� in the Consumer Price Index.
Vfuen the averat:e annual earnings reach $5,000, the

average monthly paymont is $183.98 �hioh includes Social Security
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benefits or �108.50.

If the Consumer Price Index rises 14.8�

in the next ten years, the purchasing power of this �183.98
will be $160.25.

A study of Tables A-XXX through A-XX.XIII in the appendix
will show how the monthly pension payments increase with an
increase 1n earnings.
!:!Q. Local Pension Plans

!!lli

Insurance Company£!., Virginia.

Tho security pro

gram for the Lire Insurance Company of Virginia was studied
to determine the amount of r�tirement income from the program
and Social Security at different average annual salaries.

The

ret1r�m9nt income is based upon earnings (excluding overtime)
and the time the employee is a member of the program before
retirement.

The normal ret1remant date is at the close of

business on December 31 following attainm9nt of age 65.

However,

if the employee has been a msmb?.r of the program for at least
ten years, he may retire with smaller payments any time after
age 55.
The monthly payment s were oaloulated for normal retirement at age 65 and after 25 years of future service.

An employee

with average annual earnin gs of �3,600 would draw $192.26 a
month including $98.50 Social Security.

If the Consumer Price

Index rises 14.8% in tb9 next ten years, the purchasing power
of this payment in 1968 will be �16?.45.
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An employoe with average annual earnings of $4,200
would have a monthly income of �217.87 upon retirement at age
65.

In 1968 the purchasing power of this income would be

tl89.76 with a 14.8% rise in the cost of living.
With an average annual income of $5,000 , an employee
would draw $259.54 a month upon retirement at age 65 and after
25 y�ars of future service.

With an anticipated ris e of 14.8%

in the Consumer Price Index, in the n ext ten years, the plll'•
chasing power of this monthly income would be i226.06 in 1968.
Ore.wford Manufacturing Company.

A study was made or

the pension plan for the employees of Crawford Manufacturing
Company to det�rmine tho amount of tho payments at different
income levels.

The pension is based on the number of years of

covered omploymant (years of continuous servic e after the first
five years) and the annual base pay (earnings up to $8,000)
during those years.

The normal retirement date shall be the

first day of the month following the employee's 66th birthday.
The monthly payments were calculated for normal retire
ment at age 65 and aftor 25 years of future service.

Assuming

average annual earnings of $3,600, an employee would receive
$174.75 a month including $98.50 from Social Security.

With a

Consumer Price Index rise of 14.8% by 1968, the purchasing
power of this monthly paymant would be $152.21.
An employee with average annual earnings of $4,200 would
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receive a monthly income of $204.76 upon retirement at age 65.
In 1968 the purchasing power 0f this income would be �178.34
with a 14.8% rise in the cost of living.
With an average annual income of $5,000, an employee
would receive �231.42 a month upon retirement.

With an antic

ipated rise of 14.8% in the Consumer Price Index in the next
ten years, the pu�ohasing power of this monthly income would
be $201.57 in 1968.

TI!2,

Problem

2f.

Budgeting� Various Income Levels

Budgets are a guide f'or spending money and are not
intended to state that a family should sp3nd its money for
each item as stated.
it for individual use.

The right way to use a budget is to adjust
Percentages may be raised on some items

and lowered on other items.

As the salary changes, the percent

ages or income spent for the different items w1ll change.
Distribution or Family Personal Income, 1950-1957
A study was conductod by Survez

.2!. Current

the distribution or family personal income.
in the appendix.)

Business on

(See Table A-XXXVII

This study covered the income groups from

$1 ,000 to $15,000-nnd-over from 1950 to 195?.
The group having an income under '11,2,000 decreased from
23.2� to 14.0% of the total number of families reporting on in
come.

This covered t he eight-year period, 1950-1957.

The
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$2,000-$2,999 group decreased from 16.6% to 10% while the next
group, �;3,000-i:.3,999, decreased from 17.6% to 12.5% from 1950
to 1957.

The noxt two groups also decreased so that all groups

in the income level below ;i6,000 decreased from 1950 to 1957.
The first income group to inc rease from 1950 to 195?
is the $5,000•$5,900 group.

This group increased from 9.6%

to 11.9% of the families reporting inoome.

All of the other

groups over �5,900 increased in percentages.
Income Distribution

& � .!n.

!h2, United States --

ill!!

The largest number or consumer units -- about
13½ m1111on or one-fourth or the total -- was found
in the range between $4 1 000 and $6 1 000. This bracket
contained the median income of $6,050; one-half the
families and single individuals had incomes below this
amount ond approximately 21 million units were located
in adjacent income brackets, with 22 percent receiving
betweon i2,000 end $4 1 000; and 17 percent between $6,000
and fa,ooo. The latter bracket included the average
(mean) income of �6,220• obtained by dividing the total
income by the t�tal number of families and unattached
individuals.
At the lower end of the scale, tho 7½ million
consumer units with incomes under �2,000 comprised in
large part single individuals and farm operator families.
The remaining 12 million families had income above
$8,000, with the prgportions in the top 1ncone brackets
decreasing rapidly.

6

Selma F. Goldsmtth, "Income Distribution by Size 195558 1 " Survey_ 2f. Current Business (April 1969) P• 9.

OBAFTER IX

FIVE TYPICAL FAMILY BUDGETS
The family budgets were prepared for employed people
in different income groups.

It has already bean pointed out

how people on fixed incomes are hurt most during a period of
inflation.

However, this group is in the minority when com

pared to the employed group.
The standard of living for tho families in t he employed
group shows a marked improvement from 1949 to 1958.

Steady

employment during this pe1•iod of rising prices has helped to
1noreasa th e income and raise the standard of living over the
ten y ear period.
Fringe benefit growth has also improved the well-being
or employees in recent years.

Payment s for vacations, holidays,

rest periods, ate. constitute almost halt of total fringe
benefits. These payments are included as a portion of employee
wages.

Pension, social security, and other employer payments

· for employee benefits are not part of the payroll, and are
not reflected in current income or wages of employees.

A

survey conducted by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States
s howed that the average fringe payment in 1957 was 21.8% of
the payroll for the 1,020 reporting companies.
l

This percentage

Chamber of Oommerce of the United States. Fringe Benefits
1957 (Washington: Chamber of Commerce of the United States,
l958) PP• 1-2.
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seems high for the Richmond araa •

However, ,,1th fringe bene

fits amounting to only 10% of the payroll, salaries would be
increased another 5% for the '3mployee benefits v1hioh are not
part or the payroll and are not included in the salaries in
this study.
Studies of family expenditures provide usoful informe
tion about ways in which families use money income.

These

budgets indicate patterns of spending among families of dif•
fer�nt inonme groups.

As the incomes change, the percentages

of income spent for different items change+
Tho Richmond family budgets for 1949 and 1958 indicate
general trends for five families as to income and expenditures
for the period.

Tbeso tronds are affected by new products

that appear on the market, new homes built, changes

1n

living

habits and conditions, incroasing incomes, and increasing
leisure.

These spending patterns, however, vary according to

individual needs, goals, choices, and resources found in the
family.
Tho two budgets for families living in Richmond were
based on·expenditure data obtained from the Statistical Abstract

ot the United States: 1947, personal correspondence of the
------author with LIFE Market Research, Study

2f.

Consumer Expenditures,

Incomes� Savings by the �barton School of Finance and Com
merce, and the Statistical Abstract of!!.!!. United States:�•
The budget obtained from the Statistical Abstract

.2f. �

United

12.i!

States:

lll
was the only budget in which expenditures were

given in dollars.

These ox9enditure s were changed to per

centages so that all data might be compared.

See Tables

A-XXXVIII through A-XXXXIV in the appendix for all budgets.

By studying the budgets in the appendix, certain changes in
consumer expenditures mey be observed.

From 1949 through

1958 the percent or inoome spent for food and clothing in
creased.

During this same poriod, the pere9nt of income

spent for housing, transportation, and medi cal care increased
considerably.

Evan though some items had a small pe.rcentage

decrease, the dollar amounts of expenditures usually increased
from 1949 to 1958 because of the increase in income.
Th3 p�rcent of income spent for food decreased from
1949 through 1958.

To illustrate this change 1n consumer ex

penditures, all the budgets are listed to show the percent of
income spent for food by a family with a net income of $3,600
a year.

The budgets and porcentages of income spent for food

are as follows,
1.

Average Money Inaome and Expenditures ot Families
of 2 or More Persons By Income Class, 1944 -- 36.7%

2.

Percent Distribution of Current Consumer Expendi
tures of Families in Richmond •- 1949 -- 34%

3.

Percent Distribution of Current Consumer Expendi
tures of All Urban Families:

4.

1950 -- 32.8%

Pere entage Distribut1on of Family Expenditures for
Current Consumption, by Income (1957) -- 33�
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5.

Share of Annual Household Expenditures by Annual
Household Income (1958) -- 30%

6.

Percent Distribution of Currant Consumer Expendi
tures of Families in Hichmond, Va,. -- 1958 -- 29%

The Consumer Price Ind0x for Richmond increased 14.8%
for the ten-year period, 1949 through 1958.

During this period

the it?ms in the index increased in price as follows:

food

11.1%, housing 16.1%, apparel 1.8%, transportation 27.3%, and
sundries 19.4%.

The small increase in apparel costs probably

reflects the prico competition in the textilo field from 1949
to 1958.
Usually the major part of the income 1s spent for food
and housing.

As the income increases; the percentages of in

come spant fol' food and housing tend to decrease.
The percentages stay fairly level for personal care end
recreation.

This means that ns th3 1nco�e rises, the amount

spent for personal care and recreation increases.
Tho automobile or transportation expenses vary from one
group to anothor.

Tho shifts probably mark the incomes at

which families trede secondhand oars tor new ones; lower-priced
models for more expensive ones; one car for two, city for sub
urbs �- and the level at which; dollarwise, the saturation
point on automobiles is reached.
It is never wise to say positively that any arbitrary
amount is invariably safe or unsafe for a family to spend for
shelter.
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Stated no a rule, one might say that under ordinary
conditions a family living on a comfortable income
should pay one-fifth or leas for rent or ownership,
that one-tenth of the cost ot a house must be set
aside each y�ar to pay carrying charges (as tsxes,
insurance. repairs, depreciation and interest) and
that unless �n increase in inoo�e ia to be expected
almost immediately, a family is not justified in 1n
vost1ng more than twice its annual income in the
purohase or building of a house.2
Th•a f'ive typical family budgets presented in this
chapter are examples of how families of five in different in
come brackets may mannge their money ,. and should present
useful standards for compari son.
These budgets are based on different levels of income
and do not attempt to show the standard
particular type or olass of labor.

or

l1v1ng for any

The income taxes were

calculated for families of five with standard deductions and
filing a joint return.

The budgets are based on income after

taxes and are for families living in Richmond.

They reflect

examples of changing patterns of consumer expenditures over a
ten-year period, and present useful guides in making individual
financial plans.
Engineer, Grade 11 (!!_.�• Government Employee) Family£!.�
The income for this position measured in current dollars
was iS,900 in 1949 and increased to i?,630 in 1958.

This was

2
Agn�s Donham, Spending� Family Incomo, Boston:
Little. Brown and Company, lS)41, PP• 46-4'7.
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a percentage increase of 29.3% which was relatively low.

One

of the reasons for this low percentage of increase during a
period or rising prices is because the salaries are set by
Congress.

The salaries cannot b9 raised locally until Con

gress apuroves an increase in pay.
three increases 1n salary from 1949

This position had only

to

1958.

The income for this ramily of five after taxes was
$5,452 in 1949 a nd $6,743 in 1958.

This represented an in•

crease or 23.7% for the ten-year period.
When the 1949 budget for this family is compared with
the 1958 budget, it shows the changes in spending for the
d1fferent item.a.

The family spent more money for food in

1958, but because of t ho price increase, they either bought
smaller quantitios or cheaper foods.

The family is also

buying less tobacco beonuse of the price increase during this
period.
The housing costs have increased from 1949 to 1958 but

the family is spending a larger percent of its income to have
a batter house.
budget seems low.

The amount allocated for housing in the 1958
It would be bard to rent a suitable house

1n Richmond for $64.58 a month.
In 1958 the fa�ily purchased about the same quantity
and quality or oloth1ng and clothing services as in 1949.

The

clothing expenditures for 1958 were $6 more (1958 dollars)
than the 1949 budget adjusted to equivalent purchasing power.
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The transportation expenditures measured in cur
rent dollars increased 57.2% during the ten year period.
The family 1s probably driving a newer car in 1958 than
in 1949.

The 1958 budget allows approximately $103 a

month for transportation and this would hardly cover the
cost of a new car.
The cost of medical care for this family has the
largest percent of increase of any item in the budget.
Tho medical expenditures expressed in current dollars have
increased 64.9% from 1949 to 1958 and now amount to i432
a year.
The family is spending more for personal care, rec
reation, reading, a nd education.

This may be due to the

trend toward shorter working hours which gives more time
for recreation and self improvement.
This family has a small improvement in its stand
ard of living in 1958 as compared to 1949.
p8reentage

or

However, the

income spent for each item in the budget

has changed during this ten-year period reflecting a
change in buying habits.
For a complete comparison of budgets for 1949 and
1958, see Table

v.

Unionized Bricklayer -- Family of Five
The income of this position was calculated on a
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TABLE V
ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGETS FOR INCOME OF ENGINEER,
GRADE 11 -- FAMILY OF FIVE

1949 Median Income �5,900 (�5,452 after Taxes)
1958 Median Income $7,630 (i6,743 after Taxes)
1949 budget adjusted to equivalent purchasing power
measured in 1958 dollars.

Food and beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, light, refrigeration
Household operation
Furnishings and equipment
Clothing and clothing services
Transportation
Medical care
Recreation, reading, education
Miscellaneous
Total

1949
Budget-Current
Frie es

1949

1958

1958
Prices

Current
Prices

�l,690
93
545
196
218
316

$1,876

$1,'719

785

999
143
37'7
241
i6,263

'709

120
316
262
�5 ,452

Budget-- Budget--

111
633
228
253

367
722

101
7'75

250

270
384
'728

1,234
155
4'72
223
$6,'743

Based on data in Tables A-XXX.XIII and A-XXXXIV in the

appendix.
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basis of forty hours a week and fifty-two weeks a year.
No overtime or bonuses were included in the annual sal
ary.

Ori this basis, the annual income in current dol•

lars in 1949 was $5,200.
ed. 40% and was now $'7,280.

By 1958 the income bad 1ncreas•
The hourly rates had been in

creased five times during this ten-year period.

These in

creases were obtained for the journeyman bricklayers who
were members of the Bricklayers, Ma.sons, and Plasterers
International Union Mo. 15, Richmond, Virginia.
The income tor this family
$4,8?2 in 1949.

or five after taxes was

In 1958, the income after taxes was

$6,466 which was a percentage increase of 32.7%.
The budget tor this family shows that expenditures
in current dollars for food and beverages was $90 more
than in 1949.

The mon�y spent f�r food and beverages in

the 1949 budget (expressed in 1958 d ollars) 1s i83 more
than the amount spent for food in 1958.

The family is

spending a smaller percentage of its income tor food,
beverages, and tobacco so that expenditures for other
items suoh as housing, transportation, and medical care

may be inoraased.
When the 1958 budget is aomp9red to the 1959 budget
(current prices), it shows that the family is spending
45.3% more for housing in 1958.

Expenditures for cloth•

1ng and clothing services have increased 19.6�, trans-
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portation or automobile costs have increased 81.2% and
medical care bas increased 73.2% for the ten-year period.
Even though some itoms take a larger per cant ot the
income in 1958 than
low.

in

1949• the dollar amount still seems

Housing costs of $62 a month and fuel. light and re

frigeration costs of #20 a month are low for the City of
Richmond.
This family bas improved its standard of living
by spending more for housing, transportation and medical
The trends of rising building costs, bigger auto

care.

mobiles, and increased hospital costs are ra£lected in
this budget.
Seo Table VI tor a oomparison ot the 1958 budget
with the 1949 budget.

City Patrolman -- Familz

,2! !:!!.!

In 1949 the city patrolman had 'an income of $2,600
(current dollars) and was in pay grade 19.

By 1958 he bad

received four pay raises and was now in grade 28 making
$S,962.

This was an increase in salary of 52% before

taxes.

This peroantage increase in salary was high tor

city employees due to �he shortage or patrolmen durlng
this period.

It was necessary rot• the oity to recruit

men trom all over the state and salaries had to be raised
to attract qualified applicants.
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TABLE VI
ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGB:rS FOR INCOME OF UNIONIZED
BRICKLAYER -- FAMILY OF FIVE

1949 Income (40-hour week) -- �5,200 (t4,8'72 after Taxes)
1958 Income (40-hour week) -- �'7,280 (�6,466 after Taxes)
1949 budget adjusted to equivalent purchasing power
measured in 1958 dollars.

Food and beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, light, refrigeration
Household operation
Furnishings and equipment
Clothing and clothing services
Transportation
Medical care
Persona1 care
Recreation, reading, education
Miscellaneous
Total

1949
Budget-
Current
Prices

1949
Budget-1958
Prices

1958
Budget-
Current
Prices

�1,559
93
512

$1, '732
111

$1,649
97
744
239
259
368
698
1,183
414
149
453
213
iQ,6,466

190

185
292
584
653
239
10'7

283
1'75
�4,872

594
221
215
339
595
831
285
128
338

209
----·
,
%P5 5 98

Based on d ata in Tables A-XXXXIII and A-XX.XX.IV in the
appendix.
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This family or five did not have to pay any in•
c ome tax in 1949.

In 1958 the income taxes amounted to

$142 which left $5.810 spendable income.

This represent

ed a n· 1ncraase ot 46. 5% in spendable income (current dol•
lars) during the ten-year period.
The budget problems of this family are brought out
in comparing the 1958 budget with the 1949 budget.

Even

though the family still has finanoiaJ problems, there
has been improvement in its standard of living ovor the
ten-year period.

With the increase in income, expendi

tures have increased for all the items in the 1958 budget.
Pood and b·everages at current prioas have increased $143
· o:r 14.9% and c lothing and clothing services have increased
$65 or 22.7%.

These two itens have low percents of increase

compared to the increased cost of housing, transportation
and medical c are,

Expressed in current dollars the hous

ing c ost increased $166 or 51.1%, transportatio n and auto
mobile c ost increased $327 or 125.7%, and medical care in
oressed $130 or 9?.7%.
Expenditures for personal c are, recreation, reading,
and education have increased during this tan-ye ar period.
This illustrates the trend toward shorter working hours
and a desire .for s el.f im.provem�nt.
The budget problems for this fam117 will include
buying food for five people on $86 a month. renting a
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house for $41 a month, end holding fuel, light and re
frigeration costs to ,14.25 a month.

With less than i50

a month allocated for transportation, this family will
have to ride the bus.
For a complete comparison of the 1958 budget with
tho 1949 budget, see Table VII.
� Lift Operator (Government Employee) -- Family

2f. �

Tha income for this family in 1949 was �2,350 (our
r�nt dollars).

By 1958 the rork lift operator had re

ceived snven pay raises and was making �3,796.

This was

an increase in salary of 61.5%.
This is a relatively new job for this area.

The ma

terials wer� handled manually prior to the introduction of
the fork lift truck locally.

In the last ten years there

has b�en a great demand for fork 11ft operators and trained
operators wAre hard to got.

Some operators had to be train

ed and this training takes six weeks if the applicant is
already a truck driver and three months if the applicant
cannot drive a truck.

The wage rates for this position

are dAtermined by an annual wage survey and are set lo
cally by government agencies.
This family of five did not pay any income tax in
1949.

In 1958 they had to pay $103 in income taxes which

left a spendable income of �3,693.

This represented an
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TABLE VII
ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGETS FOR INCOME OF CITY
PATROLMAN -- FAMILY OF FIVE
1949 Income $2,600 (no Tax)
1958 Income $3,952 ($3,810 after Taxes)
1949 budget adjusted to equivalent purchasing power
measured in 1958 dollars.
1949
Budget-Current
Prices
Food and beverabes
Tobacco
Housing
.Fuel, light, refrigeration
Household operation
Furnishings and equipment
Clothing and clothing services
Transportation
Medical care
Personal care
Recreation, reading, education
Miscella.neous
Total

$

962
55
325
122
96
143
286

260
133
62
109
47

�2,600

1949
Budget-1958
Prices

1958
Budget-Current
Prices

li!,l,069
66

$1,105
72

377

142

111
166

291
331
159
74
130
56
!jj,2,9'72

491
171

141
206
351
587
263
95

217

111
J3,810

Based on data in Tablas A-:x.xL�III and A-XX.XX.IV in the
appendix.
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increase of 57.2% in spendable income (current dollars)
during the ten-year period.
In comparing the budgets of 1949 and 1958 for this
family, some of the financial problems are revealed.

Since

the spendable income increased 57.2% and the cost of living
1ncpeased only 14.8% for the ten-year period, there should
be a rise in the standard of living for this family.
The budget problems for the family in 1958 include
buying food and beverages for five people on

ia9

a month,

renting a house for $40 a month, keeping the fuel, light,
and refrigeration expenses down to $13.83 a month, and
buying clothing and paying for clothing services on i28.33
a month.

All of these expenditures seem low and would

provide only the essentials for these items.

The budget

allows $4'7.41 a month for transportation and this expendi
ture would probably have to be cut to allow more money for
food, clothing and shelter.
Medical costs have increased considerably during
this ten-year period.

In 1949 the family spent �120 (cur

rent dollars) for medical care and in 1958 they sp�nt �255 •
. The family is sp9nd1ng more for personal care, read
ing, recreation and education, and tobacco in 1958 than
in 1949.
See Table VIII for a comparison of the 1958 budget
with the 1949 budget.
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TABLE VIII
ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGETS FOR INCOME OF FORK LIFT

OPERATOR -- FAMILY OF FIVE

1949 Income $2,350 (no Tax}
1958 Income $3,796 (i3,693 after Taxes)
1949 budget adjusted to equivalent purchasing power
measured in 1958 dollars.

Food and beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, lig ht, refrigeration
Household operation
Furnishings and equipment
Clothing and clothing services
Transportation
Medic al care
Personal care
Recreation, reading, education
Miscellaneous
Total

1949
Budget-Current
Prices

1949
Budget-1958
Prices

1958
Budget-Current

t

$

$1,071
70

870

49
294
110

87

129
259
235
120
56
99

�g

i2,350

967

59
341
128
101
150
264

299
143
67
118
50
i2,687

Prices

476

166
137
199
340
569
255
92

211
107
�3,693

Based on data in Tables A-XX.XX.III and A-XXXXIV in the
appendix.
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Insurance Companz
The bead

!!2.!.

President •• Fam1lz

S!£. !!!,!

or this family is a vice president with

an insurance company 1n aiahmond.

Bis salary expressed

in current d ollars was $13,946 in 1949 and increased to
$22,066 in 1958.

This was an increase of 58.2� over the

ten-year period.

This high percentage ot increase for an

executive position retleots the value ot this position to
the company.

Due to the education and experience required

tor this �osition, qualified men are hard to find•
The income taN for this family ot fiv e was $2,293
in 1949 and $5,417 in 1958.

This left a spendable income

of $2,293 in 1949 and $16,649 1n 1958 which was an increase

ot 42.8% tor the ten-year period.
The family spent $3,846 for food in 1968 which was
22,2� more than the $3,146 (current dollars) spent tor
food in 1949.

With a high income in 1949 and 1958, the

expenditure for food probably reached the saturation point•

By comparing the 1949 budget w ith the 1958 budget
at current prices, most items show a large increase.

Ex

penditures for housing have increased $792 or 64.8%, cloth
ing and clothing services have increased $242 or 14.3%,
transportation costs have increased $1.099 or ?8.6% and
medical coats have increased i400 or 85.8%.
With this large increase in income, the tamil7
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would definitely improve its standard of living.

Many

of the trends from 1949 to 1958 are possibly reflected in
this budg9t.

The new h.:-,use opuld be a split-level design

with foul' bedrooms and two baths•

The increase in the ex•

pendituros for household operation and furnishings and
equipment probably include central air-conditioning, tele
vision sets, and high fidelity phonograph sets.
For a comparison of the 1958 budget with the 1949
budget. see Table IX.

12'7

TABLE IX
ILLUSTRATIVE BUDGETS FOR INCOME OF AN INSURANCE
COMPANY VICE PRESIDENT -- FAMILY OF FIVE
1949 Income $13,946 ($11,653 after Taxes)
1958 Income $22,066 (�16,649 after Taxes)
1949 budget adjusted to equivalent purchasing power
measured in 1958 dollars.

Budget-Current
Prioes

1949
Budget-1958
Prices

Budget-Current

$ 3,146

�

.. 3,496
140
1,420
366
1,151
947
1,719
l,'780
556
264
1,016
501

$ 3,846
150
2,015
499
1,399
1,149
1,931
2,49'7
866
349
1,332

1949

Food and beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, light, refrigeration
Household operation
Furnishings and equipment
Clothing and clothing services
·Transportation
Medical care
Personal care
Recreation, reading, education
Miscellaneous
Total

117
1,223
315
991
816
1,689
1,393

466

221
851
420

$11,653

;

i13,355

1958

Prices

616
fl6,649

Based on data in Tables A-X.XXXIII and A-XXXXIV in the
appendix.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study shows the impact of inflation on se
lected wage and salary groups 1n the Richmond area from
1949 through 1958.

Due to the conservative increase in

the cost of living for Richmond during this period, most
of the wages in this study increased more than the prices.
To facilitate identification of the particular job situa
tions presented, the author has provided a job description
for each position.
In Chapter I the problem was presented with defini
tions of terms used.

The purpose of this study is to meet

the obvious need of laymen who need to know what impact
inflation has had on particular job situations.

The lay

man can then compare his economic situation with that shown.
It is the author's opinion that this study may provide
useful information not only to individuals but to small
companies who are unable to take part in a large scale wage
survey.

Employers may compare their wage schedule with

similar jobs presented in this study.
Some
Chapter II.

or the effects of inflation were brought out in
The Consumer Price Indox for Richmond increased

14.8% from 1949 through 1958.

Examples of rising costs
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and the effects of inflation on savings plans were pre
sented.

It is difficult to set up a savings program during

a pAriod of inflation because of rapidly rising prices.
Savings- programs were presented to show some of the.
problP-ms involved 1n saving to buy an automobile and also
to save for a college education.

These plans have to take

into consideration tho poss1b1lity of rising prices.

A

person's savings may even diminish over a period of time
unless some protection is provided against inflation such
as good common stock and real estate.
The Richmond area salary survey conductod by the
Federal Reserve Bank •Of Richmond was presented in Chapter
III.

The percentages of increase for median individual

salaries expressed in ourr�nt dollars in this survey f.rom
1949 through 1958 wore as follows:

cook (female} 12.5%,

night cleaner (female) 84.2%, elevator operator (female)
39.6%, typist 46.4%, junior olork 49.2%, stenographer 56.2%,
IBM key punch operator 40.3�, file clerk 42.4%, and offi
cer's secretary 6?.5%.

In this survey the painter, which

is e. skilled o ccupation, had the highest percent of in
crease while t he cook (female), which is an unskilled occu
pation, had the lowest percent of increase.
With the strength of the unions already established,
the skilled o ccupations will probably cont1nuo to have
large percentages of increase in wages.

The unskilled
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class will continue to have low increase in pay as long as
thore 1s a plentiful supply of labor in this classification.

In

Chapter IV six positions with the City of Rich

mond w.:,re pl'esented.

'l'he percentages ot increase for med•

ian salaries in current dollars from 1949 through 1958 were
as follows:

clerk (b) 44.9�, key punch operator (b) 25%,

clerk stenographer (b) 38.2%, patrolman 50%, budget offi
cer 37.8%, and director 32.3�.

In this study the patrol

man, which was classed as a skilled occupation, has the
highest percent of increase.

The clerical position, key

punch operator (b), bad the lowest percent of 1ncl"ease.
This chapter presents a good example of sup;;ly and
demand for labor.

Because of the shortage of qualified men

to become patrolmen, the

pay

bas been increased more than

the other positions presented in this chapter. The need
for patrolmen 1a great throughout the state of Virginia.
As the salaries are increased in Richmond to get these men,
so must other cities increase salaries to hold the men
qualified for p&trolmen.
The wages and salaries of twenty

u.s.

Government

employees 0£ the Richmond Quartermaster Depot were dis
cussed in Chapter

v.

The percentages of increase for

median salari�s ln current dollars from 1949 through 1958
were as follows:

laborer (grade 2) 62.6%, laborer (grade 3)

61.5�, fork lift operator (grade 5) 61.5%, parachute
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inspector (grade 9) 59.5%, painter (grade ll) 57.8%, car
penter (grade 12)

ss.ai,

plumber (grade l2) 55.8%, sheet

metal .worker (grade 14) 54%, eleotrioian (grade 15) 53.8%,
clerk-stenographer (grade 3) 30.8%, secretary (grade 4)
29.7�, property and supply clerk (grade 5) 29.4%, supply
officer (grade 7) 29.3%, engineer (grade 11) 29.3%, chief
auditor (grade 12) 29.4%.
It can readily be seen that the highest percentages

or

increase have been in the unskilled group while the

lowest percentages of increase have been in the management
and professional group.

This is because the increases in

salaries are usually given 1n dei'inite dollar amounts which
make the percentages of. increase higher in the lower in
come brackets.
The wages for the unakilled and semi-skilled

u.s.

Government workers presented in this chapter seem to have
larger percentages of increase than the wages of similar
positions in these categories for private industry.
increases for the skilled worl<:ers for the

u.s.

The

Gove·"ru1umt

are about average for the jobs in this classification
presented 1n this s tudy.

The nanagement end professional

group have low percentages of increase and will continue
to lag behind the other classifioationa as long as the rates
of pay are established by Congress.

It is the author's

opinion that the pay for these positions should be based
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on locality averages like the wage rates for unskilled,
semi-skilled end skilled workers.
In Chapter VI the hourly rates of pay for selected
unionized building trades 1n Richmond were compared.

The

percentages of increase for the union hourly wage rates
for skilled workers expressed in current dollars from
1950 through 1968 were as follows:

bricklayers 40%, plas

terers 33.9%, carpenters 46.3%, electricians 45.2%, iron
workers 36.4%, painters (brush) 34.3%, plumbers 44.4%.
During this period the carpenters had the highest percen
tage of increase while the plasterers had the lowest per
centage of increase for the union hourly wage rates.

The strength of the unions bad been felt in this
country for a long time before 1949.

Even though the per

centages of increase in wages since 1949 have not been out
of line, the union hourly wage rates are much higher than
the non-union rates presented in this study.

If the unions

continue to grow a s they have in the past ten years, they
will have the strength to demand and get higher wages for
their members•

The exeoutive salaries for president and vice-pres
ident were averaged from the salaries of five insurance
oompaniGs in Richmond and wer� presented 1n Chapter VII.
T he percentage of increase f'or the president's average
salary expressed in current dollars was 36.2% from 1949
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thr0ugh 1958.

During th1s same period the vice-president's

average salary in current dollars i ncreased 58.2%.
The percentage increase for the president's average
salary seems to be in line with the salaries of other ex
ecutives discussed in this paper.

The salary for the vice

president has a large percentage or increase for the ten
year period.

This is probably due to well-qualified men

in this position who were able to assume more responsibili•
ties and become more valuable to their companies.

In

Chapter VIII were presented selected wage groups

of Company X, starting salaries for graduates of the Bus
iness School of the University of Richmond, and information
on the fixed income group in Richmond.

The percentages of

increase in wagas for the craft employees of Company X
expressed in current dollars from 1949 through 1958 were
as follows:

splioer 1 s helper 48.9%, trameman 46.5%, line

man 48.6%, installer repairman 47.8%.

These percentages

of increase in pay are about the same as for other positions
in the semi-skilled and skillod groups.
The monthly starting salaries for the graduates of
the Business School of the University of Richmond averaged
$222 in 1949 and $389 in 1959.

This was a percentage in

·crease of 75.2%.
From 1949 to 1958 the cost of tuition, college fee,
student activities fee, contingent fee, room and board and
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medical fee for a college year at the University of Hich
mond increased from $810 to $1,120.
increase ot 38.3%.

This was a percentage

An education has always been a good

investment and the outlook for the future is very bright,
The demand for college graduates increases every year and
this in turn tends to rn1so the average starting salaries
of the graduates.

One way to illustrate this trend is to

divide the total yearly college expense by the average
monthly starting salary of the graduates.

In 1949 it took

the average graduate of the Business School or the Uni
versity of Richmond 3.65 months to earn the cost of one
year's education.

In 1958 it took the average graduate

only 3 months to earn the cost of one year's education.
The average monthly Social Security payment in Rich
mond increased from $36.18 in 1951 to $57.92 in 1958.
was a percentage increase of 60%.

This

The average number of

monthly payments increased from 8 1 293 in 1951 to 23,410
in 1958 which was an increase of 182%.
This increase in Social Saaurity payments illustrates
the problem of the older people over sixty-five years of
age.

This problem will continue to grow unless industry

can absorb and use the skills of these older p�ople so
that they can be self-supporting.
Typical Family Budgets were used in Chapter IX to
illustrate the efrect of ini'lation and how the standard
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of living might be changed over a ten-year period.

Bud

gets vary according to individual noeds, ohoioes, attitudes,
and goals, but they present us�ful standards for comparison.
The two budgets for families living in Richmond show
expenditures by percentages for 1949 end 1958.

By study

ing these percentages, certain trends in consumer spending
may be noted.

o�nerally, the percentages of income spent

for food and clothing decreased from 1949 to 1958, while
the percentages of inoome spent f'or housing, transportation .,
and medical care increased.
The net impact of inflation on the economic welt's.re
ot any group is always combined with and to some extent
hidden by the eff�cts of other economic influences.

A

shifting of the demend or supply conditions in the labor
market may be caused by factors such as (1) changes in the
public's desire for various end products, (2) changes in the
productivity of various groups due to teohnologioal advance
ments, or (3) changes in the relative bargaining position
· ot certain groups.

Thus, highly productive and competitive

positions such as the building trades in Richmond may enjoy
large increases in real wages in spite

or

inflation while

less compatitive jobs such as cooks may actually have a
decrease in real wages during a period

or inflation.
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APPENDIX

TABLE A-I
001-JSUJIER PRIOE Il1DEX - RIOHMOlJD
(1953•100)

Year

All
items

1949
1950
1951
1962
1953
1964
1955
1956

01.5
92.0
99.2
100.6
100.0
100.1
100.2
101.2
103.2

1957

1958

1os.o

Food

92.2
9l.6
102.6
104.5
100.0
99.8
97.8
9'7.6

99.5
102.4

Transportat1on

Housing

Ar>parel

91.2
93.3
98.5
98.B
100.0
100.4
101.3
102.6
104.7
105.9

99.3

84.0

106.0
100.4
100.0
99.6
99.0
100.1
101.2
101.0

88.3

96.5.

e.s.4

94.8
100.0
99.5
101.1
103.8
106.S
106.9

Sundries
91.l
92.2
96.0
9'7.2

100.0
100.a
102.5
103.7
105.3
108.8

National Industrial Gon£erenoe Board, Inc. 460 Park
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.
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TABLE A-II
ANllUAL COLLEGE EXPEliSES

AT THE UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND, 1949-1958

Yeav

Tuition

1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

$150
150.
150
150
150
150

150.

150,
150.
150.

College Activities
fee

fee

il50
l.50

. 25

1.50
200
200

200
250

250

350

350

$26

.
.
.
.
.
.

25
25
35
35
35
35
35
45

Cont.
fee

i5

,5
.5
.5
. 5
.5
.5
5
.5
5

Room

Total
for
l yeatt

$480
485
490
540
540
665

�1810
815
820
920

boattd &
mad. tee

565
6'70(ave.)
670(avo.)
5?0(e.ve.)

University or Richmond Bulletins, 1949-1958.

930

955
l,005
1,010
1,110

1,120

J.43

TABLE A-III
Mm>IAH INDIVIDUAL SALARIES FOR
!All{TENANOE AND smc IALIS'l' OOOUPATIONS .

Year
1949
1950
1951
1958
1953
1954
1956
1956
1967
1958

Cook
{P.)

$1680
1170
1440
1950
3240

1740
1'710
1740
1890
1890

Female
night

Elevator

cleaner

operator
{F.}

$1140
1560
1660
1560
1560
1660
1660
2100
2100
2100

$1590
1650
1680
lf360
1920
1800
1950
2130
2340
2220

Porter

$1620
1680
1740
1920
2040
2160
2160
2160
2400
2400

Maintenance
flechanic (A)

Fa1.Dtor

$,SlSO

$2940

35?0

4060
4140
4260
5960
3660
3660
4260
4660

Richmond Salarz Survez• 14.,. edert\'l.l Reserve Bank or
Richmond, 1949 through !958.

3'780

3930

3'720

4260
4500
4560
4590
4860
5100

l:44

TABLE A-IV
MFOIAN INDIVIDUAL SALARIES IN CONSTAHT 1958 DOLIARS
FOR MAINT3NAliCE AND SPECIALIST OOOUPATIOllS

Cook
Yea:r (P.)
1949 ::tl929
1950 1336
1951 1524
1952 2036
1953 3402
1954 1825
1955 1792
1966 1804
1957 1922
1958 1890

Fem.ale
night

Elevato:r
operatol"

(F.)

Porter

$1309
1782
1650
1629
1638
1636
1635
2178
2136
2100

$1825
1884
1777
1942
2016
1888
2044
2209
2330
2220

t,1860
1919
1841
2004
2142
2266
2264
2240
2441
2400

cleaner

Maintenance
mechanic (A)
�3616
4077
4317
4322
4473
4154
3836
3795

4532
4560

Based on de.ta in Tablo A-III of the appendix.

Painter
�3575

431'7
4168

ass4

4473
4721
4779
4760
4943
5100
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TABLE A-V
PERO BNTAGE OF IliOfU:.::ASE FOR flEDIAN INDIVIDUAL SALARIES
FOR MAIN'i'ENAHOB AND SPEOIALIST OCCUPATIONS,
1949-1968

Occupation

Percmtage Percentage
increase - inorease •
?lumbei- of
curz-ent
constant
1958 dollera
dollars
employees (1958)

87
Oook (F.)
194
Female Night Cleaner
24
Elevator Operator (F.)
445
Porter
Maintenance Mechanio (A) 45
59
Painter

12.s�
84.2
39.6
48.1

u.a
75.5

.. 2%

60.4
21.s
29.0
26.l
61 .. l

Percentages baaed on data 1n Tables A-III and A-IV

or appendix.
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TABLE A-VI
MEDIAN SALARY DATA FOR MAINTEI.JANCE
AND SPEXJIALIST OCOUPATlONS
(BY INDIVIDUAL FIRMS)

Cook
Yea:tt (F •)
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1966
1957
1968

$1630
1680
1710
1860
1950
1950
2100
2220

2370
2520

Female Elevator
night
operator
cleaner
tr.>
$1200
1560
1560
1740
1680
1680
1740
2100
2160
2190

i1a20
1680
1710
1800
1800
1770
1880
2100
2280
2340

Maintenance
Porter mechanic (A)
·$1710
1740
1860
1980
2100
2140
2370
23'70
2520
2580

Painter

f�3270
. 3540

.
.
.
.
.

3720
3900
4170
4320
4470

4230
4320
4740

R1ghmon4 Salary Sur-vex, Fode,ral Reserve Bank ot
Richmond, 1949 through 1068.

$3120
3450
3630
. S720

. 4080
. 4290
, 3840
3900
4110
4350

14'7

TABLE A-VII
MEDIAN SALARY DATA ll.l CONSTANT 1958 DOLLARS FOR
MAIMTEHANOE AND SfEOIALIST OOCUPATIONS
BY INDIVIDUAL FIRIIS

Yea:r-

Cook
(F.)

1949 (11756
1050 1919
1951 1809
1952 1942
1953 2048
1954 2046
1955 2201
1956 2302
1957 2410
1958 2520

Female
night

eleane:r

$13'78

1782
1650
1817
1764
1762
1884
21'78
2197
21�30

Elevator
opel"ator

remale

Porter

$1515
1919
1809

$1963
19'71
1968

1879
1890

1867.
lH86
21?8
2319

2340

2067

2205

2245

2484
2468
2563

2580

Ua.1ntenance
mechanic (A)

t;3754
4043
3936
4072
4379

4532
4685
4387
4393
4740

Based on data in Tabla A-VI of appendix.

Paintei-

,ases
3940
3841

3684

4284
4600
4024
4044
4180

4350
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TABLE A-VIII
PERCENTAGE OF IHCREASE FOR MEDIAN SALARY DATA
FOR MAINTEMANCE AUD S:FEOIALIST OOCUPATIONS
(BY INDIVIDUAL FIRMS), 1949•1958
Percentage
increase of .firms current
dollars
(1958)

?h1mbor

Occupation

Cook (Female)
Female night cleaner
Elevator operator (F.)
Portel'
Maintenance mechanic (A)
:Painter

a

12
9
23
9

10

64.7</o

82.5
77.3
50.9
45.0
39.4

Percentage
increase constant
1958 dollars
43.5%
58.9
54.5
31.4
26.3
21.4

Pere entages based on da.ta in To.bles A-VI and A-VII

or appendix.
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TABLE A-IX
f.mDIAlt umIVIDUAL SALARIES
FCR OLERIOAL OOOUPATIOHS

Year
1949
1950
1961
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

'i'n>ist
(B)

$1680
1800
1860
00'70

1

2160
2160

2220
2250

2460
2460

IBM
key.punch
Steno. oper.
(B)
(B)

clerk

�1890
1960
2040
2100
2280

$,1920

$2550

2460
2580

2520
2700

Junior
clerk
(B)

2220

2730
2820

2040

2160
sa10

2400

2460

3000

3-000

$2160
2160
2340
8520
8640
2620

2640
2940
3030

3030

File

o.r.ric el"' 8

(B)

(B)

2880

2460
2400
2220

2790
3000
32'70
2640

3630

secretary

(;.2400
2760
2940
2820
3240
3120
3510
3600
3660
4020

Richmond Salarz Survez, Federal Heserve Bank ot
Richmond, 1949 through 1958.

TABLE A-X
MEDIAN INDIVIDUAL SALA.HIES IN CONSTANT 1958 DOLIAH.S
FOR CLERICAL OOOUPATIOliS

Jr.

Yeal'

Typist Olettk Steno. ,
(B)
(B)
(B)

1949
1950

,;1929

1951

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

2056

1968
2161
2268
2266
2327
2333
2502
2460

$2170
2227
2158
2192
2394
2329
2678

$2204
2330
2285

2412

2620
2581

2641

2675

2800

2820

3000

2'7'76

3051

IBM
key punch
operatol"
{ts)

$2480

2467

24'76
2631

2'7'72

2643

2767
3049
3082

Z030

lt'ile
clerk
(b)

$2927

3289
2803
2506

23Zl

2927
3144
3391
2685

3630

Based on data in Table .A•lX of' appendix.

Otf'icer 1 s

secrt>tary
(B)

t,2755
3152
3111
2944
3402
3273
3678
3733

3'722
4020
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TABLE A-XI
PEHOEN'I'AOES OP INCREASE FOR MEDIAN ll-lDIVIDUAL SALA.R'I
Foa CLSRICAL OCCUPATIONS. 1949-1968

llo. ot

Occupation
Typist (B)
Junio:r Clerk (B)

Stenographer (B)

IBM Key Punch Ope:r. (B)
File Clerk (B)
Otfie er' s, Secrotacy (B)

employees
(1958)
250
507
221
73
74

188

P�centage
Peztcmtag&
inoztease increase current
constant
dollars
1958 dollaria
46.4%
49.2
56.2
40.3
42.4
67.5

27.6%
30.0
36.l
22.2
24.0

45.9

Percentages based on data 1n Tables A-IX and A-X of
ap•Jendix.
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TABLE A-XII
MEDIAN SALARY DATA FOR OLERIOAL OOOUPATIOtlS
(BY INDIVIDUAL FIRMS)

Year
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1054
1955
1966
1957
1958

T{pist
B)
(,1740
1860
1890
1980
2130
2220

2220
2280
2520
2700

IBM
Jr.
key punob File Otfice:r•a
cler-k Steno.· operator clerk secretary
(B)
(B)
(B)
(B)
(B)

t1aso
1980
2070
2160
2280
2400
2400

2580
2760
2850

$1920
2010
2160
2280
2340
2430
2550
2580

2910
29'70

$1980
2190
2310
2400
2520
2730

2760
2910
3060
3000

$1950
1890
2 220
2310
2220
2610
2610
26?0
2640

2940

$2550
2760

sooo

2940

3300
5420
3600
3810
3810
4020

Richmond Sala17 Survey, Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond,

1949 through 1958.

1.53.

TABLE A-XIII

MBDIAN SALARY DATA IN CONSTANT 1958 DOLLARS
FOR OLBRIOAL OCCUPATIONS
DY INDIVIDUAL J:c'IRMS

Yea.it
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1956
1956
1957
1958

Typist
(B)
$1998
2124
2000
2067
2837

2329

232'7

2364
2563

2700

Jr.
clerk
(B)
$2135
2261
2190
2255
2394
2518
2515
2675
2807
2850

Steno.

(b)

IBM
key punch
operator

(B)

$2204
2295
2285
2380
2457
2549
2672
2675

$2275
2501

2970

3000

2959

2444

2506
2646
2864
2892
3018

3112

File

Officer•s
el erk s ecr etnr7

(B)

(B)

$2239
2158
2349
2412
2331
2'738
2735

$2987
3152
3174
3069
3465

2769

2685
2940

Based on data in Table A-XII of appendix.

3588

3773
3961
3875
4020

l5.4

TABLE A-XIV
PEHClUJTAOBS OF INOHEASE FOR ME!DIAN SALARY DATA
FOR CLRRIOAL OOOUPATlONS
(BY INDIVIDUAL FIRMS)
1949-1958

Occupation

Typist (B)
Junior Clerk (B)
Stenographer (B)
IBM Key Punch Oper • (B)
File Clerk (B}
Ofticer•s Secretary (B)

No. of
firms
(1958)
ll
17
16
9

8

16

Percentage
1nc�eaae current
dollars
65.2�
53.2
54.'7
51.5
50.S
57.6

Parcentage
increase •
constant
1958 dollars
35.1%
33.5

34.8

32.0

31.3
37.3

Percentages bnsed on data in Tables A-XII and A-XIII

or appendix.
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'!'ADLE A-XV

PAY. GB.ADV$ Al-1D Mf!Dl.AN SALIHUES
FOR CITY EMJ:LOYSBS, 1949-1958
EX.PHESSBD l:N CURffElJT DOLLARS

Clerk B
1949 Pay Range
Median So.lacy
1950 Pay Range
Median Salary
1951 Pa.y Range
Median Salary
1952 Pay Range
Median Salary
1953 Pay Range
Median Salary
1954 Fay Range
Median Salary
1965 'Pay Range
Median Salary
1956 Pay Range
Median Salat-y
195'7 Pny Range
Median Salary
1958 fay Range

Median Saln:ry

13
$1,976
13
$1,9'76
14
$2,080
16
$2,288
16
$2,288
16
$2,288
16
$2,2aa
16
$2,288
21
$2,850
21
$2,860

Key
Punch Clerk
Patrol- Dudgot
Off1oer
Op. B Steno. B man
16
2,288
16
2,288
17
2,392
19
2,600
19
2,600
,, 19
2,600
19
2,600
19
2,600
21
2,860
21

2,860

15
2,184
15
2 1 184
16
2,284
18
2,496
18
2,496
18
2,496
18
2,496
18
2,496
22
2,990
22

2,990

19

2,600
19
2 1 600

22
2,990
24

3,276

24
3,276
2'7

3,7?0
27
3,770
27
a, '7?o

28
3,952
28
3,952

Du.

45
43
7,862 8,680
4a
45
7,862 8,580
45
44
8,190 8,580
44
45
8,190 s.sao
46
44
8,190 a,5eo
48
49
9,880 10,400
48
49
9,880 10,400
48
49
9,880 10,400
51
50
10 1 920 ll,466
50
61
10,920 11,466

Data furnished author in interview with John E.
Damerel, Director ot Pernonnol, Oity or Richmond.
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TABLE A•XVI

HEDIAN SALARIES F<R CITY EMPLOYEr:.S, 1949-1958
EXPHESSED I?i COHSTAlrl' 1958 DOLLARS

Year
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

ltey
Clerk
Punch
.Patrol-. Budget.
B
•
Oper
Oi'i'ioer Director
Steno. B man
Olork B
$2,268
2,257
2,201
2,389
2,402
3,400
2,398
2,373

2,909
2,860

2,627
2,613
2,531
2,714
2, '730
2,727
2,725
2,696
2,909
2,860

a,507
2,494
2,416
2,606

2,621

2,618
8,616
2,588
3,041
2,990

2,985
2,969
3,163
3,420
3,440
3,956
3,951
3,909
4,019
:3 1 962

9,026,

81978

8,665.

a,oso
a,soo.

10,364
10,354,
10,246
ll,106,
10,920

Based on data in Table A-XV of Appendix.

9,850
9, '798
,9,078
8,958
9,009
10,910

10,899
lo,785

11,681
ll,466

15 ?
-�·

-'·

.1.-

TABLE A-X.VII
PEHCEMTAGE3 ')F INOllEASE p, \R MEDIArl SALARIES n; OUnRENT DOLLARS .
Pon CITY EMPLOYESS, 1949-1958
1,fodian

Median

Olettk B
$1,976
Key Punch O;,cx-a.tor (D)-2,288
Olel'k Stenographer (B} 2,184

!)}2,860
2,860
2,990
3,952
10,920
ll,460

Occupation

Patro1.-nen

Budget o.t."ticcP

Director

Salary
1949

2,600

'i,868

8,580

Salary
,1958

Percentage
lnormae

Bl'l.sM on data in Tabla A-XV of Appendix.

44.9%
25.0

sa.2
50.0

37.8
32.3
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TABLE A-XVIII
PEHCBllTAGBS OF l!!ORF'..ASE FOR MEDIAN SALARIES
EXPltESSED IN consrrAN'l' l.958 DOLLAHS
Foa OI'l1Y Et!PLOYEES

Occupation,

1949
. ?lodian
Salaey in
Constant
1958 Dollars

Olerk B
$2,268
Key ?unch Operator. (B)2,627
Clerk Strmographer {B)2 1 507
Patrolmen
2 1 985
9,026
Budget Officer
Director
9 1 850

1958
Hadian
Salary

Percentage
Increase

$2,860
2,860
2,990
3,958
10,920
ll,466

26.1%
8.9
19.3
.32.4
.21.0
16.4

Baaed on data in Table A-XVI or Appendix.
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TABL.� A-XIX

MEDIAU WAGE AND SALARY RATES Foa. (F)Vf;mn!BNT EMPLOYEES
EX.PH :SSSED Ill OU1lREl{T DOLLARS
Title

Grade

1949

1850

1951

1952

1963

UNSKILLED
Laborer
Laborer

2
3

1.04

$.99

$1.04

fl.lO
l.16

il.31
1.35

il.34

SEMI-SKILLED
Fork Lift Operator
Truck Driver
Baling !da.ebine Oiwrator
PArnohute Insp�ctor

6

1.13
1.1a
l.13

1.19

SKILLED

Paintar

Onrpenter
Plumber
Sheet Metal Worker
ElootriciA.n
C:ran& Op,�rato�

CLFJtIOAL
Olerk-Typist
Ol�rk-St,mographor
Seai-etary
Property & Supply Clerk
t'tAHAG'Blii;UT & PROFESSIOUAL
Supply orticer
Management Analyst
EngineeiOh1et Auditol'

5

5
9

l.32

ll
12
12
14
15

1.41

l.46
l.46
1.556

l.09
1.24

1.19

l.39

1.49

l.54

1.54

16

l.60
1.655

l.64
1.69
l.74

2

2 t 690
2,890

2., 690

3

2,mio

1.26

l.Sl

1.26
1.47
l.58

l.GS

l.455
l.67

l.835

1.94
l.985

2.00
2.06

8,990
3,190
3,415

2 ., 990
0,190
3,415

2,990
3,190

s ., 1as

3,415
3,78&
4,580
5,436

2.04

7
9
11

4,200
4�9"15

4,200

4,580

4,580

5,900
6,900

6,440

6,440

1a

l.845
l.90
l.90

l.63
1.73
l.79
l.84

3,115
3,475
4,975

l.735

l.78
l.835

S,115
3,4'76

6,900
6,900

1.52
l.566
l.52

l.455
l.52

4

5

1.40

5,785

6,436
7,540

5,435

2.115

?,540

Pers.-m,;il correspond::mee of' the author, letter t"rom H. Clen
Johnson, Ohief, Olnna1ficat1on and Pay Section, Richmond Quarter•
master D�pot, May 18, 1959.

6 1 tl40
7,540

TABIB A-X:tX
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(cowr 1 D.)

ltED!A?1 WAGE AND SALARY RATES F'1R GOVERIH1ENT El'!PLOYSES
EXPHESSED IN etHmENT DOLIARS

Title
UNSKILLED
Laborer
Laborer
SEMI-SKILJ',�
Fork Lift Operator
Truck Driver
Baling Ma.chin� Operator
�achute Inspector
SKILLED
Painter
0 n.ro enterPl�ber
Sheet Metal WorlteP
El�otr1c1an
Crane Operator

Grade

1964

1955

1956

1957

1958

2
3

$1.34
l.40

4�1.44
·1.48

lwl.49
·1.56

til.49
·l.56

$1.61

l.696
·1.76
·1.695
l.955

l.695
·1.76
·1.695
·1.955

2.cn

·2.125
·2.125
·2.235
. 2.295
. 2.30

2.07
·2.125
·2.125
. 2.235
·2.295
·2.36

3,216
3,430
. 3,670
- 4,075

3 ., 215. 3,430
, 3,.-370
· 4 _. 075 ·

5

6
5

9

l.52
l.565

1.52

·1.61
l.835

l.845

1.95
2.00
2.00

1.735

11
12
12
14
15
16

B.115

2
3
4
6

2,990
5,190
3,415
3,785

MAMA�E�tt.niT & PROFESSIONAL
Supply Offioev
7
Management Analyst
9
2ngineel'
ll
Oh1ef Auditor
12

4,580
5,435
6,440

0LERI0AL

Olerk-Typist
Olerk-St�nog:rapher
Secretary
Propi,rty & Supply 01,;rk

l.61

·1.67

l.90
l.90
2.00
2.06

7,540

2.105

2.16
. 2.815

3,215
S,430

3,670

. 4,0'15
4,930
5,845

. 6 111 92'1

, 8,108

4,930
5,845
6,927

0,10a

4,930
. 5,845
. 6,927
- 8,108

Pwsonsl correspondenc• or the author, lett�r r:rom n. Olen
Johnson, Chief, Olnus1tios.tion and Pa:;; s:�ction, Richmond Qui:U"termasto?' Depot, May la, 1959.

·1.as

l.825
·l.90

·1.a25
·2.105
2.225
·2.215

·2.275

·g.395

·2.46

•. B.525
3,565
3,780
4,040
4,495

5,430
. 6 :, 435
. 7,630
·. 8,930

l.6,l

TABLE A-XX.

MEDIAN WAGE AND SALAH:Y HATES POR OOVERUMENT EMPLOYE!W
EX.PRESSED IU 00NSTANT 1958 D0LlARS
Title
UNSKILLED

Laborer
Laborer

SEMI-SKILit�D

Fork Lift Oper•ntor

Truck Driver
Baling Machine Operator
Parachute Inspector

SKILLED

Painter
Carpenter
Plu:-:1ber

ShGet Metal Workel'
:J. octr ieian
Crnne Opera.tor
OLBRICAL
Clerk-Typist
Olerk-Stenog�aphor
Secretary
Property� Supply Olerk
UAJ!AGE?l:.�NT & PRO...�SSIONAL

Supply Oftioer
Management Analyst
Engineer
Chief Aud1tor

Grsde

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

2
3

$1.14
1.19

$1.19
1.24

$1.16
l.23

$1.37
·1.41

tl.41

5
6
5
9

1.30
1.56
1.30
1.58

l.36
l.42
1.36
1.59

1.33
1.39
l.�3
1.56

l.52
l.59
l.52
·1.74

l.60
l.64
l.60
·1.s2

11
12
12
14
16
16

1.s2
l.68
l.68
l.79
l.84
1.90

1.70
1.76

l.67
l.72
l.'72

1·.as

l.94

2
3
4
5
7
9
ll
12

Based on data in Table A-XIX

·J..4'7

l.9S
·1.99

1.95

l.92
·1.92
2.03
2.07
2.13

3088
3318

3576
3989

3072
3300
3557
3968

3163
3375
3613
4006

3122
3330
3565
3952

3140
3360
3586
3974

4822
5711
6773
7921

4'796
6681
6738
7880

4846
5'750
6814

4782
5674
·5723
7872

4809

·1.76
l.87

l.83
l.B9

'79'17

2.00
2.00
2.10

2.16
2.22

6707
6762

7917

l6.2

TABLE A-XX (COHT•D.)
MEDIAN WAGE AUD SAIAHY HATES Fvtl GfJVERlH.'\'F!HT EMPL01.'E'GS
BXHIBSSBD IH GOHS'l1ANr 1958 DOLLAHS

Title

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

2
3

�➔l.41
1,47

�;,l.51
l.55

t;l.55

(.l.52
l,59

S·l.61

5
6

1.59

1 .. 69
l.75
l.69
l .. 92

l.76

1,825

l,75

2.03

1,72
l.79
l.?2
l.99
2,16

2.11

2,,226
2,275
2,275
. 2,395
2.46
2,525

Grado

UNSK!LL'gf)

Labol"er

Laborer

SEMI-SKILLED

Fork Lilt 0pl.'3rator

Truck Driver
Baling Mnohine 0f'f'!'.Nltor
Parnehutt, Inapeeto?'

SKILL'8D

PaintexOarpentor

ll

12

Pl,1.�ber

Sheet Metal Wo:r-kar
m.eotr1cinn

Crane Opera.tor

OL:-"RICAL
Clerk- Typist

Clerk-Stenographer

Secretary

Property &

Supply

m

Clerk

MANA'1ET,t::NT &
OFE3SIO:r7AL
Supply Of:fic �

Mannge�ent Analyst

Engineer

5
9

Chief Auditol'

12
14
15
16

1.64
1.59
l.82

2,04
2.10

2.15
2.20

· 2.21

2�22

2.32

2.32
2.58

l.94

2.1s

3137
3346
3582
39?0

7
9

4804

ll

12

Based on data in Table A•XIX

1.83

l.99
1.99
2�10

2
3
4
5

1�02

5701

5756
7909

2.10

2.20

3369
3595

3£346
�12"!1

5167
6126
?25g
8497

2.20

2.45

3334
3557
3800
4226
5112
6061

7185

8408

2,16

2 ,. 27

2.33

2.40

3270

l.68

l .. 90
l.825

2.105

3565

5488
3752

3'780
4040
4�95

5014

5430
6435
· 7630
8930

414-<t
59114
7045
· 8246
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TABLE XXI
PSRCIDJTAGE OF INOREASE F10R MEDIAN WAGE AND SALARY RATES
FOR G0VERWUENT EID'L0'!iEES, 1949-1953
Percentage
Increase ..
Current
Dollars

Percentage
Increase Oonsta.nt
1958 Dolle.rs

UUSKILLED
Laborer, Grade 2
Laborer, Grade 3

41.2%
41.2

SEMI-SKILLED

61.5
Fork Life Operator, Grado 5
Truck Driver, Grade 8
61.0
Baling Y�chine Operator, Gr. 5 61.6
Parachute Inspector, Grade 9
59.5

SKILLED

Painter, Grade 11
Carpenter, Grade 12
Plumber, Grade 12
Sheet Metal Worker, Grade 14
Eleotric1an, Ora.de 15
Crane Operator, Grade 16

57.B

ss .a

55.8
64.0
53,.8
52.6

40.4
40.7
40.4
38.6
37.3
35.4
35.4
33.8
33.7
32.9

OIEHIOAL
Clerk-Typist, Grade 3
Clerk-Stenographet', Grado 3
Secretary, Grade 4
Property & Supply Clerk, Gr-. 5

so.a

29.7
29.4

15.4
13.9
13.0
12.7

MAnAOEMENT A?ID PRomss1onAL
Supply Officer, Grade 7
Management Anal7st, Grade 9
Engineer, Grade 11
Chief Auditor, Grade 19

29.3
29.3
29.S
29.4

12.7
12.7
12.7
12.7

S2.6

Based on data in Tables A-XIX and A-XX.

TABLE A-XXII
U?ilON lf'HJRLY WAGE HATES FOR SKILIBD WORKERS
IN FHJILDIUG TRADES IN RIC HMOI@
EXPRESSED lN CURRENT DOLLARS

Year lay�s.

t-:rers

Plas-

Carpen•

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1965
1956

�2.33

$1.88

Bxsick-

195'1

1958

$2.50
2.75

8.90
3.00
3.25
5.25
3.50.
3.50
3.50

2.so
2.66

2.00½

8.75
2.85
2.92
3.07
s.12

toJ:ts

l.98
2.05

2.20
2.25
2.30
2.45
2.60
2.75

EJ.ect.:ri-. Il'on

c1s.na

$2.17
2.25
2.50

2.62½
2.'75
2.85

a.as
a.is
3.00

WorkeJ:ts
i2.31

2.40
2.-15

2.66
2.77,
2.021
2.82

:..oo 2
3.15

Painters
(Brush)

Plumbers

il.67Af
l.822

i2.25
2.4'7t
Q.621r

C•.

2.00

2.15
2.15
2.15
2.25
2.25
2.26

Based on data obtained from Richmond Building and

Construction Tro.dr,s Council.

2.175

2.75
2.90

s.oo
s.2s
3.10
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TABLE A-XXIII
IDiIOli HOURLY WAGE RATES FOR SKILLED \fi'JRfIBRS
Ill BUILDING TP..ADRS IN HIOHMOND
EXPl--iESSED IH CONSTANT 1958 DOLLARS

Year
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

Bricl-t•
layers

Pl'.l.S- Carpen- Electr1- Iron
t1'rors ters
Wot'kers
cinns

Painters
(Brush) Plumbers

{&2.�6
2.91
3.03
3.i5
3.41
3.41
3.63

i·
.,;u
, o.. • 66

$2.15

2�67
2�82

2�14

il.91
l�9S
2.09

a.ss

a.so

2�65

2�09

2�88

2�31
2�30
2�41

3�12
3 :.12

2�64

8�99
3�03

2�54

2�75

$2.48
2.38
2.61

$2.64
2�54

a.99

2�96
2�93

2.75

2.aa

2.96
3.05
3.15

2·.sa

2·.7a

2�91

3�05

3�15

Based on data in 'table A-XXlI or Appendix.

2·.25

2�26
8�25
2�33

2�29
2�25

$2.57
2.62
2.-,4

2.89

2.sa

3.04

3.ll
3.15
3.�5

TABLE A-llIV
PERCENTAGES Olr INCaEASE 11·0B tmION HOURLY WAGE HATES
FOR SKILLED wo.unins IN BUILDIHO TRADES Ili RIOiil!OND
1950-1958

Oecupation
Briekla.yers
Plasterara
Cai-panters
Eleotr1cinns
ll1'on· Workers·
Painters (B.ttush)
flumbers

Percer1tage
Inorease
(Current
Dollsrs)
40.0%
33.9
46.3
45.2
36.4
34.a
44.4

Percentage
Increase
(Conste.nt
1958 Dollars)
22.47'·
17.3
27.9
27.0
19.3
17.6
26.5

Based on data in 'l'ablf)S A•llll and A-XXIII of
the Appendix.

TABLE A-ll--V
OOMPAHY X HISTORY OF WAGE SCEEDUL}�S FOR CRAFT EMPLO�S
MEDIAN ViEBKLY SALAHigs IM CURRENT DOLLARS

Semi Skilled

Year
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
l�:58

Splicer's
Helpar

Skilled Workers

Frame-man

$45.50
45.50
51.00
54.50
513.50
57.25
60.25

$50.50
50.50
56.50
60.00
62.25

67.75

74.00

63.00
66.00

70.50

64.75
67. '75

74.00

'

Oontidential source.

Lineman
;jl,53.00

ss.oo

59.25
63.00
65.25
66.60
'70.00
'15.00
'78. '75

78.75

Installer
Repai:rma.n
t54.00
54.00
60.25
64.00
66.25
67.50
71.00

'16.00
'19.75

79.75

·l.68
)

TADLB A-XXVI
COMPAlfY X HISTOitY OF ¥LAGE SCiEDUL'!::3 FOH CHAF'l1 i�MPLOY.E!ES
MEDI.Ml w-r.IBKLY SALAHIES EX PHESS1ID

IN 001:STANT 1958 DOLLARS

Semi Skilled

Y�r
1949

1950
1951

1952

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

Splicor•s
Helper
$52.23
51.96
53.96
56.00
59.33
60.06
63.14
67.15
68.90
67.75

Skilled Workers

Frameman
�57.97

57.67
59.78

62.64
65.36
66.09
69.17
73.ll
75.26
'74.00

Lineman
t,60.84

60.63
62.69
65.77
68.51
69 .'76

73.36
7?.'78

80.09

78.75

Installer
Repairman
$61.99
61.67
63.74
66.82
69.56
70.Bl
'14.41
?8.81
81.ll
79.76

Based on data in Table A-XXV or Appendix.

TABLE A•XXVII
PERO EN!).1AOES OF IUOHEASE IN WAGBS FOR OB.AFT EMPLOYEES
OF COMPANY X1 1949-1958
Percentage

ot Increase -

Wages in
OurNmt Oollar-s
SEt!I SKILL'ED
Splicer's Halpe�
F'rameman
SKILLFJ) VW:<KEHS
Linemnn·
Installer Repairman

48.9%
46.5

Percentage

of Increase -

We.gea in
Const.ant
1958 Dollars

29.7';/.,
·27.7
·29.4
· 28.6

BBaod on Tables A-llV and A-XX.VI of Appendix.
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TABLE A-XXVIII
AVERAGE MONTHLY STARTING SALARIES FOR 323 GRADUATES
OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSIN1�SS ADMIN ISTrtATION,
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND, 1949-1959
EXPRESSED IN CURRENT DOLLARS

Year

Number of
Salaries
Available

1949
1950
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

3
49
5
27
23
31
44
36
67
38

Average
Monthly
Starting
Salary
$222
225
285
291
303
333
344
354
373
389

Percentage
Change
From
Previous
Year
Listed

Percentage
Change
From
1949
Salary

+

+ 1.4%
+ 28.4
+ 31.l

-----1.4

+ 26.7
+ 2.1
+ 4.1
+ 9.9
+ 3.3
+ 2.9
+ 5.4
+ 4.3

%

+36.5

+50.0
+55.0
+ 59.5
+ 68. 0
+ ?5.2

Based on data obtained from Business Placement Office,
School of Business Administration, University of Richmond.

1'71

TABL1� A-XX.IX
AVERAGE MONTHLY STARTING SAIARIES FOR 285 GRADUATES
OF THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION,
UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND, 1949-58
EXP.R'ISSED IN CONSTANT
1958 DOLLARS

Year
1949
1950
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

Number or
Solaries
Available

Average
Monthly
Starting
Salary

3

$255

2'7

306

67

373

49
5

23
31
44
36

257
298

318
349
357
360

Based on data in Table A-XX.VIII of Appendix.

TABLE A-XXX.

ILLUSTRATIVE MONTHLY PENSIOMS .-. MA.ROH 1958
At age 65 under normal retirement i'ormula including primary
Social Security benefits and nrter 25 years or future ael'Vice.
Assuming average annual
earnings of
$saoo
$4200
isooo
and including present
pri�ary Social Security
benefits or

$9a.so

$1oa.so

t1oa.60

Armour and Comoany
$136.00
Bakery end Oonfeotionery Workel's
148.50
The American Tobacco Oompany
199.25
Textile Workers (TWUA)
124.25
Cotton garment and allied industries
Clothing Workers-National �lan
141.00
Lumber industry• Carpenters
181.83
Furniture industry - National plan 183.50
Monsanto Chemical Company
154.'76
Sinclair Oil Oott;,oration
186.00
The B. F. Goodrich Company
143.60
Reynolds Metals Company
lHl.00
United States Steel Corporation
161.00
International Harvester Company
15•:t. '75
Westinghouse Eleotr1c Corporation
164.75
Ford Motott OompanJ
154.75
General Moto�s Oorpo�ation
154.75
Sperey Gyroscope Oompany
l7S.50
The Western Union Telegraph
Company
149.25
John Hanoook Mutual Lite
Insurance Company
203.50
The Prudential Insurance Company
ot America
· 204.'75

$146.00
158.50
229.25
134.25

$146.00
l.58.50
262.58
134.25

151.00
191.83
133.50
164.76
208.50
153.60

151.00
191.83

1'71.00
171.00

164.75
164.75
164.75

133.50

164.'75

233.50
158.42

171.00

171./JO
164.'75

196.00

164.'75

164.75
164.'75
164.75
229.33

154.25

158.42

243.60

283.51

239.'75

2'73.08

Bureau of Labor Statistics, u. s. Department or Labor,
Digest!!!,. One-Hundred Selected Pension Plans Und� Collect1vo
Battgainins, Winter 195'7•8• Bulletin Ho. 1232. Washington:
u. s. Government Printing ot'fioe, 1958.

TABLE A-X.XX.I

PURCHASING POWER IN 1968 FOR ILLUSTRATIVE
MONTHLY PENSIONS -• MAUOli 1968

Anticipated r1oe or 14.8% in the Oonsumezt Price Index. At age 65
under normal retirement formula including primary Social Seo�ity
benefits and attar 25 years of future service.
Assuming average annual
earnings of
j6000
i-3600
,-4200
and inoluding present primaey
Social Security benetita or •
$108.50
$108.50
�98.50
Armour and Company
{;118.46
Bakery and Oon.foctionery Workers
12�.34
The A�arican Tobacco Company
173.55
Textile Workers (TWUA)
108.22
Ootton garment and allied industries
Clothing Workers - National Plan 122.81
Lumber Industry - Onrpenters
15ij.37
Furniture Industry - National Plan 107.67
Monsanto Chemical Company
1:34.79
Sinclair Oil Corporation
162.00
The B. F. Goodrich Company
124.99
Raynolds Metals Company
140.23
United States Stoel Corporation
140.23
International Hervostor Company
134.?9
ffostinghouse fJl�ctric Corporation
154.79
Ford Motor Company
lSi.?9
General Motors Corporation
154.79
161.12
Sperey Gyroscope Company
The ' Nestern Union Telegraph
130.00
Company
John linncook Mutual Life
Insurance Company
177.25
The P:rude:ntiol Insurance
178.34
Company or Am�rica
Based on Table A-XXX or Appendix•

,;127.17

:tl27.l7

131.52
167.08
116.28
1�:;.50
181.60
133.70
148.94
148.94
143.50
145.50
143.50
143.50
1'70.72

131.52
167.08

148.94
148.94
143.50
143.50
14�.60
143.50
199. '75

134.35

137.98

212.09

246.94

208.82

237.85

138.05
199.68
116.93

138.05
228.71
116.93

116.28
164.75
203.38
137.98

TABLE A-XX.XII
AWHAGB OF SEI.F.OTED MOMTHLl' PBNSIONS ••MA.ROH 1958
At age 65 under normai retirement formula including
primary Social Security benefits and after 25 years of
future service.
Assuming.average annual earnings of
.
$5000
$4200
$3600
and including preaant primary Social
Security.bonotits of $108.50
$108.50
$98.50 .

$160.f>a

$175.28

Based on data 1n Table A-XXX. ot Appendix.

TABLg A-XXXIII
RJRCHASING POVmR Ill 1968 FOH TH'!� A VER.AGE OF 'l'llE
S'GL:;GTED MONTHLY l'"ENSIONS •- IIAROH 1958
Anticii:>ated rise o:t: 14 .a� 1n Consumer Price Ind9x. At
age 65 under normal retirement rormula including pr1maey
Social Security benefits and after 25 years of future
service.
Assum!ng average annual earnings of
t:3600
f·4200
$5000
and .including present primary Social
Security benefits or i98.50
�108.50
�108.50
$139.82

Based on data in Table A-XXXI ot Appendix.

TABLE A-XX.XIV
MONTHLY PENSIONS F:)R CHAVIFORD HAIHJFACTUHI!qG COMPAMY AND
THE. LIFE IHSUHAUCE COMPANY OP VlROll:JlA, 1958

At age 65 undo:r norm:al retirement formula. including
primary Social Security benefits and after 25 yea�a of
future service.

Assuming av�rage annual earnings of
�3600
t4200
$5000
and inoluding present primary Social
S�ourity benefits of i98.50
$108.50
il08.50
Lite Insu�ance Oompany
or V1rg1nia
,
.
$192.25
Crawford Manufacturing
Oompany
S:·174.75

$259.54
$204.75

$231.42

Bnsed on data obtained from Craw£ord Manufactur
ing Con1pany and The Life Insurance Oompa.ny of Virginie..

TADLB A-XD..V
PUHOHASING FO'i:IEU IH 1968 FOH MONTHLY P3NSIOUS
li'OH CRAWFORD MANUF1AOTURING OOMPANY AltD
THE LIFE INSURAUCE OOMil\HY
OF VIRGINIA, 1958
Antloipat�d rise o� 14.8% in Consumer Price Index. At
sge 65 under normal retirement fol'n1\1la including primary
Sooial Soow1ty bene1'1ta and after 25 years or !\.• tura
service.
Assu.'?llng average annual earnings ot
�3600

$4200

. ,;,5000

and including present primary
Social Security benefits ot $98.50
�108.50
ijlOB.50
Lil' e Insurance Company
of Virginia

$189.76

Crawford Manufacturing
Company

Based on Table A-XX.XIV

$226.05
$201.57

or Appendix.
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TABLE A-XX.XVI
SOCIAL SEOURI'fY MONTHLY PAYMI.'1NTS IN HICHMO.ND

Year

Average
Number or
Monthly
Payments

1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

8,293
9,300
11,282
12, ?37
15,104
17,394
20,455
23,410

Average
Monthly
Amount

$ 300,081

389,124
492,522
646,554
807, ?37
954,124
1,143,408
1,355,833

Avorage
Payment
Current
Dollars
ii;36 .18
41.84
43.66
50.76
53.48
54.85
55.90
57.92

Average
Payment
Constant
1958 Dollars
$38.28
43.68
45.84
· 53 .25
56.05
56.88
56.85
57.92

Based on data obtained from the Social Security
District Office, Richmond, Va.

TABLE A-XXXVII
DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY PERSONAL INCOME
Family
Personal
Income
(before
income taxes)
Under
1,000
2,000
3,000
4,000
5,000

$1,000
- 1,999
... 2,999
- 3,999
• 4,999
- 5,999
s,ooo - 7,499
'7,500 - 9,999
10,000-14,999
15,000 and over

Percent Distribution
1951

1952

7.9%
6.5%
12.2
15.3
16.6
14.5
16.5
17.6
14.4
15.l
· 9.6
11.3
7.9
10.7
6.8
5.6
3.8
3.1
2.6
2.0

6.5%
· ll.3
· 13.0
· 15.2

1950

· 15.2

· 12.1
ll.6

s.2
2.s

4.1

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

5·.9�

6.0�
ll.5
12.7
14.3
13.9
11.a
12.3
9.2

15.8%

14.7%

14.0%

ll.3
14.l
14.0
12.1
13.3
10.0
5.9
3.5

10.5
13.4
13.7
ll.8
13.3
11.4

10.0
12.6
13.l
11,.9
13.7
12.4
7.9
4.5

11·.0
12,.6

14·.o
14·.1
12·.2
12.6
9.4
5.2

�.. o

s.2

3.1

'7.l

4.1

Selma F. Goldsmith, nlnoome Distribution by Size 1955-58,"
Survey 2,!: Current Business, (April, 1959) P• 14.
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TABLE A-XXXVlll
AVERAGE MONEY INCOME AIID EXPENDITURES OF FAMILIES
OF TWO OR MORE PERSONS BY INCOME CLASS: 1944

Item

Annual money income after personal taxes
.J,i,2,000�l,500Under
$500$1,0001,500
2,000
2,500
1,000
$500

'Expenditures, current $887
Food
374
Clothing
42
Housing, fuel, light,
257
& re.frigeration
Household op9rat1on
56
Furnishings &
2
equipment
Automobile
16
Other transportation
7
Medical care
62
21
Personal care
Recreation
3
Tobacco
16
Reading
14
Formal education
l
Other
13

$1,053
434

ll,'788

$2,051

80

$1,407
555
163

234

283

251

298

66

341
83

25
19
20
88
19
15
15
13
2
25

39
29
26
94
33

42
44
105
41

21
14

41
18

104
48
56
41
22

32

26

4'7

28

2

39

'701

49

46

11

P• 274 Statistical Abstract of the United States:
1947, Sixty-Eighth Edition -- u. s. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Oensus, Washington, D. c. 1947 u. s. Govern ment Printing 0tf1ce

797

394
93
60

69

50

9
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TABIB A-XX.XVIII (OONT 1 D.)
AVERAGE MOr-."EY INCOME AND EX.P:�NDITURES OF FAMILIES
OF TWO OR MORE PERSONS BY INCOJdE OIASS: 1944

Item
Expenditures, current
Food

-Clothing
Housing, fuel, light
& refrigeration
Household operation
Purnishings &
equipment
Automobile
Other transportation
Modical cax-e
Pel"sonal care
Recreation
Tobacco
Reading
Fol:'mal education
Other

Annual monoy income after personal taxes
$4,ooo- is,oro
i2,soo�3,0003,ooo
4,000
s,ooo
and over
$2,410
913
364

i>2,838
1,043

i:3,439
l,150

· $4,305

430
110

488
140

547
166

616
295

88
105
61
123

95
119
63
149
65
82
59
31
13
29

132
17'1
84
190
84
105
71

157
171
109
265
110
137
76
43
42
60

56

63
48
27

15

1'7

462

623

57

29
44

1,386

848

P• 274 Statistical Abstract of the United States:
1947, Sixty-Eighth Edition -- u. s. Department of Com.�eroe,
Bureau of the Oensus. Washington, D. o. 1947 u. s. Oat ern
ment Printing Office
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TABLE A-XXXIX
PERCENT OF EXPE!IDITURES OF PAMILIES OF TWO OR MORE PBH.SONS
BY IUOOME CLASS: 1944

Item

Annual m�ney 1ncot11e after ·personal taxes
�500•
Under
ft,2,000il,000+l,500$500
2,000
1,500
2,500
1,000

Expenditures, current 1001'
Food
42.l
Olothing
4.7
Housing, fuel,11ght
29.0
& ref'rigeration
Household operation 6.3
Furhiahings &
.6
equipment
Automobile
1.8
other transportation .a
Medical care
7.0
Personal care
2.4
Recrea. tion
.3
Tobacco
l.8
Rea.ding
1.6
.l
Formal education
l.5
Other
Based

100�.

41.3
7.6

23.8
4.5

2.4
l.8
1.9
8.3
1.8
l.4
1.4
1.2
.2

2.4

on Table A-XXXVIII

100%
39.4

ll.6

100%
39.2
13.l

100�
38.9
13.8

21.2

19.l

19.2
4.5

2.a

2.7
2.3
2.5
5.9
2.3
2.6
2.3
1.0

2.9
3.4
2.4

l.l

l.8

l.3

4.7

2.1
1.8
6.7
2.3
2.0
1.5
1.0
.l
2.8

4.6

.6

5.1

2.3
2.7
2.0
.4
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TABLE A-XX.XIX (CONT'D•)

PERCENT OF EXP::lIDITURES OF FAMILIES OF TWO OR Mr>HB PERSONS
BY INC'.'.IME CLASS: 1944

Annual l!!onoy 1nc,?me tt'ter personal taxes

Item
Expenditures, current
Food

ee,soo-

13.ooo-

$4,0005,ooo

lOOj!

100%
36.7
16.3

35.5

18.l

32.2
19.7

17.8

15.9

14.S

3.3
4.2
2.2
5.3
2.3
2.9

3.8

3.6
4.0
2.5

3,ooo

37.9

Clothing
15.l
H6using, fuel, light
& re!'r1ge!"at1on
17.8
· ··Household operation
4.6
furnishings &
equipment
3.'7
Automobile
4,.4
Other transportation· 2.1
Medical care
5.l
2.3
Personal care
Recreation
2.6
To'bncco

Heading
Formal education
Other

2.0

1.1
.6

.7

Based on Table A-IXXVIII

4,ooo

4.9

2.1
1.1
.5
1.0

100%

4.8

s.2

2.4
5.5

2.4
3.1
2.1
1.1

.a

1.3

,s,ooo

and over
100%

6.8

6.1
2.6

3.2
1.8
1.0
1.0
1.2
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TABIE A-XXXX
SHARE OF ANNUAL HOUSEHOID EXFEMDI'l'UaES
BY ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME - 1968
ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME
Al.l
Under
�2,000- �s,oooHouseholds :1;2,000
2,999
'3,999
All Goods & Services-Total
Food, beverages & tobacco
Clothing & accessories
Medical & personal c are
Home operations &
improvement

Home furnishings &
equipment
Recreation & recreation
equipment
Automotive
other goods & services

100%
29
12
5

100%
36
11

100%
33
ll
5

100�
30
13
6

19

17

20

18

9

7

8

8

5

5
11

6
13
5

5
15
6

14
7

7

6

Personal correspondence of the author, totter from
'Margarethe Whitmore, LIFE t'larket Research, Time and Life
Building, Rockefeller Center, New Yol"k Ci ty
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TABLE A-XXXX (C-ONT 'D•)

SHARE OF ANUUAL HOUSEHOLD EXPENDITURES
BY ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD INCOME • 1958

f4,0004,999
All goods & services-total
1ooi
Food,. beverages & toaacoo
29
Clothing & accessories
12
Medical & personal care
5
Home operation & improvements 19
8
Home furnishings & equipment
Recreation & recreation
6
equipment
� 14
Automotive
ftber goods & services
'1

ANNUAL HOUSEHOLD n.ooME

�5,ooo-

�7,ooo- flo,ooo
9,999

or

100%
28
11
5
19
9

100%

1001'

18

18

5

5
15

15

6,999

16
7

26
13
5
9

9

. Personal correspondence of the author, Letter from
Margarethe Whitmore, LIFE Market Research, Time and Life
Building, Hockefeller Oentar, New York City

24
14
6

10
6

7

more
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TABLE A-XXXXI
PERCE!fi'AGE DISTrnm.J'TIO!l OF FAMILY EXPBNDITURES
FOR CURRENT CONSUMFTIO?�, BY INCOME - 1947
FAMILY MONEY INCOME
(.1,000$2 ,oooi.3 ,000Total Expenditures for
Current Consumption
Food & beverages
Tobaooo

Housing
Fuel, light &
ttefrigeration
Household operations
Furnishings & equipment
Clothing & services
Transportation
Medical oara
Personal care
Recreation, education,
reading
Miscellaneous

2,000

3,000

4,000

100%
38
3
13

100%
33
2
12

10�
�3
2
12

8
4
3
13
5
5

5
4
7

3

5
4
6
11
12
5
2

11
12
6
2

4
l

5
2

l

7

Wharton School of Finance and Oo:mmerce, Study or
Oonsumer Expenditures, Incomes !,!!9_ Savinv.s, Vol. XYIIf;
Summary of ·.Famil.y Inoomes, Expend! tures and Savings, All
Urban Areas Combined. University of Pennsylvania, 1917.
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TABLE A-XXXXI (CONT'D)
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF FAMILY EXPEJ\!DITURES
FOR CURRENT OONSUMPrION, BY INOOME � 1957
FAMILY MOREY INCOME
$4,000�5,000$6,0006,000
7,500
5,ooo
Total Expenditures for
Currant Conswnption
Food & beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, light &
re:fr1gerat1on
Household operations
Furnishings &
equ1p:nent
Clothing & services
Transportation
Medical care
Personal care
Recreation, education,
reading
Miscellaneous

100%
30

100%

100%

12

12

10

4

3
5

5

2

4

8

28
2

7

11
16
5

11
18

2

2

7

6

1

5

1

28
2

4

7

12
17
6
2

6
l

Wharton School of Finance and Commerce, Stue ot
Consumer Expenditures, Incomes !:!!2. Savings, Vol. X.tII,
Summary or Family Incomes, Expenditures and Savings, All
Urban Arees Combined. University of Pennsylvania, 1957
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TABIE A-XXXXII
PEROENT DISTRIBUTION OF CURREl1T CONSUMER EXPEUDITURES
OF ALL URBAN FAMILIES: 1950

Type o:r Expenditure

All
income
classes

Average Expenditure
for Current Consump100.0
tion
31.4
Food & beverages
1.8
Tobaooo
Housing
11.5
Fuel, light,
4.1
refrigeration
Household ope't'•ation 4.'7
Furnishings &
equipment
6.9
Clothing & clothing
services
11.5
Transportation
13.4
Medical care
5.2
2.2
Personal care
Recreation, reading,
education
5.9
Miscellaneous
l.4

Annual Uet Money Income Ola.as
$1,000 �2,000 �3,000
Under
to
to
to
�a,coo
�2,000 �f3,000 $4,000

100.0
34.6
1.2
18.8

100.0
36.4
2.0
15.7

100.0
o4.7
2.1
12.s

100.0
32.8
2.0
11.s

7.5
4.9

6.l
4.6

4.8
4.2

4,3

4.3

4.9

6.4

6.6

6.3
7.2
7.1
2.0

9.3
7.9
5.4
2.4

10.3
10.9
5.3
2.4

10.B
13.3
5.5
2.3

3.4
2.7

3.7
l.6

4.7
. 1.4

5.7
1.1

4.1

P• 316, Statistical Abstract of the United States:
1959 (Eightieth edition)
Bu�eauor"the Oensus, Wash
ington, D. O. 1959, u. s. Government Printing Office.

u. s.
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TABLE A-XXXXII (CONT'D.)
PEROENT DISTRIBUTION OF OURRIDt� OONSUlAER EXPENDITURES
OF ALL URBAN FAMILIES: 1950

Type of Expenditure

Average F..xpenditure
tor Cur1•ent
Consumption

Food & beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, light,
ref'rigeration
Household operation
Furnishings &
equipment
Clothing & clothing
services
Transportation

Medical oare
Personal care
Reo1•eat1on, reading,
education
liiisoellaneous

�.4,000
to
6,000

ANNUAL NET MONEY INCOME CLASS
,,,6,000
�10,000
$7,500
�5,000
and
to
to
to
6,000
over
7,500
10,000

100.0

l.6

10.3

100.0
28.9
1.4
9.9

3.7
4.5

3.5
4.6

3.4
5.4

2.8
9.0

7.4

7.2

7.2

6.4

8.4

11.4
14.4
5.1
2.2

12.3
15.4
4.8
2.2

12.8
15.6
5.0

13.6
16.5
5.2
2.1

14.l

6.3
1.2

6.3
1.4

6.9
1.4

6.9

7.8
2.9

100.0
31.0
1.9
10.9

100.0
30 .2
l.'7
10.3

100.0
29.0

4.0
4.2

2.1

1.3

p. 316, Statistioal Abstract g£_ !!!,! United States:
1959 (Eightieth edition) u. s. Bureau of the Census, Washlngton, D. c. 1959, U. s. Govemment Printing Office.

24.5
1.0
10.7

12.a

4.1
1.9
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TABLE A•XXXXIII
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENT CONSUMER EXPENDITURES
OF FAMILIES IN RICHMOND, VA.

Type of Expenditure
Food & beverages
Tobacco
Housing
Fuel, light,
retr1gevation
Household operation
Furnishings &
equipment
Olothing & clothing
services
Transportation
Medical care
Personal care
Recreation, reading,
edur.at1on
Miscellaneous

-- 1949

ANNUAL NST MONEY. INCOME CI.ASS
tl,000
Under
:t,2,000
�4,000
�3,000
to
:fr,1,000
to
to
to
2,000
�,ooo
s,ooo
4,000

ssi

1.2
18.5

38%
2.0
15.5

3 7%

2.1
12.• 5

34%
2.0
11 •.2

32�

1.9

10.• 5

'7.4
4.4

6.0

4.1

3.'7

4.7

4.2
3.6

3.8

3.3

4.5

5.5

5.5

6.0

6.9
6.9
6.8
1.9

10.0

11.0

ll.5

5.l

,,5.3

2.s

12.0
13.4
·4.9
2.2

2.9

3.2
1.6

5.2
2.9

5.8
3.6

.s

7.5

5.2
2.4

10.0
2.4
4.2
1.8

12.3

Based on datn in Tables A-XX.XVIII through A-XXXXII

3.• 9
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TABLE A-XXXX.III (OONT 1 D.)
PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF CURRBMT CONSUJBR EXPENDITURES
OF FAMILIES IN RICHMOND, VA. -- 1949
ANNUAL NET MONEY INOOME CLASS

iiiS,000

Type or Expenditure
Food & beverages
'l1obscoo

to

$6,000

6,000

to
?,500

51%

30�

I

l t! ?

10
Housing
Fuel, light,
refrigeration
3.6
Household operation
4�0
F'urnishings & equipment s.a
Clothing & olothing
services
13�0
Transportation
14.4
4�8
:Medical care
2.2
Personal care
Recrea tton, reading,
5.8
education
Miscellaneous
3.7

:;;7,500

to
10,000

ll,10,000

and
-over

27%

1.6
10

29%
l.4
9.7

3.4

:3.3

2.7
8.6
7.0

13.5
14.6
4�9

14.0
14.5
5.0
2.1

14.5
12

6.4

6.4
3.7

4�1
6.8

2�1

.3.6

4.9

e.o

1.0
10.5

4

i.9
7.3

3.6

Based on data in Tables A-XXXVIII through A-XXXXII
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TABLE A-iOOCXIV
PEROEUIJ.' DISTHIBUTI'.)}1 OF OUHREUT, OON,SU1.F.R EXPENDITURES
0141 FAMILIES IN HIOHMOND, VA. -- 1958

l

1.1

32%,
1.9

17.8

31%.
2.0
14.4

1.9,
12.9

12.1

7.7
4.3

6.3
4.0

5.0
5.8

3.7,

4.5

4.2
3.7

3.2

4.'1

5.4

5.4

5.9

9.4
6.8

12.&

9.2

15.4

9.6
16.8

3.6
3.3

4u6

5.7
2.9

a.1

33%

Housing

21.3

rogl'igol'ation

Purnishingn
equipment

&:

Clothing & clothing
services

Transportation
Medioal oa.ro
Personal 0r1I'e
Reoreat1:·m, reading,
education

M1soslla.noous

to
5,000

s,ooo

Food & beverages

Household op �.rs t1on

to
4,000,

2,000

Type of n;xp�nditure

Fu.er, light,

to

to

Under
1;1,000

Tobaoco

,1\l-:l UAL lit;T J.WUEY INCOME OLASS
{f,2,000
t.s.ooo $4,000
t.1,000

5.5

s.s
a.s
2.1

3.2

l.2

a.o
2.a

a.a

6.6

8.6

3.3

29�.

6.9
2.5

BHsed on data in Tables A-XXXVIII through A-XXXX;II

27%

1.a

6.4
2.4

6.4

:/
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TABLS A-D..7-XIV (OOHT •o.)

PRROEHT DISTRIBU'l'IOM nF C!tTHrtENT O .,rmUMER EXPENDI'rUHES
OF FAMILI!:�S IN HICHM ND, VA. -- lll58

-

ANl'<HJAL NET MOHEY .;., :,COME OLJ\SS
�s,ouo �' '7,500 �.10.000
�5,000

to

Type or Expenditure

6,000

Food & bevornges

2 6%
1.6
·11.3

Tobacco

Housing
Fuel, light,
rafrigettat1on
Household op�ration

Furnishings fr.

equipmont
Olothing & clothing
services

Transportntion
t!ed1oal OAI'O
Personal c11re

Recreation, reriding,

education
Misc ellsneous

to

7,500

to

10,000

and

over

1.5

11.6

21.5%
l.3
11.2

12.1

3.9
3.9

3.'1
4.0

3.6
4.8

3.0
8.4

5..7

5.'7

5.9

6.9

10.4
18.0

10.a
18.3

11.2

11.6

....
2.4

6 ,,,

6.4
3.7

25.5%

r3.4

2.3

18.l
6.5
2.3

7.0
3.3

3,6

'7

.o

23.1:t
.9

15.0
5.2

2.1

8.0
3.7

Baaed on data ln Tablos A-XXXVIII through A-:;C(XXllI

